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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
LAW SCHOOL 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

October 1 

October 5 

October 8 

October 9 

October 12 

October 14 

October 16-1 7 

October 21 

October 22 

October 22-24 

October 24 

October 25 

October 28 

Deans Forum with Jack D. Sweet, '5 7, 
Chairman, Guardian Mortgage Co., Inc. 
(by invitation) 

"Inspiring Paths: Conversations with 
Lawyers" series: Mary K. Warren, '92 , 
Shearman &:. Sterling, New York 

First Bishop Lecture: "The New South 
African Constitution: The Importance of 
Comparative Law," Justice Richard J. 
Goldstone, member of the South African 
Constitutional Court 

Second Bishop Lecture: "International 
War Crimes Prosecutions: Restrospect 
and Prospect," Justice Richard J . 
Goldstone , member of the South African 
Constitutional Court 

"Inspiring Paths: Conversations with 
Lawyers" series: the Hon. Harry T. 
Edwards, '65 , Chief Judge , U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the D. C. Circuit 

International Law Workshop (ILW): 
"Taiwan -Alternatives to Statehood," 
Bruno Simma, Dean, University of 
Munich Law Faculty and Member, 
International Law Commission 

Symposium: Whats the Prognosis? 
Managed Care in the Next Century 

Deans Forum with Stuart Ho, '63 , 
Chairman, Capital Investment of 
Hawaii , Inc. (by invitation) 

ILW: "International Trade Law and the 
Protection of Endangered Species: 
The Sea Turtles Dispute ," Robert Howse, 
Professor, University of Toronto Law 
School 

Inaugural Sperling Seminar with 
Bernard Petrie , '52 (by invitation) 

Committee of Visitors 

Scholarship Breakfast 

Negotiation Competition 

ILW: "Can International Refugee Law 
Be Made Relevant Again?", 
Professor James Hathaway 

Continued on inside back cover 

Have you moved lately? 

If you are a Law School 
graduate, please send your 
change of address to: 

LAW SCHOOL 
Development and 
Alumni Relations 
721 S. State St. 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104-3071 

Phone: 734.998.7970 

Fax: 734.998.7340 
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Non-alumni readers should 
write directly to: 

LAW QUADRANGLE NOTES 
919 Legal Research Building 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48109-1215 

Address all other news to: 
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LAW QUADRANGLE NOTES 
1045 Legal Research Building 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48109-1215 
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734.764.8309 

trogers@umich.edu 
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MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN 

Focus ON FACULTY 
Faculty members' curiosity is insatiable. It ranges from the antiquity of Icelandic blood feuds to 
the futuristic issues of genetic engineering. The Law Schools students, other faculty members, 
graduates and others reap the benefits. With an introduction by Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '8L 

BRIEFS 
Legal practice pros take three-day look at 'Advancing Professionalism'; Professor, student join 
forces to study deterrent power of capital punishment; Bergstrom Foundation endows summer 
training for child welfare specialists; Wide-ranging looks at healthcare, terrorism, technology 
and international law; New seminars offer look at character-building, civic responsibility; 
Videoconferencing opens new doors for interviews; David Evans: tailoring the new to invigorate 
the old; Faculty Commons designer Mark Hampton 

36 FACULTY 

62 

76 

84 

93 

98 

106 

James B. White on American higher education; Croley; Logue and Malamud named full 
professors; Dissecting cases to show the larger picture; Regan named Fellow of American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences; Child and family agencies honor Duquette; Activities; 
Ted SL Antoine: an appreciation; VISiting faculty offer new insights; Faculty publications 

ALUMNI 
Law School graduates solution pan of Supreme Court decision; John Pickering, '40, receives 
Brennan Award; Many graduates enjoy benefits of clerkships; Soccer Hall of Fame honors 
Rothenberg, '63; Coming back home; Butzbaugh, '66, Turner, '87, elected to Michigan State Bar 
leadership; Patricia White, '74, named Dean at Arizona State University College of Law; 
Class notes; In memoriam 

FEATURE 
A capstone to the past, a springboard to the future. The new Center for International and 
Comparative Law, a reflection of the Law Schools rich history of international legal education 
and international involvement, is proof that the best is yet to come. 

ARTICLES 

SAME SEX HARASSMENT, A SERIOUS AND NEGLECTED SOCIAL PROBLEM 

Amid recognize that when women and men are sexually violated, verbally or physically; 
they are targeted and harmed as women and as men. 
- Catha,ine A MacKinnon 

UPSTREAM PATENTS = DOWNSTREAM BOTTLENECKS 

A proliferation of intellectual property rights upstream may be stifling life-saving innovations 
further downstream in the course of research and product development. 
- Michael A Heller and Rebecca S. Eisenberg 

THE LIFE OF THE SICK PERSON 

Sick people are different from healthy people, for they often feel fiightened, discouraged, 
dull-witted, abstracted, uninterested, and weary. These feelings may inhibit them from making 
medical decisions. 
- Carl E. Schneide1; '79 

CAN INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE LAW BE MADE RELEVANT AGAIN? 

States pay lip service to the importance of honoring the right to seek asylum, but in practice 
devoce significant resources to keep refugees away from their borders. 
- James C Hathaway 



MESSAGE FROM DEAN LEHMAN 

In my last message, I discussed the great lawyers role as keeper of our profession's 
image. I pointed to Clarence Darrow, who leavened his professional contributions with 
simple kindnesses to friends and acquaintances. I argued that ultimately such 
generosity of spirit lies at the core of the image we wish for the public to associate 
with those who have chosen a life in the law. 

A lawyer's professional training reinforces such generosity of spirit in many ways. 
Law School provides innumerable formal opportunities outside the classroom 
for active community involvement. More informally, dorm life and the world of 
first-year study groups allow students to learn the value of individual-to-individual 
mutual support. 

I also believe that the classroom itself, through its core intellectual training, 
nurtures lawyers' ability to reach outward. One of the qualities that leads people such 
as Darrow to be recognized for their generosity of spirit is also a quality that 
undergirds effective professional representation. That quality is the ability to listen. 

The ability to be well-spoken is fundamental to good lawyering. Lawyers speak to 
clients when they advise. They speak on behalf of clients as advocates . Indeed, one 
rationale for the attorney-client privilege builds on the need to provide ordinary 
citizens access to an expert voice within a comple and specialized legal system. 

But to speak well, one must first listen well. 
When my mind's eye envisions the characteristic mode of an ideal attorney, I see 

the mouth closed. The eyes are opened wide. The brow shows intense concentration. 
I see a person who is both intensely engaged and studiously detached, someone 
struggling to practice a skill that is not innate to most people. 

Without training, our ears betray us. They attune themselves to comfortable 
frequencies. They send our brains information that reinforces our sense of how the 
world works. They filter out sounds that are dissonant and potentially destabilizing. 

To be a good lawyer, ones ears must be tuned differently They must be especially 
sensitive to information that challenges our hypotheses about the world. They must 
feed us a steady diet of difficult data , so that our brains have no choice but to contend 
with the world as it truly is, in all its unsettling complexity 

Frank M. Coffin, former Chief Judge of the First Circuit, has written that the very 
best lawyers know how to "go for their own jugulars." They engage sympathetically 
with counterargument. They listen with openness, respect, and even appreciation to 
those who challenge them. 

Law school is where we learn to listen. We learn that we cannot answer a 
professors question effectively if we do not force ourselves to hear every factual 
wrinkle, and to think about what it might mean. We learn that we cannot respond 
persuasively to a classmates argument if we do not force ourselves to understand 
her or his premises, to empathize with them, and to respond to them directly We 
learn how to deploy all of our intellectual resources in the effort to understand 
another's words. 

We thus help our students to heighten their ability to analyze by first deepening 
their ability to empathize. Empathy is what allows us to listen effectively, to step 
outside ourselves and think critically And the foundation of empathy can undergird 
more than just analytic power. It can also sustain a way of life that is open, engaged, 
and generous. Ultimately, that is every bit as important to our professional image as 
the ability to think a problem through from beginning to end. 
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To be a good lawyer, one's ears 
must be tuned differently. 

They must be especially sensitive 
to information that challenges our 

hypotheses about the world. 
They must feed us a steady diet of 

difficult data, so that our brains 
have no choice but to contend 

with the world as it truly is, in all 
its unsettling complexity. 



OUTSTANDING FACULTY ARE THE CORE 
OF EVERY GREAT LAW SCHOOL. 

Throughout its 140-year history, Michigan has sustained a 
special pride in the quality of its professors. From Thomas 

Cooley to Jack Dawson, Edson Sunderland to William Bishop, 
Michigan professors ha e made enduring contributions to the 

world of legal scholarship to the intellectual development 
of their students and the practice of la . 

To know Michigan, therefore , is to know its faculty. Readers of 
Law Quadrangle Note become acquainted with our current 

faculty member b reading their scholarly writings and 
following their activities and accomplishments. 

In this issue we present eight members of the current faculty 
from three perspecti e : their own, that of a colleague and that 

of a student. The professors profiled in the pages that follow 
w re not lected to be repre entati e of the faculty as a whole . 

ith a facult as di er e a ours no gang of eight can begin to 
capture the full range and quality of the hole. 

Non th les , one can begin to get a sense of the vibrancy of the 
facult communit b getting to kno Donald N. Duquette 

R becca . Eis nberg Richard D. Friedman 
Catharin . MacKinnon, William I. Miller, Richard H. Pildes , 
Mathia WR imann, and Carl E. Schneider. They speak with 
radi all cliff r nt oice . The pursue breathtakingly different 
goal . But the share a passion for their intellectual calling and 

an originalit and clarit of vision, that are truly in the best 
tradition of th University of Michigan Law School. 
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CLINICAL 
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CLINIC 
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STATE 

UNIVERSITY, 

J.D. UNIVERSITY 

OF MICHIGAN 

LAW SCHOOL 

DONALD N . DUQUETTE 

I AM OBSESSED WITH HOW SOCIETY 
resp nds when mothers and fathers fail to car for 
their children. Clinical teaching in the Child 
Ad ocacy La Clinic allows me to pursue this 
obsession while also erving the 'trinity" of the 
Uni ersitys mission statement: teaching, r earch 
and service. 

Teaching/service: Individual child prote tion cases 
provide the base and inspiration for all my other 
professional work. Sometimes I am asked, Don't 
you e er get tired of handling child cases? Doesn't it 
get boring or repetiti e ?" To which I ans er a 
resounding ' No! " Each child is different. Each family, 
each coun - and each team of student attorneys -
adds to the diverse mix that fuels the rest of my 
work. Besides, students like the Child Ad ocacy 
experience because of the immense satisfaction they 
get from using their new legal skills to help a specific 
child. My satisfaction is doubled because not only 
do I share in the pleasure of providing the ery best 
legal service for a child or parent, but I also revel in 
the students' performance and their introduction to 
a humane and altruistic aspect of the law. 

Teaching/research: Real cases ground me in the 
real world but also provide a data base for the 
question of ' Whats wrong with this picture?" Pan 
of my job is to understand the real world and teach 
students to work effectively in it , but another part of 
the job and a part I really like, is the creative 
"visioning," - that is , seeing things that are not 
there and devising alternatives to a reality so many 
accept. People sometimes look askance when I say 
part of my job is to "see things that aren't there." I 
suppose this is a variation on the old saw "you don't 
have to be crazy to do this job, but it helps." 

My research and writing rests on the experiences 
of particular cases and often involves student work 
of some sort. One of my most influential books, 
Advocatingfor the Child in Protection Proceedings , 
was co-authored by an interdisciplinary group of 
graduate students in the Bush Program on Child 
Development. When the U.S. Congress mandated a 
national evaluation of legal representation of 
children, that book formed the conceptual 
framework for a ational Center on Child Abuse 
and Neglect study In Michigan child welfare reform, 
the Supreme Court, Governors office or State Bar 
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have often appointed me to task forces and 
commissions and I have tried to in olve students in 
various ways when appropriate. Michigan child 
protection and foster care statutes include sections 
initially drafted by Michigan law students. Going 
back to the early '80s, Lisa D'Aunno and her partner 
Jennifer Levin, both '84, helped draft sections of the 
bills that made Michigan's child welfare court 
process one of the most efficient in the nation. One 
of the best and most recent examples of student 
involvement in research/public service is a bill to 
define the role of the childs attorney in child 
protection cases. Greg tanton, '95 , helped draft a 
set of recommendations subsequently adopted by 
the State Bar Children's Task Force, f which I was 
co-chair. When Lt. Governor Binsfeld asked for our 
help in drafting legislation, Rach l Lokken,'97, and 
Kristin Schutjer, '98, develop d som very important 
bill language. Albert Hartmann, '98, wrote a law 
review arti le on the topic (Hartmann, "Crafting an 
Advocate for the Child," 31 Michigan journal of Law 
Reform 237 [Fall 1997]) and lasL Mar h, he and I, at 
the Lt. Governors invitation, testified in support of 
the bills before a joint committee o[ the Michigan 



Senate and House. (See 4 1.2 Law Quadrangle Notes 
32-35 [Summer 1998]). These bills passed the 
Michigan Senate unanimously and as this is being 
written, are pending in the Michigan House. 

Research/Service: I just completed a sabbatical 
year in Washington, D.C., where I worked on 
President Clintons Initiative on Adoption and Foster 
Care. The Clinton Administration asked me to draft 
guidelines for state legislation governing permanence 
for children. These guidelines are technical 
assistance to the states and address court and legal 
process and lawyers' roles in child protection and 
foster care cases. Recommendations include: 
enforceable post-adoption contact with siblings and 
extended family; a new form of permanent 
guardianship to achieve stable homes for children 
and non-adversarial case resolution such as 
mediation and family group conferencing. Extended 
family are engaged early in the process and given 
more power to mfluence the planning for a child. 
Grounds t r termination of parental rights are 
proposed that reflect the growing consensus that 
children cannot wait indefinitely for their parents to 
get it together. The overall effect of the guidelines is 
nothing short of recasting the entire jurisprudence of 
child protection to achieve safety and permanence 
for the child in a disciplined court process. 

For over 20 years I have been blessed by 
challenging students and supporti e and insightful 
colleagues, like uellyn Scamecchia, '81 , and David 
Chambers. It has been exhilarating to pursue justi e 
for children and to participate in th redefinition of 
child welfare jurisprudence. Our Child Ad ocacy 
Law Clinic is looked upon as th model of such 
clinics around the nation and e are often called 
upon to advise other schools in the de elopment of 
similar programs. Where else but at the Uni ersity of 
Michigan Law School ould on get the level of 
institutional and intellectual supp rt n cessary to 
sustain such anent rprise? I look forward to the 
next 20 years. 

SU E LLYN SCARN E CCHI A 
Associate Dean for Clin ical Affairs 
and Clin ical Professor of Law 
B.A. Northwestern University, 
J.D. University of Michigan Law School 

"It's Impossible to sum up In a few words all that Don has 
done for children and for future lawyers. Over the past 20 years, 
Don and his students have been involved. In Just about every 
advancement In clilld welfare law and pracd.ce In Michigan. 
Over the past few years, through the Kellogg Famll1es for Kids 
Initiative and his most recent sabbatical year In Washington, 
D.C., he has taken his message of the need for bJgb quality 
representation of children to a nadonal audience. Don 
promotes the Interests of abused and neglected children with 
an Incomparable amount of patience. In spite of the apparently 
slow progress and seeming defeats that you must absorb In this 
work, Don greets each new challenge with optimism, convlcdon 
and good humor. 1banb to his efforts, children receive better 
representation and treatment In the legal system. 

"At the beginning of each semester, Don promises our 
students 'the best clinical law experience available.' Be's not 
kidding when he makes that promise. Don believes that 
students should be entrusted with the dedslon making power 
that will push them to be fine attorneys. He guides them, 
through their cases, to the point In each semester when they are 
truly representing their d.lents; not as his assistants, but as the 
front-line advocates. They get angry at hhn at times throughout 
this process. They would like hhn to tell them what to do!Wlth a 
great deal of respect, he calmly pushes the question back to the 
students. Before long they reali7.e what a gift he has given them: 
a confidence In their own judgment that will serve them well as 
new attorneys. Many of Don's students have gone on to be 
leaden In the field of child protection law, but even those who 
have not carry with them the first lessons he provided In what it 
takes to be an excellent and caring lawyer." 

Laura Cerasoli, '9& 
Children's Law Center, 
Washington, O.C. 
B.A. Michigan State 
University 

"Dan Duquette has done 
mare far my career in 
child advocacy than all of 
my other professors. 
He was an outstanding 
professor. The Child 
Advocacy Law Clinic was 
the closest thing ta 
practicing law that I 
ever encountered as a 
student. Mare important, 
Professor Duquette was 
always available ta talk 
ta us about our cues or 
the practice of law in 
general. His knowledge 
of the law and dedication 
ta helping his students 
continua ta work in child 
advocacy are the reason 
the Child Advocacy Law 
Clinic is the premier 
learning around for child 
advocates today. 

"After I graduated, Dan 
never hesitated In 
helping me find the 
crucial connections I 
needed to land a job in 
this highly competitive 
area of public interest 
law. He has became a 
valued friend and trusted 
colleague upon wham 
I rely for advice in all 
areas of my work. 
I would not be where 
I am today without him." 
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PROFESSOR 

OFLAW 

&B. STANFORD 

UNIVERSITY, J .D. 

UNIVERSITY OF 

CALIFORNIA 

AT BERKELEY 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

REBECCA S. EISENBERG 

AS A TEENAGER, I HAD A PASSION for studying 
foreign languages. 1 loved immer ing myself in an 
unfamiliar idiom, struggling to make sense of 
another system for parsing words and sentences to 
describe experiences and observations. I re eled in 
subtle differences in the meaning of words that were 
sometimes, but not always, equivalents in 
translation. Most intriguing of all were the occasional 
insights 1 gained into the limitations of my own 
language when I recognized that a foreign locution 
simply has no English equivalent. 

I gave up the study of foreign languages at some 
point in college, or so I thought. But as 1 reflect 
upon what I'm doing in mid-career, I wonder if I've 
become a lifelong e change student of sons, 
continually struggling to make sense of a foreign 
idiom, and always trying to figure out what is getting 
lost in the translation. 

I am trained as a lawyer and ha e been teaching 
intellectual property to law students since 1984. 
Although I think 1 carry out this job in plain 
English, other observers might report that I speak 
some son of "IP" dialect of legalese. But my research 
continually takes me outside the community of 
lawyers and future lawyers to attempt conversation 
with people who work in a very different idiom. 
I study how intellectual property operates in the 
setting of biomedical research, and that task brings 
me into communities of research scientists on a 
regular basis. Sometimes my formal role is more or 
less that of a guest lecturer or author, trying, without 
benefit of a translator, to make patent law concepts 
comprehensible to people who don't know my 
dialect. But once my own presentation is finished , I 
revert to the role of exchange student, listening or 
reading along while scientists talk to each other in a 
language that makes a little more sense to me each 
time I hear it. 

What fascinates me in both of these roles -
presenter and observer - is not simply trying to 
follow the scientific jargon, nor even the far greater 
challenge of following the science that the jargon 
describes, but rather the challenge of recognizing the 
similarities and differences in the categories and 
concepts that are salient in the discourses of 
intellectual property and research science. Why is it, 
for example, that a publication announcing the 
identification and characterization of a new gene 
may list fifty authors, while the patent application on 
the same gene will list only two or three inventors? 
How is authorship on a scientific publication like or 
unlike inventorship on a patent application? And 
what are the implications of these similarities and 
differences for patent controversies within the 
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sci nt1fic community? Patent law repea tedly invokes 
the Judgment of a fictitious practitioner of ordinary 
skill in the fi ld of the invention in setting legal 
standards, but is it framing questions that such a 
practitioner would find meaningful and appropriate, 
and is it orrectly understanding the answers? 

To some xtent, differences in the vernaculars of 
l w and scien e correspond to cultural differences 
betwe n industry and the academy in biomedical 
research. Much of my work focuses on the role of 
mtell tual property at the public-private divide m 
research science. Recently I served as chair of a 
working group on research tools for the National 
Institutes of Health . In that capacity, I spent many 
hours talking to people in universities and pri ate 
firms about difficulties they encounter in negotiating 
mutually agreeable terms of exchange for research 
tools - materials, information, and reagents - for 
use in biomedical research. Just about everyone 
agrees that there is a growing problem, but they tell 
different stories about what the problem is. Those 
who administer the patent system often take it for 
granted that owners of inventions will be adequately 
motivated to transfer proprietary technology to 
potential users if the stakes are high enough , yet in 
this particular setting, the costs of bargaining seem 
to be consuming the gains from e ·change. hy are 
exchange mechanisms that ha e worked tolerably 
well in other fields less successful in the market for 
biomedical research tools? 

When I left practice for teaching, I worried that 
after a few years I would be bored in the I ory 
Tower, too far remo ed from emerging problems in 
the real orld. In practice, I was onstantly 
presented with n w probl ms, and my chall nge as 
to describe the issu s in a a that made the 
resolution fa red by my client seem lik th most 
modest, une eptionable incr ment o er prior 
res lutions of imilar pr blems that had long be n 
settled . In the a ademy, I f ar d that I uld ne r 
see a new pr blem, that I ould inst ad b do med 
to rehashing ld issues and m hall ng v ould be 
to repackage old ideas in a way that seemed n w 
and unpre d nted. 

Instead, to my gr at d light , th fi ld I obs rv is 
constantly pres nting new pr bl ms, shifting in a s 
that turn my question round and r al n 
angles I hadn't thought of. My tel phon ke ps 
ringing, alth ugh I ha e no li n ts to ontr 1 how I 
spin an issue. My greatest chall ng is to be sur I 
understand all that I' e heard b fore I sp ak, and to 
be sur that m own words ar not misund rstood . 

R O NAL D J . MANN 
Assistant Professor of Law 
B.A. Rice University, J.D. University of Texas, Austin 

•~ a scholar, Becky Eisenberg has staked out for herself a 
daunting task: to understand the law-related aspects of 
biotechnology from the inside out. Unlike many things that we 
do as law professors, that is not a task that can be carried very 
far sitting at a desk reading statutes and judicial decisions. 
All that you can learn by reading law books is what the law says, 
which does not take you very far toward understanding how the 
industry works, especially in a rapidly developing scientific 
field like biotechnology. To master her field, Becky had to learn 
not only the law of intellectual property (a major task in itself) 
but also to become ufficiently expert in biochemistry and 
molecular genetics to understand the forces that drive the lab 
researchers, universities, private companies, and other 
institutions that constitute the world of biotechnology. 

"Working in that field, Becky has produced a string of 
impre sive articles analyzing many of the most central issues 
relating to biotechnology research. She has studied topics 
ranging from the differing cultures in academic and 
commercial research environments, to the scope of patent 
exemptions for research, to her current work on the policies 
that justify public funding of research that competes with 
privately funded research efforts. In all of those areas, Becky's 
work has broken new ground, bringing serious thought to 
important topics not previously examined in the scholarly 
literature. Given the seminal quality of her work on those 
topics, it is not an exaggeration to say that Becky has defined 
the field in which she works. We are lucky to have her here. 

''Having said all of that, consider my state of mind shortly 
after I accepted the Dean's offer to come to Michigan to teach 
commercial transactions. About the time that I decided to 
come here, I had the novel idea that it would be interesting to 
start studying intellectual property. I decided that I should call 
up Professor Eisenberg (whom I had not yet met in any 
significant way) to see what she would think about my deciding 
to work in that field. I remember making the call with some 

trepidation: Will she think 
I'm intruding into her 
domain'?Will she think I can't 
possibly know enough to 
teach intellectual property at 
her school? My concerns 
were completely unfounded. 
I was overwhelmed 
immediately with her 
excitement at the prospect 
that one of her colleagues 
had decided to study 
intellectual property. Since 
then, she has been one of my 
closest friends on the faculty, 
giving generously of her time 
and expertise in the field." 

Ira Finkelstein, '98 
B.S.E., B.S. University 
of Michigan 

"There have been so 
many times and ways 
Professor Eisenberg has 
had an influence on my 
law school experience 
that it's hard to keep 
track of them. Of course, 
she's a great teacher. 
Being called on in her 
classes is more like a 
conversation than an 
inquisition, and in going 
through the cases she is 
never afraid to let us 
know when she thinks the 
court has completely 
blown the call. 

"She has also been 
among the most 
accessible of my 
professors at Michigan: 
whenever I felt that I 
needed advice, whether 
about work, clerkship 
applications, the bar 
exam, or law school in 
general , she has always 
been willing to make 
some time to help me. 

"Finally, Professor 
Eisenberg is a superior 
legal scholar. Her 
writings on IP 
(intellectual property) 
law, her field of 
expertise, are clear 
and persuasive and 
address important 
issues. I wish everything 
I read in law journals 
was like that! " 
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RICHARD D. FRIEDMAN 

IF MYWIFE ORDERS A MEAT DISH at a 
restaurant , 1'll usuall get seafood - but if she 
orders fish I won't. We'll share, and I like ariety. 
This may help explain not only why I am 
dilettantish in the courses I teach but also why my 
two biggest academic projects have absolutely 
nothing to do with one another. 

A dozen years ago, I agreed to become general 
editor of Th New Wigmor; , the successor treatise to 
Wigmore on Evidence. And I also decided to write the 
portion of the treatise on the law of hearsay. As 
anyone who has taken a course in evidence knows, 
hearsay is a baffling doctrine, much disliked and 
manipulated. But I believe that if we dig deep 
enough under the muck, we fmd a principle of 
enormous importance, which lies at the heart of the 
Sixth Amendments Confrontation Clause: the 
adjudicative system must not allow a person, 
whether in court or outside, to create testimony for 
use against a criminal defendant unless the witness is 
testifying under oath, in the presence of the 
defendant, and subject to cross-examination. This is 
a narrow principle - it only applies to a limited set 
of out-of-court statements, those that are in some 
sense "testimonial" - and I wouldn't ring it with an 
array of exceptions. (The defendants right is subject 
to forfeiture if his own misconduct makes 
confrontation infeasible.) I believe that if this 
principle were well understood and protected, we 
could happily do with a much simpler body of law 
dealing with secondary evidence, or even with no 
such law at all. This reconceptualization would work 
a large change in the way litigation is conducted -
but it would be more efficient, better informed, and 
also more protective of defendants' rights. 

I've churned out a fair number of articles on 
evidentiary law, and two editions of a coursebook, 
and much of this writing has been on hearsay and 
confrontation. But working out my ideas in the 
treatise itself is painfully slow work. I am trying to 
offer help to lawyers and judges on a vast array of 
doctrinal issues - but at the same time to nudge the 
law rather unsubtly from its current framework into 
the one I favor. I have about 1,000 pages of 
manuscript done, and I am hoping to publish the 
first part within a couple of years. Recognizing the 
finiteness of life , I have taken on a co-author - an 
excellent scholar from Indiana University named 
Aviva Orenstein - for the second part. 

By the time we get done, I hope to have made 
substantial progress on my other project. It has an 
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mterestmg history. When Justice Holmes died m 
1935, h left much of his estate to the go ernment. 
The pnncipal proJ ct that has been sponsored with 
the m ney 1s a multi-volume history of the Supreme 
Court Paul Fr und of Harvard was supposed to 
wnte the volum on the Hughes Court (1930-41), 
but h was unabl to finish the job. I was lucky 
enough to get th assignment, in part because I had 
written a doctoral dissertation on Charles Evans 
Hughes as Chief Justice. This penod was one of 
huge constnullonal transformation - I call it "the 
crucible of the modern Constitution" - with FDR'.s 
at tempt to pack the court as its dramatic centerpiece. 
In my Vlew court-packing has less to do with the 
transformation than is sometimes supposed, a view I 
have elaborated at some length in "Switching Time 
and Other Thought Experiments: The Hughes Court 
and Constitutional Transformation," 142 University 
of Pennsylvania Law Review 1891 (1994). I love this 
work; I love dealing with the manuscripts, the 
personalities, and the disputes of an era that is 
bygone but still familiar. I can't wait to turn fuller 
attention to it. 

I am very fortunate - abo e all in my family; and 
in having the blessings of health and liberty, but also 
in having work, in the classroom and out, that I 
wake up to ach day with zest, and the opportunity 
to do it in the stimulating, humane, and supporti e 
environment that the Law cho l provides. 

Emily K. Paster 
Third Year Law Student 
A.B. Princeton University 

"Professor Friedman is both 
a great teacher and a great 
mentor. He ha been an 
important part of my two 
years at the University of 
Michigan Law School, both 
in and out of the clas room. 
In the classroom, Profes or 
Friedman's openness and 
honesty enable him to 
facilitate frank di cu sion, 
even on such controversial 
matters a abortion and 
affirmative action. Protano, 

Friedman never hides behind 
the podium, but is instead 
forthcoming with his own 
opinions, which, rather than 
intimidating students, makes 
them feel more comfortable 
sharing their opinions. 

"Out Ide of the classroom, 
Professor Friedman is one of 
the most accessible 
professors in the Law 
School. Ha is genuinely 
interested in his students, 
both as people and as young 
lawyers. He Is always willing 
to talk to tudents truggling 
to decide on a career path, 
and I candid about his own 
experiences as a lawyer and 
a professor. 

AMUEL R. GROSS 
Thomas and Mabel Long Professor of Law 
A.B. Columbia College, J.D. University of California 
at Berkeley School of Law 

"Rich Friedman is simply an energy machine. He is an extraordinarily productive scholar. 
Hi main field is evidence law, where he staked out an early claim as a central figure in the 
application of tatistical reasoning (Bayesian analysis) to evidentiary issues, and developed an 
original framework for understanding the hearsay rule. 

"But he doesn't stick to any specified turf. In evidence law he has also written about the 
confrontation clause, conditional relevance, the use of photographs in evidence, and 
impeachment with character evidence, among other issues, not to mention taking on the arduous 
role of General Editor of the new re-written version ofWigmore's classic treatise. 

•~d that's not nearly it; he writes in other areas entirely: antitrust, the vice presidency of the 
United States, Chief Justice Hughes, the use of peremptory challenges in criminal trials, and so on. 

"You might think that someone who writes that much must simply recirculate bland, well
worn notions. ot in the least. Rich is nothing if not original, and quite frequently controversial. 
He doesn't hesitate to pu h new ideas, and - judging from the volume of published responses to 
his articles - is quite successful at provoking other scholars. But he is the most lovable 
provocateur one can imagine. 

" ot only is Rich one of the most friendly, outgoing and generous people I have met, he 
manages to maintain that personality even as be enrages people with his unconventional ideas. 
In a recent article responding to one of Rich's proposals, a severe critic complained: 'How does one 
maintain the requisite fire for a proper academic quarrel with a man who first quotes his wife's 
di paraging judgment I about his own work] and follows with a reassuring footnote citation to the 
birth certificate of his daughter [attesting to the continued success of his marriage all the same]? 
I am altogether disarmed.' (H. Richard Uviller, ' Unconvinced, Unreconstructed and Unrepentant: 
A Reply to Professor Friedman's Response," 43 Duke Law Journal 834 (1994). 

"We are all disarmed, and lucky to have Rich among us." 

"He also has great insight 
into people. After witnessing 
my participation in the 
heated discussions in our 
Constitutional Law class, he 
knew I would enjoy being a 
litigator even though I was 
still unsure myself. 'You 
seem to like the give-and
take of the classroom,' he 
said to me. Well , there is 
never a shortage of that 
when Professor Friedman 
is around." 
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C A THAR I NE A. MacKINNON 

HOW I DO WHAT I DO in law became clear to me 
one morning in the winter of 1994 in a dim halting 
hotel elevator in Zagreb, on the way to my third 
solid day of listening to women speak the 
unspeakable atrocities of genocide. 

My part of the work itself started in the early 
1970s when women in New Haven - students, 
workers, housewives, Black and white - told me 
about a then nameless oppression that became 
' sexual harassment" and a law against it. It went on 
through the 1980s, and is going on still , as women 
- prostitutes, daughters , wives, more students, 
anyone , now in the hundreds - tell of being 
violated through pornography: being used to make it 
or assaulted or molested by men who use it. 
Their violations became a civil rights law against 
pornography, each cause of action silently bearing 
their names. 

In 1991 , Muslim and Croat women from Bosnia 
and Croatia - lawyers, bus drivers, factory workers, 
resistance fighters , small business owners, children, 
grandmothers - asked me to work with them, first 
to tell the world that they had been raped in the 
Serbian genocide, then to represent them in 1992 in 
holding the perpetrators accountable . Now rape as 
an act in genocide is becoming recognized under 
international law. 

10 THE U IVER ITY OF MI HIGA LAW 

In that elevator in Zagreb, I realized that I have 
spent most of my adult life listening to women, and 
sometimes men, trust me with their violation, and 
the rest of the time trying to do something about it. 

What I have learned of making life into law, 
representing hurt people accountably, is this. First 
there is the womens movement. You have to be part 
of a community Then you don't find people; they 
find you. You don't invent abstractions and go hunt 
down clients or evidence to fit them; the people who 
come to you bring the theory that has yet to be born 
in you. What they know is not in any book and 
what has happened to them may not be against any 
law. Sometimes they want you to do something, and 
believe you will where others haven't or won't. 
Sometimes they just want you to know what is real , 
and believe it will matter that you know it. They 
want what happened to them to leave a trace. Most 
of all , they want what happened to them never to 
happen to anyone else ever again. Figuring out how 
is up to you. You do nothing alone, but the 
responsibility is all yours. 

The survivors become part of me. I hear their 
voices, see their faces . I will not let them down. 
I will not stop. 



CH RISTINA B . WHITMAN 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 
B.A., M.A. University of Michigan, 
J.D. University of Michigan Law School 

"Catharine MaclClnnon la one of thoee rare thinkers who has fundamentally changed the way 
we look at the world. In the early days of the aecond wave of the women's movement, femJnlat 
writing by legal 8Cholan flt neatly into the tradldon of the raclal equality cases by arguing that 
women and men are slmllarly situated for legally relevant purpo8e8. This perspectfve, which 
promoted gender neutrality, ran into a theoredcal and practical wall when faced with cases that 
concerned problems, such as pregnancy, that were thought to reflect bedrock biological 
differences between men and women. 

"MaclClnnon broke through this dilemma by powerfully reconreptuallzlng the problem in 
terms grounded directly in the experience of women. She challenged the assumpdon that legal 
soludons are to be found by comparing women to men, and argued that femJnlats should focus 
instead on the unique mechanisms tlirough which women are made subordinate to men. Wltty, 
prolific, extraordinarlly ardculate, and willing to talk openly about thoee matters that define 
women's lives but are often considered inappropriate for public or academic dlacourse, Professor 
MaclClnnon argues that the key to understanding the subordinate status of women Des in the 
social construcdon of semallty from a male perspective. Sa coerced in fact but socially described 
as consensual became, after MaclClnnon, the central subject of feminist Jurlsprudendal inquiry 
because It explains why 8el: inequality can be seen by law as the consequence of free lndtvidual 
choice. Viewed through this framework, 8el:ual harassment la seen as employment dlacrlminadon 
rather than office romance. Pornography becomes as much a means of silencing women as an 
expression of rebellious indJvlduallty. And abordon rights are an inadequate alternadve to the 
power to say no in the first place. 

"MaclClnnon's work changed feminist 8Chol.arshlp throughout the academy and has provided 
both the theoredcal groundwork and the legal tools for significant change in the lives of women. 
Most recently, she has lnldated lldgadon seeking sancdons in intemadonal human rights law for 
rape as a tool of terrorism, war and genocide. It ls not an enggeradon to say that for the last 25 
years, Professor MaclClnnon has had more influence, both inside and outside the academy, than 
any other American law professor." 

Marc S. Splndelman, '95 
Reginald F. Lewis Fellow, Harvard Law School 
B.A. Johns Hopkins University 

"If the measure of a line teacher is her willingness to 
take ideas seriously and to encourage her students to do 
the same for themselves, Professor Catharine 
MacKinnon is a great teacher. If the measure of an 
effective teacher is whether she provides her students 
with a set of analytic tools with which better to 
undentand how to think critically about their own and 
others' ideas, and, through that process, to grow 
intellectually and personally, Professor MacKlnnon is a 
remarkably effective teacher. If the measure of an 
inspiring teacher is her ability to demonstrate to her 
students that ideas, among them legal ideas, can and 
do have a real Impact on the lives that people lead, and 
to demonstrate, by her example, the importance of 
developing one's own, independent way of thinking -
no matter how high the stakes may be or seem, 
Professor MacKinnon is a truly inspiring teacher. 

"For years now, people have invoked Harvard Law 
School Professor Thomas Reed Powell's famous 
definition of a legal mind: a mind that can think about 
something that is related to something else without 
thinking about the thing to which It is related. University 
of Michigan Law School Professor Catharine MacKinnon 
goes one step farther, instructing her students not to 
forget that a legal mind, so trained and so defined, has 
its limitations. And, perhaps more significantly, 
Professor MacKinnon educates her students to 
appreciate that that thing a legal mind may not -
indeed, might prefer not to - think about, can 
sometimes tum out to be the most important thing 
ofall." 
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WILLIAM I. MILLER 
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I WAS A VISITING TEACHER at the University of 
Michigan Law School in 1984 on leave from the 
University of Houston Law School. Some four months 
into my visit I was engaged in conversation by a most 
influential and estimable member of the faculty He 
indicated that he thought my talk on tenth-century 
Icelandic blood feuds was, well , he supposed, 
interesting, even entertaining, but, how should he put 
it: "Can you tell me, what in the world is the point of 
studying that?" he blurted. "And why, in any event, 
should we have someone doing that in a law school?" 
(I suspected he felt I had meant purposely to mock hirn 
not only by placing my feuds in the tenth century, a 
century from which no one, not even a Jeopardy player 
can name an event, but also by placing them in Iceland, 
which is to countries as the tenth century is to 
centuries) . 

I could not deny that I wanted a job offer bad and 
knew that convincing those people, such as my 



interlo utor, who might wonder what my 
hobbyhors s might have to do with the UCC or the 
latest upr me Court pronouncement on the Fourth 
Amendm nt , was going to be no easy task. There 
were , to th ir minds, departments just right for me, 
paym minimum wage, in which people did get to 
read things that were a tually fun to read and 
ed1fymg to . 

o I hemmed and hawed and was slavishly mealy 
mouth d: "One could say that a law school might 
find it interesting to look at materials that show law 
operating at degree zero ," I said , struggling hard to 
hit on the right thing, "law with no state where you 
have to enforce your own judgments; moreover, 
bargaining problems get more interesting and people 
get smarter about them when they are negotiating 
for their li es - whether Egil , for instance, is going 
to bury an axe in your head - rather than over 
legislati e redistricting or proxy control. " 

But I c uld see his eyes glaze over, so I gambled 
on a strategy, risky, because generally considered 
uncivil, downright rude in fact: I told the truth. "I do 
it because I love the sagas," I said, "but surely you 
must ha e some idea why what I do belongs in a law 
school. You were on the committee that invited me 
here." He did not seem offended in the least but 
immediately offered some fi e or six elegant 
arguments for the centrality of saga blood feuds to 
the law school enterprise. They, unfortunately, 
ha e slipp d my mind or I would et them forth 
right here. 

Of late my interests, by free a so iation nd 
devious paths, have shifted to the emotions, 
especially those pa sions that a compan our moral 
and social failures. Roughl , our own failur au 
us shame, mbarrassm nt , humiliation, and r m r ; 
while th failur s of oth rs elicit our disru t, 
conLempt, and n o asi n our pit , hi h is kind 
of c ntempt an a . But I must admit th t s central 
as tenth- ntury N rs bl d f uds ar t th 
legal ent rpris , disgust is p rhaps some hat of a 
frolic and detour or the frosting on the ke 
dep nding n h th r r s ing thi ur 
point f vi n h re ther 
conn tions. 

I a struggling to writ a b k on 
coura ardi · t as I am struggling to 
find a y t his sket h , n ith r an 
easy ju th hite £ ath r and 
conclu 

JAM ES BO Y D WHIT E 
L. Hart Wright Professor of Law 
A.B. Amherst College, M.A. Harvard Graduate School, 
J.D. Harvard Law School 

"I once pent a great deal of time reading and rereading the 
Icelandic sagas, especially the greatest of them, the Njalsaga. 
The e works should be of interest to any lawyer, for they define 
a world which, though in material ways simple, carries law to 
an extraordinary degree of ophistication. I could see this 
much, and ee as well that the relation between law, especially 
procedural law, and the violence by which the Icelander also 
regulated their lives was complex and significant. But I still 
could not quite understand what I was reacting. I needed to 
know more, and the secondary literature I found did not 
provide it. 

''When I read Bill Miller' book, Bloodtaking and 
Peacemak"ing, I felt as though I had received an extraordinary 
gift. This book, which combines anthropological and literary 
methods in the study of this highly legalistic universe, was just 
the book I had been wanting, the book no one had written, the 
book I wished I had known enough to write myself. A great 
treat, and the beginning of many years' conversation with a 
well-read mind, full of life and interest, as he turned his talents 
to the triking and original work on the emotions that has 
earned him such acclaim." 

Third Year Law Student 
8.8.A. University 
of Wisconsin 

"Professor Miller offen 
the students at the 
Univenity of Michigan 
Law School a penpective 
that is unique to this, and 
probably any other, law 
school. Through his 
Icelandic sagas cla , 
Miller introduced me to a 
fascinating and highly 
entertaining body of 
literature that I'd never 
have discovered on my 
own. He is engaging 
inside the classroom and 
a genuinely nice guy 
outside of it. An added 
bonus - he's also a 
Packen fanl " 
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DEMOCRACY HAS ALWAYS BEEN THE IDEA and 
the practice that has most intrigued me. That is only 
more so now, in what might be thought of as the Age of 
Democracy, when the foundations of democracy are 
being thrown open as at few previous moments. With 
the dramatic upsurge of new democracies in diverse 
contexts - South Africa to the former Soviet Union -
basic questions in democratic theory and practice are 
being confronted anew: How should political 
representation be understood? What is at stake in the 
choice between different democratic structures 
countries might adopt? How much can institutions 
shape a country'.s formal politics and political culture? 

At the same time, assumptions about democratic 
structures long taken for granted in the United States 
now face pressure along several fronts . Issues centered 
on democracy today dominate the Supreme Courts 
docket. Some challenges stem from the way the Voting 
Rights Act, first enacted in 1965, has been reshaping 
the political process in the enduring struggle to 
reconcile majority rule with respect for the interests of 
political minorities. Others arise from the role of money 
in politics, or the renaissance of direct democracy in 
states like California and Colorado. 

Yet somewhat mysteriously, law schools historically 
have not taught courses in the legal structures that 



cr~ate dem racy In my view, there 1s too little 
appreciat10n of the extent to which the democracy 
we ex-perience is a product of particular choices of 
msntutional structures and legal rules. Our ability to 
1magme other p ssibilities 1s also stunted by the 
taken-for-grantedness of our current legal structures. 
One way I've tried to encourage more systematic and 
creauve thought about democracy is through a 
recent casebook, the first of its kind, entitled The 
Law of Democracy: Legal Structure of the Political 
Procc s (1998) . 

In my academic scholarship, I've tried to 
disregard the purported lme between theoretical and 
empincal work and instead explore democracy 
through approaches that unite the two. As an 
alternative to the traditional American system of 
electmg officials from temtorial distncts, I've 
endorsed alternatives, like cumulative votmg, after 
e ·amining how these systems actually work in the 
few places in the United tates where they now 
exist. In writing about regulation of risks in the 
environmental, health, and safety fields , I've 
examined the reasons experts and lay people 
evaluate risks so differently. From de elopmg an 
understanding of those differences, I've proposed 
policymaking structures that would better deal with 
these conflicts. In the highly charged area of race 
and politics, I've tried to demand that polarized 
debates contend with kno ledge about the way 
electoral institutions operate in practice. I' e written 
on the cultural consequen es of public policies, and 
on what public-law thought might learn from 
scholarship in pri ate-la fields. 

In all thes ff rts, I' er main d intrigued with 
what an ongoing cultural, l gal, and politi al 
achievement dem r y is , and I' tri d to con 
to stud nts ho c nting nt and onstantl hanging 
understandings of dem ra y r and ought to b . 
In other dis iplin s, a orld-wea1y cyni ism all to 
often passes t r int 11 tual s phi ti ati n. On f 
the w nderful qualities of thos drawn to la , b 
they students r a ad mi s is the high 1 el of 
passionate engag ment with important m ral and 
political issu s. 

ROD E RI C K M. H IL L S 
Assistant Professor of Law 
B.A. Yale University, J.D. Yale Law School 

"Rick Plldes epitomizes the best aspect of law faculties -
the abllity to bring different academic dlsdpllnes to bear on 
practical legal problems. He has co-written articles with 
philosophers (EllzabethAnderson) and polltlcal scientists 
(Harold Niemi), and he has written an astute analysis of 
Bernard Grofman's tecb.nlcal statlstlcal work on wtlng rights 
litigation. This capacity to appreciate and use both the 
humanities and quantitative sodal science ls a welcome 
antidote to the babel that afflicts the research university, where 
different dlsclpllnes are often mutually uninte.lllglble, even 
when they are analyzJng the same problem of human society. 

"All of Rick's different academic interests are unttled by his 
commlttnent to understanding real-world legal problems. It ls 
an ocrupational h87.ard of lnterdlsclpllnary legal researd1 that 
its practitioners too often become uninterested- and even 
dlsda1n.fu.l of- the practical world of legal controversy. But 
Rick has entirely awlded this danger: he embraces the world of 
leglslation and litigation with zeal. Rick has served 88 a court
appointed apert in Detroit-area wte dilution litigation, and he 
has Journeyed to an Alabama county to study how proportional 
representation has been used 88 a remedy in a wtlng rights 
case. His research on the boundaries of electoral dlstrlcts has 
been prominently cited and dlscussed by the U.S. Supreme 
Court, and his casebook on the law of democracy (co-written 
with Pamela Karlan and Samuel lssadwoff) goes beyond 
appellate oplnlons to include congressional testimony and 
agency findings. To my mind, Rick's commlttnent to academic 
theory and the nltty-grltty of litigation shows that, even in an 
increasingly spedalfzed world of academic researdl, it ls still 
possible to be a public intellectual engaged with both action 
and ideas." 

Jenner & Block. 

Washington, D.C. 

A.B. Princeton University 

"Professor Pildes' 
voting-rights course and 
legal theory workshop 
were among the most 
exciting classes I 
attended in law school. 
These classes 
encompassed the very 
best aspects of legal 
education at the 
University of Michigan, 
where scholars, who 
have devoted their 
careers to studying the 
law, teach students who 
plan to practice it. 

"Professor Pildes easily 
bridges the gap between 
practice and academia, 
as he is able to identify 
both what is scintillating 
about black letter law, 
and what useful lessons 
can be drawn from 
abstract legal theory. 
It is Professor Pildes' 
ability to be critical of, 
and respectful for, the 
law that inspires his 
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IF I HAD TO CHARACTERIZE MY ACADEMIC LIFE in one word, it would 
be "schizophrenic": my work has an American and a European side and the two 
never quite match. I am the only permanent member of this faculty who is at 
home in the common law as well as in the civil law tradition, and I continue to 
teach and write in both legal cultures. In the 1998-99 academic year, for 
example, I will teach Jurisdiction as well as International litigation at Michigan, 
the basic Private Law course as well as European Legal History at the University 
of Trier in Germany, a short course on American product liability law at the 
Sorbonne in Paris, and give a few lectures in Italy and Austria. 

This may sound like a glamorous jet-set life , but the reality is much more 
sober. Not only does it involve a burdensome amount of traveling and an endless 
juggling of tight schedules. It also requires constant gear shifting since the topics, 
teaching styles, and customs of writing and publishing are quite different here 
and there. So why do I do it? There are essentially two reasons. 

First, perhaps the most important contribution I can make at Michigan is to 
maintain existing ties and to build new bridges across the Atlantic - through 
teaching, contacts between scholars, conferences and workshops, etc. This is 
important not only because of the rapidly intensifying transatlantic intercourse 
but also because American and European lawyers can learn a lot from each th r. 
In order to help them do that, I need to stay involved in both worlds. 



S nd, I am d ply interested in the relationship 
between th mmon law tradition and the civil law 
culture . I am trying to und rstand where and why 
they o erlap, differ, con erge, and diverge. This 
requir s a th r ugh knowledge of their historical 
background, th ir major characteristics, and current 
de elopments. ometimes I despair because it all 
seeITlS way t much to grasp, but often I am 
thnlled at hat I find and think I begm to 
und rstand. 

In th last two years, I have spent a lot of time 
and energy trying to overhaul the study of 
omparative law in the United States. The discipline, 

founded by th immigrant European scholars in the 
1940s and 1950s, has aged and is in dire need of 
reform. Comparative law 1s perhaps more important 
than ever, but it has to de elop new methods and 
agendas to meet modem needs. My efforts have 
been threefold. With regard to teachmg, I ha e 
developed an agenda to mtegrate comparative and 
foreign law aspects into th urriculum as a whole 
(see 11 Tulan European & Civil Law Forum 49 
[1996]) . All students need to understand that there 
is a world out there beyond the United tates - a 
world that will affect their work wh ther they like it 
or not. On the side of s holarship, I organi::ed tv o 
conferen es together with an Italian colleague, one 
in Ann Arbor, the other in an Francis o, on " \l 
Methods and Directions in C mparati La\ . " Th 
papers will be published this fall in a symposium 
issue of the Am 1ica11 Journal of Comparative Law and 
hop fully will stimulate funh r dis ussion. Finall , 
as a memb r of a Long Rang Planning Commm , I 
have help d to de elop r f rm strategy for the 
Ameri an o i t of Comparati La\l . Th measur 
enacted at th s i t s annual meeting in Brist 1, 
England, ar imp rtant t p in th dir ti n of 
greater div rsity and mor attra ti n s £ r oung r 
scholars s w 11 as pra titian rs. 

Thus it is, and will r main, an a d mi life 
mark d by chiz phr nia. t, I tak omf rt in th 
fact that this s hizophr ni is a inevitable a it i 
rewarding. 

JOSEE. ALVAREZ 
Professor of Law 
B.A. Oxford, A.B. Harvard, J.D. Harvard 

•~ta time when neo-i olationism seems on the rise, Mathias 
i a valuable reminder to our students that other answers to 
legal problems than those suggested by the common law are 
pos ible and worth considering. His civil law expertise is an 
invaluable counterpoint that all of our students ought to be 
exposed to at ome point during their three years here. 

"Mathias has ambitious plans to incorporate comparative 
law insights into our fir t-year curriculum in tead of relegating 
the tudy of foreign law to one comparative law elective 
elected by only a handful of upper level students. For our sake, 

and for the ake of our tudents - who increasingly will need 
such in ights to engage in transnational practice and to be 
thoughtful lawyers - I hope he succeeds. His courses on 
jurisdiction and conflict of law: and international civil 
litigation are among the mo t popular in the chool. 

"Mathias is also a con tant reminder of the excellence of our 
graduate program. Hi ucce ugge ts how valuable 
Michigan's LLM. program has been - not merely for tho e who 
have received degrees but for the institution itself. Although 
trained in German legal institutions, especially at the 
Univer ity of Freiburg, Mathias i also a graduate of our own 
LLM. program. Luckily for u , thi i one foreign lawyer who we 
brought to Ann Arbor for good: a German import who helps 
this institution maintain its competitive edge in European and 
international law." 

Ana Maria Merico
Stephens, '95 
Assistant Professor of 

Law, University of Arizona 

College of Law, B.A. 

University of Cincinnatti 

"From my first day in 
Jurisdiction and Choice 
of Law to the final 
discussion of my paper 
in International 
Litigation, Professor 
Reimann's depth of 
knowledge, enthusiastic 
teaching style, and 
encouragement for 
informative intellectual 
exchanges never ceased 
to amaze me. II takes 
someone genuinely 
special to make in rem 
jurisdiction fascinating , 
conflicts amusing, and 
the multiple Hague 
Conventions alluring. 

"Professor Reimann is 
more than an outstanding 
teacher and scholar, 
however. He is an 
inspiring human being 
who cares about his 
students. He ably melds 
the often abstract 
instruction of law with a 
compassionate 
approach, which reaches 
his students in a 
meaningful way. He is 
one of the reasons I am 
teaching law school 
today. I thank him." 
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I WANT TO KNOWTWOTHINGS. First, how do moral ideas 
shape life and law? Second, how does law shape life and life law? 

The first of these questions explains the subject of the book 1 
have just completed - The Practice of Autonomy: Patients, 
Doctors, and Medical Decisions. It examines the role patients ought 
to have in making medical decisions and suggests that the 
conventional legal and medical position is moving toward what I 
call "mandatory autonomy": the idea that patients have a moral 
duty to be autonomous and thus to make their own medical 
decisions. The second of my questions explains my books 
method. I want to know what principle would work best in the 
lives of patients, so I have tried to find out what the lives of 
patients are actually like. Therefore I not only consulted all the 
empirical literature I could find , but 1 interviewed and observed 
doctors , patients, patients' families , nurses, and social workers, 
and I read many memoirs patients have published. 



Thes investigations convince me that a 
substanual number of pati ms do not want to make 
medical decisions. Have these panents failed in their 
moral duty? I don't think so. Decisions of all kinds 
are repellently hard; but medical decisions are even 
mar d untmg than most. Bemg sick robs you of the 
energy and will to make medical decisions and 
concentrat s your attention on lifes most troubling 
question - have I led a good hfe? - and its most 
constant qu stion - how can I make it through the 
day? And sometimes sick people even want to be 
dissuaded from choices they would make left to 
their own devices. For all these kinds of reasons 
patients of ten make bad decisions and often would 
rather delegate their de isions to someone likely to 
do better. 

The two questions I opened with also animate 
the book I am now starting. For some years I have 
argued that American family law has been 
transformed by its dim1mshmg willmgness to talk 
about its work in moral language. For example , the 
law used to be obliged to discuss whether each 
person seeking a divorce was morally entitled to 
one. In the age of no-fault divorce, howe er, that 
discussion is unne essary And, for e ample, in Ro v. 
Wade the Court reached its decision without 
evaluating the moral status of abortion. 

Family law wants to eschew moral language, but 
family life is one moral problem after another. Can 
family law r solve family disputes intelligent! and 
justly without considering their moral aspects? And 
why should it want to do so? I find part of the 
answer to thi last question in e .p ri n es I ha e 
had in the cl ssroom. Wh n I ha e 1 d discus ions 
of divor e both here and in th r 1 schools I ha e 
been stru k by the numb r f tud ms who think 
divorce rais s no moral is u s. Practi al probl m , 
yes. Psych logi al issues, s. But n t moral issu 
My book will thus try to und r tand famil law' 
avoidance f moral languag in terms f br ad r 
chang sin th wa lat -twenti th- ntury Ameri an 
think about th ir li es and duti s. 

My opening questions h 
establish a our es ion. It will 
be about th al · 1 th r 
ask what m la ti or 
unjustifiabl . But it t hat 
leads peopl to beh , r , 
that law s hool is o p 
find out whether th. l require 
a paper - du on gra aunt 
and reflects n la sd h might 
shape students' thi al , e, brings 
me back again to the · th whi h I began. 

YALE KAMISAR 
Clarence Darrow Distinguished University Professor of Law 
A.B. New York University, LLB. Columbia Law School 

''Although until fairly recently hi main interests were in 
family law, constitutional law and the legal process, Carl 
chneider has quickly become one of the nation's leading law 

profe ors in the increasingly important field of bioethics. 
(Of cour e, his earlier work in these other fields gave him an 
excellent background when he turned to bioethics.) 

"Earlier this year Carl picked up another title: Professor of 
Internal Medicine at the University of Michigan Medical School. 
This is only fitting and proper. Carl's work is of great interest to 
the medical profession and for years he has taught medical 
tudents, often co-teaching with physician . So, to a large 

extent, a joint appointment only fonnalires Carl's joint role. 
"Carl has great analytical powers. For example, I consider 

his article, "Cruzan and the Constitutionalization of American 
Life," Journal of Medicine & Philosophy (1992), the most 
thoughtful and most trenchant commentary ever written on 
the Cruzan case, the much-analyzed first U.S. Supreme Court 
case on what is loo ely called the 'right to die.' 

"Carl is a splendid writer. He writes with power, clarity and 
style. For example, I think his 'Bioethics in the Language of 
Law,' a piece that appeared everal years ago in the Hastings 
Center Report (a publication for which Carl writes a regular 
column), i a wonderful piece of writing. To refer to but one 
pas age from this article, Carl warn that although the language 
of the law 'may have penetrated into the bosom of society,' 
it must still 'compete with the many other languages that 
people speak more comfortably, more fluently, and with much 
more conviction.' 'The danger for bioethicists,' continues Carl, 
'is believing too deeply that law can pierce the babel, can speak 
with precision, can be heard.' 

"A is well demonstrated by his new book The Practice of 
Auto,wmy: Patients, Doctors, a11d Medical Decisions (Oxford 
Uni ersity Press, 1998), Carl is not only an analyst and thinker, 
but an empiricist. In examining the role patients should have in 
making medical decisions and in determining what the lives 
and decision-making of patient are actually like, Carl 
interviewed and ob erved doctors, nur es and social workers as 
well as patients and their familie . He also read the memoirs of 
hundreds of patient . 
(An excerpt from the 
book begins on 
page98.) 

"For a number of 
years now, Carl has 
been interested in the 
moral life of health 
profes ionals. But he 
i al o interested in 
the moral health of 
lawyers. Thi has led 
him to establish a new 
cour e (Law as a 
Profe sion), which 
will consider such 
que tions as what 
makes a lawyer's life 
morally justifiable 
and what leads people 
to act ethically." 

Michael Katz, '98 
B.A. State University of 
New York at Binghampton 

"While at the University 
of Michigan Law School 
I took three courses 
taught by Professor 
Schneider: Property, 
Law and Medicine, and 
Bioethics. Whether 
teaching about fox 
hunting, the quasi
marital woes of Lee 
Marvin, or the latest hot 
topics in bioethics, 
Professor Schneider 
never failed to 
simultaneously educate, 
enlighten, and entertain. 
That he could spark a 
heated debate over 
negative easements is 
alone a testament to his 
teaching style, one that 
allows for a surprisingly 
uninhibited, important 
exchange of ideas 
among the students in 
his courses. After a 
summer spent watching 
uninspiring videotaped 
bar review lectures, I 
appreciate even more 
what Professor 
Schneider brings to this 
law school and to my 
own and fellow students' 
experiences here." 
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Legal practice pros 
take three-day 
look at 

A glance at the program for the Legal 
Writing Institute's biennial conference, 
held at the Law School in June, 
immediately reveals the breadth of 
professional interests of those who work 
and teach in legal writing programs. 

The three-day conference included 
more than 50 sessions and workshops. 
Subjects ranged from "Advice to New 
Legal Writing Teachers" and "Developing 
Exercises for Specific Objectives" to 
"Teaching Advanced Research Using the 
Web" and "Collaborating with Doctrinal 
Faculty in Developing Research and 
Writing Assignments." 

Under the theme "Advancing 
Professionalism," three successive days of 
the conference were devoted to 
"Professionalism in Teaching," 
"Professionalism in Writing" and 
"Research & Potpourri." Some 330 
participants attended. 

In his session on "The Art of the Fact," 
Jethro K. Lieberman said that law 
students seldom are taught how to solve 
the legal problems they will face as 
practicing attorneys. "I want to suggest 
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that what we teach is rule ·analysis , and 
rule analysis is only a small part of the 
whole enterprise," said Lieberman, who 
directs New York Law School's writing 
program and also teaches political 
science at Columbia University 

"The important question for our 
students is how the rules are to be used ," 
Lieberman said. "Law schools ought to 
be schools of legal problem solving. The 
mechanics of practice are not the issue, 
but the theory of practice is." 

He had three recommendations for 
teaching students to understand "the art 
of the fact": 

■ "First , we must show students how 
difficult it is to uncover facts , and how 
testimony about an event is a 'fact ' of 
a very different order." 

■ "Second, we should devise means of 
permitting students to efficiently 
extract facts from a situation." 

■ "Third, we must force students to 
analyze the nature of facts and to 
learn that facts are like animals; they 
come not only in different species but 

in different gen uses and families. " 
Whether called Legal Writing, Legal 

Practice, or by another name, courses in 
legal writing, research and analysis that 
all law students must take are wide
spread in U.S. law schools. Students 
normally are taught how to use different 
writing techniques to craft briefs , 
pleadings, depositions and other types of 
legal documents. 

"In practice lawyers engage in some 
kind of writing every day, whether it is a 
letter, a memo, a brief, or a contract," 
according to Clinical Assistant Professor 
of Law Grace Tonner, Director of the Law 
School's Legal Practice Program. "Because 
oral argument is perfunctory in many 
cases, it is more important than ever for 
lawyers to develop strong writing skills. 
We're professional writers." 

Participants also considered the youth 
of their profession and its developing role 
in the life of law schools. "We're 
pioneers ," Tonner noted during a 
lunchtime point-counterpoint program 
on "Publication is Essential for Legal 
Practice Faculty " 

"This discipline is new. We should 
define what we expect of this discipline." 

LEFT: Five legal praCLice teachers lead the 
session on "Professional Development TT1rough 
Teacher Portfolios" that was part of the Legal 
Writing Institute Summer Conference held at the 
Law School in June. From left are Marcia 
Speziale (in background), Marli Schroeder, Gail 
S. Lem, Sharon A. Pocock and Carolyn Spencer. 
All are members of the Quinnipiac College 
School of Law Legal Shills f acuity except 
Spencer, a fonner Quinnipiac faculty member 
who is the Assistant DireCLor of the Law Schools 
Legal Practice Program. 

B RIEFS 

BELOW: Jan Levine, left, of Temple School of Law 
and Grace Tonnei; DireCLor of the University of 
Michigan Law Schools Legal Practice Program, 
trade comments in a lunchtime poinUcounterpoint 
discussion of the issue "Publication is Essential for 
Legal Writing Faculty." 

"I think its really important, as teachers 
of legal writing, to write concisely and in 
plain English," she added. 

"If you haven't written, its the single 
best thing you can do to enhance your 
self-esteem," said her point-counterpoint 
partner, Jan Levine of Temple University 
Law School. 'Thats the purpose of 
writing, to pass on ideas. When you get 
home, start writing." 

The conference was hosted by the 
Law School and Wayne State University 
Law School and sponsored by the Legal 
Writing Institute. The Association of 
Legal Writing Directors held its meeting 
at the Law School the evening before the 
conference opened. 

Some wmsual teaching tools get drafted into service 
during a session on "Team Building in Legal 
Writing Courses (or How Marshmallow and Pasta 
Can Help Teach Legal Writing), " part of the Legal 
Writing Institute Summer Conference held al the 
Law School in Jun e. Leading the demonstration is 
Gregory Bendlin of Dulle University School of Law. 
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Honing Trial Skills -
Framed on one side by a copy of the Declaration of Independence, 
above, Bonnie Tenneri.ello,'96, of the Michigan Migrant Legal 
Assistance Project, delivers her opening statement on behalf of the 
plaintiff in the moch tlial Jay v. Hunt and Talbot during Trial 
Advocacy Shills Training conducted at the Law School and 
Washtenaw County Courthouse in August. Acting as judge is 
Clinical Assistant Professor Rene Birnbaum, who teaches in the Law 
Schools Legal Practice Program. The moclz trial tooh place in the 
courtroom of the Hon. Melinda Monis, '64, Chief Judge of the 
Washtenaw County Circuit Court. This is the first time that the 
training, organized by and for a group of legal aid provider agencies 
from Michigan, Ohio and West Virginia, used facilities at the Law 
School and in Ann Arbor. The program was presented by the 
Committee on Regional Training and sponsored by the Michigan 
Poverty Law Program. The training included sessions on opening 
statements, closing arguments, direct and cross amination and the 
use of demonstrative evidence. Paul Reingold, Director of the 
Michigan Clinical Law Program at the Law School, and Clinical 
Assistant Professor Nich Rine were among the instructors for the 
program; others from the Law School who played roles in the 
program were Anne Schroth, Jim Schaafsma and Delphia Simpson , 
all of the Michigan Poverty Law Program. At left, Rine teaches a 
Tri.al Advocacy Skills Training session at the Law School. 



Professor, 
student join 

fore es to study 
deterrent power 

of capital 
punishment 

Richard 0 . Lempert, '68 

Kath rin Y. Bame 

In a teaming of law 
professor and law student, 
Francis A. Allen Collegiate 
Professor of Law Richard O. 
Lempert, '68, and first-year 
law student Katherine Y. 
Barnes have developed and 
are testing a new way to 
determine if or how capital 
punishment works to deter 
killings. 

Barnes and Lempert 
presented their preliminary 
report on "The Death Penalty 
Today: Is There Even Slight 
Deterrence?" at the annual 
meeting of the Law and 
Society Association in June at 
Aspen. Lem pert, who on June 
30 completed a term as 
chairman of the University of 
Michigan Sociology 
Department, and Barnes, who 
also is a masters and Ph.D. 
candidate in statistics at the 
University of Minnesota, 
brought a special pairing of 
skills to the task. 

The two met in 1995 at a 
preview weekend for newly 
admitted law students and 
recognized how each 
complemented the others 
interests. "I should mention 
that it a thi interaction 
with professors at the preview 
weekend that made me 
decid to come to Michigan, ' 
notes Barnes, who deferred 
her entry for a ear after 
admission. 'The reason it is a 
joint paper is that that is hat 
Ri k oricinall felt it should 
be - I think b cause we b th 
put a great deal of thought 
into th paper, and because I 
h d a particular skill, 
statistics, that he felt he 
wanted help with ." 

'Kathie is a full partner in 
this research and a pleasure to 
work with, ' says Lempert . 

"Thanks to her, the 
statistical modeling will be 
quite a bit more sophisticated 
than anything I could have 
done on my own." 

"In 30 years on the law 
faculty I have had some 
excellent research assistants 
but this is the first year I have 
had a law student whom I 
could work with as a co
author, and I have two of 
them," he adds. "The other is 
Richard Lee, with whom I am 
working on a paper exploring 
the summer clerkship 
experiences of law students, 
with a special focus on the 
experiences of racial 
minorities." 

Barnes and Lempert say 
they must do much more 
research before the can 
release any replicable 
findings. Basically, their 
approach starts from the 
point of view that deterrent 
effect, if any, is small, and that 
any deterrent that does exist 
operates because the potential 
killer thinks about the 
punishment before or during 
commission of the crime. 

' Our research is still in its 
earl stages and we do not 
belie e any of our results are 
definiti e,' they reported at 
the lAS meeting. 'There are 
other models we shall explore 
and sensitivity tests we want 
to perform." 

Success would answer a 
nagging question that policy 
makers and researchers have 
been asking for a long time. 
As Barnes and Lempert noted 
in introducing their report: 
" ocial scientists ha e been 
searching for deterrent effects 
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to the death penalty for over 
50 years . The search is 
motivated by the sense that 
execution is the most terrible 
punishment we currently 
inflict, which suggests it 
should be the most feared 
punishment, from which it 
follows that death should 
more than alternative 
punishments, deter those 
crimes for which it is a 
sanction. The chain of logic 
seems reasonable, yet when 
investigators have searched 
for the expected deterrent 
effect of the death penalty, it 
has proven remarkably 
elusive." 

Barnes and Lempert say 
they must do much more 
research before they can 
release any replicable 
findings. Basically, their 
approach starts from the 
point of view that 
deterrent effect, if any, 
is small, and that any 
deterrent that does exist 
operates because the 
potential killer thinks 
about the punishment 
before or during 
commission of the crime. 
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Bergstron1 Foundation endows suninier training 
for child V\Telfare specialists 

If you care about children and 
families you could not avoid being 
impressed as the 24 young people took 
turns introducing themselves: 

Rachel Chazin, in her second year of a 
joint degree program in law and social 
work at New York University. 

Joy Davis, in her third year at 
Mississippi College School of Law. A 
volunteer at the Hinks and Rankin 
County Youth Courts, where she mentors 
and tutors children. 

Andrew Don attending Boston 
College Law School after 13 years of 
working with children as a residential 
treatment program supervisor, high 
school and university teacher, and with 
street children at Kuleana in Mwanza, 
Tanzania. 

Jacqueline Kozlik, a Peace Corps 
veteran who created programs and 
counseled low-income families in Belize 
and now studies at the University of 
Arizona College of Law. 

Sara W Clash, first-year student at the 
University of Michigan Law School and a 
graduate of Dartmouth College, where, 
while a student, she was Coordinator of 
Volunteers for Dartmouth Community 
Services. She also interned with Women 
Helping Battered Women in Burlington, 
Vermont, where she served as a legal 
advocate for victims in court and with 
welfare and housing assistance agencies. 

Matthew H. Drexler, also a first-year 
U-M Law School student, a graduate of 
Duke University. After graduation, he 
worked with the New York City Urban 
Fellows Program in the Department of 
Homeless Services, where he negotiated 
budgets and contracts to upgrade 
facilities for the homeless. 

These six fellows and seventeen others 
made up this year's class of Kellogg 
Summer Fellows, who underwent three 
days of intensive training at the Law 
School in May before heading out to 
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their summer int rnships . The summer 
training program is part of the Families 
for Kids Initiati e that the WK Kellogg 
Foundation launched three years ago 
with a $1.5 million grant to the Law 

chool. The Initiative identifi d 11 sites 
across the country for Fellows to do their 
internships: Arizona, Kansas, 
Massa husetts, Michigan, Mississippi, 

Montana, N w York City, North Carolina, 
Ohio, South Carolina and Washington 

tate. This was the last summer of 
Kellogg Foundation funding f r the 
fellowship. 

For two years, the Bergstrom 
Foundation of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
has supported University of Michigan 
summer training fellows . This year, 

As a tive in his delivery as his subject is serious, 
Jame Henry, of the hool of So ial Worh at 
We tern Michigan Univer ity, explain to Child 
Welfare ummer F llows thal b ing the victim of 
sexual abu e alter a child's view of the world, his 
self concepl and can affi ct his overall development. 
Henry, one of several speakers during the Fellows' 
summ r training at the Law School in May, 
dealt with the effect of sexual abuse 011 children 
and techniques for interviewing the victims of 
such abuse. 

however, the Foundation guaranteed the 
long-term survival of the summer 
program with a $500,000 endowment 
whose earnings will fund University of 
Michigan law School fellows and the 
presentation of the summer program. 
The newly named Henry A. Bergstrom 
Child Welfare Law Program honors the 
late Henry A. Bergstrom, '35 , a 
Pittsburgh attorney and 1989 U-M 
Presidential Society Leadership Award 
recipient. 

Henry Bergstrom, in his own words, 
had a lifelong "love affalT with the 
University of Michigan," said his son, 
Hank Bergstrom, a Pittsburgh 
businessman who now heads the 
foundation that his parents established. 

Hank Bergstrom credits Larry E. 
Phillips, '67, one of the foundation's three 
board members, with suggesting the gift 
to the Child Welfare law Program. The 
foundation focuses its aid on programs 
for education and children, he said. 
"There are a lot of children out there 
who need advocacy, who can't afford it. 
[This gift reflects] what e can do to 
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help children and also what we can do to 
help young lawyers learn about child 
advocacy. Hopefully, more young lawyers 
will want to get into this field on a 
permanent basis ." 

"I think that endowing this program is 
going to benefit society for years to 
come," he added. 

The gift memorializes Henry A. 
Bergstrom and his affection and longtime 
support for the law School, adds 
Phillips. "Making a gift to the University 
of Michigan Law School was the most 
appropriate way for us to honor his 
memory Additionally the child centered 

Continued on page 26 

Law students and Bergstrom Fellows Sara W. Clash 
and Matthew Dr ler say the three-day training 
program was intense and beneficial and have found 
their summer internship in the Law School's Child 
Advocac Law Clinic to have been a rich learning 
experience. A supporter of the summer program in 
the past, the Bergstrom Foundation this ear 
endowed it to guarantee its continuation as the 
Hen, A. Bergstrom Child Welfare Law Program. 
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Be,xstrom Foundation board member Larry E. 
Phillips , '67, and Suell n Scamecchia, '81 , 
Associate Dean for Clinical A.ff airs, are shown 
during a Ju.I 2 dinn r at the Duquesne Club in 
Pittsbu,xh to marh the foundations $500,000 gift to 
endow the child welfare law summer fellows 
training program. The program now is called the 
Henry A. Be,xstrom Child Welfare Law Program. 
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aspect appealed to us. Many of the other 
programs the foundation supports are for 
children and women." 

Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs 
Suellyn carnecchia, '81, praised the 
Bergstrom Foundation gift. "The 
Bergstrom Program will help solidify the 
Law Schools reputation as the 
preeminent center for the training of 
lawyers in the field of child protection. 
The extensive history of interdisciplinary 
child welfare law training through the 
Law chools clinic will be shared with a 
broad, national audience through the 
summer program, improving child 
welfare law practice nationally" 

In his greeting to the summer fellows , 
Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, noted "how 
much we count on you to actually go out 
and make a difference in the world. This 
is one of the groups that make a 
difference right away" 

The program also is designed to build 
a network of child protection lawyers 
across the country, added Naomi 
Woloshin, who manages the fellowship 
program. "We're trying to create a career 
ladder in child welfare law,' Woloshin 
told the students. "I hope you stay in 
touch with each other." 

Fellows heard programs on changes 
driven by passage of the federal Adoption 
and Safe Families Act of 1997, the child 
protection and foster care legal process , 
child sexual abuse/interview techniques, 
a comparison of state laws and practice, 
drug abuse and parenting, and child 
development. They also discussed and 
role-played through the stages of a case 
and took part in a court simulation. 

Clash and Drexler, the two Bergstrom 
Fellows supported in their summer 
training by the Bergstrom Foundation, 
said the training was rigorous and useful. 
They both did their summer internships 
with the Law School's Child Advocacy 
Law Clinic, where the experience of 
dealing with cases showed them the 

complexity nd chall ng of such w rk. 
'This summ r at th Child Advo acy 

Law Clinic has b nan incredible 
learning e perien e - e iting, 
challenging and trem ly eye-op ning," 
Clash said. 

"My work with clients, both childr n 
and parents, as well as with therapists, 
social workers and foster parents, has 
provided me with a view from multiple 
perspectives of the difficult legal and 
ethical challenges involved in serving a 
childs best interests. Working in the 
clinic enabled me to confront these 
issues directly in a setting that provided 
invaluable guidance, feedback and 
support." 

Drexler, too , found his summer 
assignment to be an eye-opener. 
"Working in the Clinic has been a very 
rewarding and educational, yet 
emotionally difficult experience," he said. 
"The most compelling and difficult part 
of the summer has been trying to address 
the many ethical issues and dilemmas 
that arise in each of the cases. 

"I was surprised and overwhelmed to 
discover the difficulty and complexity of 
the decisions that have to be made in the 
field. I quickly realized the importance of 
interdisciplinary work as I struggled with 
my lack of knowledge of social work and 
child developmental psychology The 
clinic, though, has provided a supportive 
environment to tackle and struggl with 
these issues ." 



Wide--ranging looks at healthcare, terrorism, 
technology and international law 

Law ho 1 classes - and 
the legal as s that you Lak 
on aft r graduation - usually 
fo us narrowly, laser-like, on 
their entral issue. The energy 
that go into rly preparation 
may b spent widely, but 
finally it will focus on the goal 
of defining and proving your 
case again t the claims of 
your opponent. Like learning 
the outline of criminal 
defense b fore you take on 
the appeal of the long-time 
death row inmate. Or 
learning th mechanics of 
Arizona-to-California water 
transfer b fore narrowing to 
one fruit grower's claim that 
he's not getting his share of 
Colorado River water. 

Like late-night conver
sations, however, conferen s 
and symposia let your mind 

grow expansive, let your 
thinking follow the variety of 
leads that intrigue you, let 
you get a glimpse of the 
whole that is made of so 
many parts. 

Thats why conferences are 
a regular part of the Law 
School's academic year. Often 
initiated by law student 
organizations, each brings 
together a ariety of e perts 
whose individual presentations 
and informal conversations 
each contributes to a wider, 
deeper, more thorough 
understanding of the overall 
subject. Three student
planned conferences and an 
additional major professional 
conference vvill be held at the 
Law hool durina the 1998-99 
a ademi ar: What' the 
Prognosis: Managing Care in 

the Next Century (October 
16-17); "It Takes a Planet": 
Defining and Fighting 
Transnational Terrorism 
(February 19-20, 1999); 
Challenging Traditional Legal 
Paradigms: Is Technology 
Outpacing the Law? (March 
12-13, 1999); and Current 
Issues in International Law 
(March 25-27, 1999). Here is 
a snapshot of each: 

What's the Prognosis: 
Managing Care in the e t 
Century. Presented by the 
University of Michigan 
Health Law Society and the 
University of Michigan Journal 
of Law R if onn, the symposium 
is designed ' to tackle the 
timely and crucial issue of the 
evolution of regulating 
managed care," its organizers 
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say After appearing to control 
rising healthcare costs, many 
managed care programs now 
face rising costs again. In 
addition, some highly 
publicized cases of managed 
care shortcomings have 
created a growing public 
wariness and some doctors 
have expressed resentment 
about having their clinical 
judgement questioned or 
controlled by non-physicians. 

"Many experts agree that 
managed care is at an impasse 
and must reconfigure itself to 
survive in some form in the 
ne t century," according to 
symposium organizers. 
"This requires instilling new 
confidence in managed cares 
dedication to quality patient 
care. It is anyones guess as to 

Continued on page 28 

Judge Richard P. Mat ch, '53, Chief 
U S Distlict Judge of the U S. 
Distlia Cow1 of Colorado, 
delivers the llcynotc add1es- for the 
symposium "Jw) Refonn- 1aking 
Juries \\0rll " at the Law dwol 
la t March. Matsch p1·c idcd orcr 
tnals of defendant in the 
Ohlahoma City bombing case. 
Other conference and ympos,a 
at the Law School dunno the 
1997-98 academic )Car dealt with 
physician-assisted suicid . As1a11 
Americans, c,itical ,ace thco1y 
and the law: taxation in an 
international economy; and clmical 
legal education. 
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whether the industry will take 
up this mantle on its own, 
government regulation will be 
required , or a rebellion of 
employers, doctors and 
patients will ensue." 

"Why hold this conference 
at a law school? ' they ask. 
' The law has played, and will 
continue to play, a crucial role 
in shaping shifts in managed 
care, through legislation, 
judicial rulings, and admini
strative oversight." And, they 
add, legal impacts on 
managed care are 
"broadranging, from 
mergers/acquisitions and 
antitrust to tort actions and 
jurisdictional decisions." 

"It Takes a Planet' : 
Defining and Fighting 
Transnational Terrorism. 
This symposium, marking the 
20th anniversary of the 
Michigan journal of 

International Law, will 
e amine the growth in the 
power of what former CIA 
General Counsel Elizabeth 
Rindskopf, '68, calls 
"interstitial actors ," like drug 
barons, Hamas, the IRA and 
others who neither act for 
nor claim to act for an 
internationally recognized 
nation state, yet whose power 
and sophistication make them 
resemble a nation state. "The 
organized crime families and 
terrorists who have spread 
like a menacing cancer 
throughout the globe are 
undermining humanity, our 
day-to-day lives , and financial 
progress ," symposium 
organizers say They also note 
that events like the 1993 
World Trade Center bombing 
point up the United States' 
susceptibility to terrorist 
attack. Threats from 
transnational terrorists and 
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organiz d crime famili s hav 
caused U.S. agencies like the 
CIA and National ecurity 
Administration to re-think 
their roles, they add. 

' One nations law enfor e
ment and intelligence agencies 
can no longer single-handedly 
apprehend all those accused of 
committing acts of transnational 
terrorism and organized 
crime," symposium organizers 
say "Organized crime and 
terrorism have rapidly grown 
into an international problem 
demanding a concerted, global 
effort. This plague is not 
unique to the United States, as 
this new common enemy has 
compelled nation-states to call 
on their neighbors for support, 
information, assistance and 
advice in the apprehension 
and prosecution of such 
criminals." 

Challenging Traditional 
Legal Paradigms: Is 
Technology Outpacing th 
Law? Presented by the 
Michigan Tel ommunications 
and Ii chnology Law Review, 
this symposium will e amine 
this evergreen issue in its 
most contemporary rounds. 
"Modem technologies 
transcend geographic 
boundaries, stretch the 
definitional boundaries of 
intellectual property, and call 
into question assumptions on 
which commerce and public 
policy are conducted ," 
organizers say "Complet 
overhauls of traditional legal 
regimes may be rash and 
indeed inefficient in times of 
radical technological change," 
they say "On the other hand, 
adaptations of current 
paradigms may be necessary 
for continued growth." 

Panel discussions will 

East Meets West -
Yuok N goy, left, Dean of the School of Law and 
Economic Services in Phnom Penh, confers with 
Assistant Professor of Law Peter Hammer, '89, 
during a visit to the Law School in March. 
Hammer, President of Legal Aid of Cambodia 
and Director of the Law School~ Cambodian 
Law and Development Program, hopes to re
establish internships and other programs in 
Cambodia for law students. The programs had 
to be discontinued temporarily because of the 
coup that took place in the southeast Asian 
country in summer 1997. Recent national 
elections in the country may foster a suitable 
climate for re-activating such programs there. 
At deadline time Hammer still was evaluating 
conditions in Cambodia. 



focus on antitrust, intellectual 
property and other issues. 
Program organizers plan to 
broadcast the conference live 
in RealAudio format over the 
Internet via the Law School 
web page (www.urnich.law:edu). 

Current Issues in 
International Law. The first 
program of this sort mounted 
by the Law School's new 
Center for International and 
Comparative Law, jointly 
sponsored with the European 
University Institutes Law 
Department and the board of 
editors of the European Journal 
of International Law (EJIL). 
Developed as a Euro
American symposium, the 
program will "confront the 
views of European and North 
Ame1ican internationalists on 
the dubious legitimacy of 
unilateral action officially 
aimed at the promotion of the 
international rule of law," 
according to organizers. 
There will be sessions on 
international economic law, 
the maintenance of peace and 
international law making. 
Proceedings will be published 
in E]IL. 

New seminars offer look at 
character--building, civic responsibility 

The chance to talk with 
some of the Law Schools 
most accomplished graduates 
is precious and rare to most 
law students. Students' and 
graduates' paths simply do 
not meet long enough for the 
unhurried conversation that 
graduates say they enjoy and 
students find refreshing and 
inspiring. 

For some time now, the 
Dean's Forum program has 
brought successful graduates 
who have risen to the top in 
fields other than law together 
with small groups of law 
students who share an 
interest in the graduates field. 
The guest and students meet 
for lunch and more than an 
hour of informal, small group 
conversation. Last year, two 
of the Dean's Forum guests 
included Barrie Loeks, '79, 
then chairman of Sony 
Theatres, and Arnold M. 
Nemirow, '69, Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer of 
Bowater, Inc. 

A new program this year, 
the Sperling Seminars, is 
using a similar approach to 
bring together small groups of 
first-year law students with 
inspiring graduates. Supported 
by George E. Sperling,Jr., '40, 
of Buckley &- Sperling in 
Santa Monica and made 
possible through the Sperling 
Project on Character-Building 
and Civic Responsibility, the 
seminars "coordinate and 
implement numerous 
presentations and/or 
discussions on practicing law 
in todays legal environment 
while maintaining principles 

of character and 
responsibility" 

Bernard Petrie, '52, a solo 
practitioner in San Francisco 
and a graduate of the U.S. 
Military Academy, will lead off 
the seminars on October 22. 
Petrie, who works in the areas 
of general practice, trials and 
appeals, corporate, antitrust, 
libel and international law, 
also is of counsel to Brown & 
Bain of Palo Alto, a firm that 
is highly regarded in the fields 
of high technology and 
complex litigation. Petrie was 
among the attorneys who 
represented Apple computer 
in 1992 in a copyright 
infringement suit against 
Microsoft Corporation and 
Hewlett-Packard. 

Other Sperling Seminar 
guests who were confirmed 
by deadline time were: 

November 5 - Brian 
O'Neill, '74, with Faegre & 
Benson in Minneapolis; and 

December 2- Robert B. 
Fiske, Jr., '5 5, former 
independent counsel in the 
Whitewater affair and a 
partner in Davis Polk &
Wardwell of New York. 

Sperling supports the 
program "to show how 
attorneys have a higher duty 
than making money and that 
they can be a force in 
developing society and 
strengthening the legal 
system." He said the idea for 
the seminar also reflects the 
sentiments that Dean Jeffrey 
S. Lehman, '81, discussed in 
his Dean's Message in 40.2 
Law Quadrangle Notes 2 
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(Summer 1997) and with 
Law School graduate and 
benefactor William W Cooks 
letter to the U-M Regents in 
April 1922. 

"I would have a selected 
body of law students, just as 
Oxford and Cambridge have a 
superior class of young men," 
Cook wrote the Regents. "The 
goal sought is the character 
of the law students to be 
reflected later in the character 
of the Bar. When the 
University graduates law 
students unsurpassed 
anywhere in character and 
scholarship, the effect on the 
Bar and the country will be 
very great." 

Lehman, writing of "the 
great lawyer as citizen," said 
the best lawyers "have not 
been uncritical slaves to their 
clients' tastes and preferences. 
Nor have they encouraged 
their clients to distance 
themselves from the larger 
community by speaking of 
the law as a set of impersonal 
barriers with no interest in 
the clients particular 
situation. Rather, they have 
tried to help their clients 
understand the law as a point 
of engagement with their 
fellow citizens, through which 
tensions and competitions 
among goals and perspectives 
are, and can be, worked 
through." 
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Far East-
Above. Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, and Virginia Gordan, Assistant 
Dean for International Programs, stand on either side of Dean \.½{ 

Zhipan, cente1; during a meeting at the University of Beijing Law 
Faculty. Others in the group are from the University of Beijing Law 
Faculty. During his trip to China in June, Lehman attended the first 
U.S.-Sino Law School Deans Conference in Beijing. The conference 
was hosted by the People's University School of Law and the U.S. 
State Department. Lehman was joined at the conference by deans of 
the law schools at Columbia, Stanford and Yale. In other activities in 
China, Lehman and Gordan met with legal education leaders from 
many of the country's major law departments , studied Chinese legal 
education and explored ways that the Law School may establish ties 
with some of the leading legal education programs in China. Most 
Chinese legal education occurs as part of undergraduate training 
rather than at the graduate level, as is done in the United States and 
Canada. Some Chinese legal education leaders, however, are 
working to establish programs more like those in the West. Lehman 
and Gordan also attended alumni reunions in Beijing and Shanghai 
and in Tokyo, Japan. At left, Lehman and Yoichiro Yamakawa, 
LL.M. '69 and '91-93 Visiting Professor; right, chat with Japanese 
Supreme Court Justice ltsuo Sonobe, '57-58 graduate student, during 
the Law School alumni reunion in Tokyo. Sonobe is one of the 
speakers for the Law Schools International Law Workshop during 
the fall term. His topic: "Reflections on the Japanese Supreme 
Court." In other Law School activity in China this year, Professor of 
Law Jose Alvarez and Assistant Clinical Professor of Law Grace 
Tonner, Director of the Legal Practice Program, delivered lectures 
in China. 
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Videoconferencing opens new doors for interviews 

Computer, camera, action. 
Interviewers and 

interviewees this year can 
begin to take advantage of a 
new Law School service that 
allows potential employers 
and students in search of 
jobs, internships and other 
placements to talk "live" and 
"face to face" although they 
may be many miles apart. 

The new service, which 
uses videoconferencing 
equipment and computers, 
allows interviewers to remain 
in their hometowns -
perhaps even in their offices 
- to interview a candidate at 
the Law School. Both inter
viewer and interviewee sit in 
front of specially equipped 
computers and talk with each 
other as they would if they 
were seated across a table 

'' from each other. They speak 
in normal conversational tones 
and reap the benefit of 
normal give-and-take 
conversation. 

The only difference is a 
slight delay in sound 
transmission that makes the 
computer screen image 
slightly ahead of the audio. 
Its a little like watching a 
movie done in one language 
with a sound track dubbed 
onto it in another language. 
But those who have used the 
system say that they quickly 
become used to the tiny 
audio delay and are not 
bothered by it. 

The new service is made 
possible through a gift from 
Samuel Zell, '66, chairman of 
Equity Group Investments, 
Inc., of Chicago. Zells gift 
also includes funds to 
establish facilities for linking 

specially equipped classrooms 
at the Law School with other 
law schools - schools in 
Toronto and Cambridge, 
England, are under 
consideration - so that a 
single instructor can teach 
classes simultaneously at 
several schools. The program, 
now in the preparation stages, 
will allow students and their 
teachers to see and talk with 
each other "live," no matter 
where they are located. 

The new interview 
capability is expected to be 
especially useful to smaller 
firms, public service providers 
and others whose budgets 
and staff size do not allow 
them to send a recruiter to 
the Law School. It also will 
benefit students who might 
not be able to afford the costs 
of traveling elsewhere for 
interviews. For more 
information about the 
program, call the Office 
of Career Services, 
734.764.0546, or send 
an e-mail to 
lawcareers@umich.edu. 

The new service worked 
well in its trial run last spring. 

When first-year law 
student David V Gubbini 
settled into the chair and 
lined up with the computer
top camera for his job 
interview, he wasn't thinking 
of the precedent that he was 
setting. 

He was thinking instead 
that the Law Schools new 
videoconferencing equipment 

meant that he could meet 
with his interviewer, Steve 
Baker, Director of the Federal 
Trade Commissions regional 
office in Chicago, without 
going to Chicago, or driving 
to Cleveland, Ohio, where the 
FTC also has videoconferencing 
equipment, and without 
using personal funds to rent a 
private videoconferencing 
setup. 

For his part, Baker was 
glad to use live videoconfer
encing to get to know a 
potential summer intern. He 
sees interns as important staff 
members - interns from 
his office have uncovered 
evidence that the FTC 
continues to use to counter 
computer and Internet scams 
- but he does not feel 
comfortable asking them to 
pay to come to Chicago to 
interview for the unpaid 
positions. Nor does he have a 
large enough staff to send 
people out as interviewers. 

When Baker interviewed 
Gubbini on March 19, Gubbini 
sat before a computer with a 
small camera connected atop 
it. In Chicago, Baker did the 
same. 

"I thought the ex-perience 
was far superior to a phone 
interview," said Gubbini. 
There was a slight, barely 
noticeable lag in the audio 
transfer between the two sites, 
and sometimes the video 
image stumbled, but Baker 
and Gubbini both adapted 
quickly and conducted their 
interview much as they would 
have if they had been seated 
across from each other in 
Room 200 of Hutchins Hall 
or the FTC offices in Chicago. 

"I didn't have any of that 
surreal feeling," said Gubbini, 
who had worked previously 
for an electronic resume 
service in Ann Arbor. As for 
Baker, he and his staff 
frequently use their in-office 
videoconferencing equipment 
for remote training and inter
region communication, but 
only once before had they 
used it for a one-on-one 
interview. 

"The advantage is that you 
get to see somebody face to 
face," said Baker. "A lot of the 
act of interviewing is that 
you're trying to find out not 
only the persons academic 
credentials, but also what 
kind of person you're dealing 
with." 

Baker liked what he saw 
and heard. He offered 
Gubbini an internship on the 
spot. 

"The advantage is that 
you get to see somebody 
face to face. A lot of the 

act of interviewing is 
that you're trying to find 
out not only the person's 
academic credentials, but 
also what kind of person 

you're dealing with." 
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DAVID EVANS 

tailoring the new to 
invigorate the old 
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In some ways, David E ans, who died 
August 4 at age 50, knew the La 
Quadrangle better than anyone else . For 
more than a decade, his hands and e es 
and deep respect for history guid d 
restoration and reno ation of lassrooms 
and other facilities here. 

E ans, a Uni ersity of Mi higan gradu
ate and the Ann Arbor-based half of 
Quinn Evans/ Architects of Ann Arbor and 

ashington, D.C. , spent hours matching 
wood stains, paints and other aspects of 
the Law School's 60-plus-year-old original 
construction with modem updates. In his 
last work for the Law chool, the Alco es 
Project (see adjoining photos), which cre
ated nine new offices from the formerly 
open alcoves that flanked the north and 
south sides of the Reading Room, E ans 
painstakingly matched old stains and new 
coatings so that even he barely could tell 
the difference. 

Evans previously had been 
architect/overseer for five projects at the 
Law School: 

Room 120 , the Squires , Sanders , and 
Dempsey Classroom. Renovated in 

1 91 , f aturing whit lim stone trim on
trasting with the de p blue f the arp t
ing, alls and drap ri s. 

Room 132 , the Varnum , Ridd ring, 
chmidt and Howl tt Cla sroom. With 

the m st medi val aura of any ren at d 
classro m, Room 132 takes its focus from 
the ar h that frames the dais and rostrum. 
The r n vation in luded the installation 
of a wood n fram work in the c iling to 
hide n air onditioning equipment. 

Rooms 232 and 234, th Moot Court 
and Jury rooms. Reno ation included 
installation of state-of-the-art video equip
ment, an audio system, and a moveable 

Over the past decade Quinn Evan /A rchitects 
renovated several clas rooms and the Moot Court 
Room, shown h re. Renovation of th practice 
courtroom facilities included in tallation of tate-of
the-art idea quipment an audio system and the 
speciall designed wooden cabinet that conceals 
the compl electronic controls for the room~ 
systems. Quinn E an principal David Evans, who 
died in August, was a specialist in designing uch 
items and matching the shade and tint of their wood 
stains with oliginal staining in the rooms he was 
reno ating. 



podium and remote control cameras . 
Room 236, the Robert and Ann 

iken eminar Room. Here, Quinn 
Evans' work included installation of a 
table that converts from a first-row writing 
surface to a conference table. Addition of 
the table allowed the room to function as 
a seminar room or as a formal small class
room. 

Room 250, the Dykema Gos ett 
Classroom. Renovation included giving 
the walls a rusticated plaster surface and 
using sage green as the unifying color for 
the room's walls, draperies and carpeting. 

In 1996, Quinn Evans' work at the 
Law School won the Special Recognition 
Awards for the Creative Use of 
Architectural Materials and for the 
Creati e Use of Architectural Details from 
the Michigan Chapter of the International 
Interior Design Association. In 1994, the 
firm's work at the Law School won the 
Design Award from the Michigan Chapter 
of the American Institute of Archite ts 
(AIA) . Quinn Evans' work here also has 
been cited in the AIA's Hist01ic Resource 
Faciliti s 1997 Review; The Michigan Law 
Quadrangle: Architectur and Origins, by 
Kathryn Horste; and in Cr ati e Lighting: 
Custom and D corative Luminair s, by 
Wanda Jankowski. 

Quinn Evans/ Ar hitects is widel 
respected for its ac ornplishments in the 
functional renovation of historic build
ings. Among its reno ation proje ts to win 
awards are the Michigan tate Capitol in 
Lansing; the Treading Barn R c nstruction 
at Mt. Vernon; the ld E euctive ffi 
Building, mithsonian Arts and Indu tri s 
Building, U. ldi rs' and Airm n's 
Horn , Library of Congress nd ld Post 
Office Building, all in ashington, D. C. ; 
and the Idah tat Capitol. 

In Ann rbor, the firm's pr 1 ts ha 
included th Mi higan Th at r, the rgus 
Building, the Miller/Main Buildin , th 
Goodyear Building nd the t Park 
Band Shell. h rtly b for his sudden 
death Evans l arned that his firm, in asso
ciation with Alb rt Kahn Ass iates, had 
been awarded the c ntra t for the reno a
tion of the Uni rsity f Michigan's Hill 
Auditorium, a highly regard d c n erL 
hall built early in this entury. 
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New Occupants -
OnCt'-sccludcd alcoves along the north and outh sides of the Reading Room now hum with 
activity as the nn locations for Admis ion , international and graduate program , and 
some faculty offices. As the result of a 1 million project designed and coordinated by the 

nn Arbor-and-Washington, D.C.-based Quinn Eva115/Architects, nine new offices noi 
oc upy pac - that fonnerl hou ed booll helves and stud desl?s . Workers careful! restored 
th canvas-011-plaster ceilings, u ed oliginal boo1lshelf sideboards to shield utilities conduits, 
and painstakingt matched wood stain color and intensit to neate nc,-v office -paces that 
mesh perfectly with the 65-year-old building's 01igi11al lines and deco,: The new offi es' 
leaded glas_ windows have been cleaned and I stored to thei , original clalil_ and beauty. 
Herc, Assistant Dean and Direct r of Admissions Elica funzel , '83, a11d As i tant 
Admi sio11 Director Marcea Met:;:lcr co,':fi r in one of Admis ions' new offices. Cl ar glas 
panels rise f10m each office's booll h l es to the arch d c ili11g, lmding a sen -e of the 
continuity of the pace. 
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Faculty Commons designer 
Mark Hampton, 

law student-turned-decorator 
Mark Hampton, the 

debonair decorator who counted 
George Bush, Jacqueline Onassis 

and the Law School among his 
clients, died July 13 in New York 

of complications from liver cancer. 
He was 58. 

Hampton, known for his uncanny 
ability to meld classic elements into 
understated reflections of his clients and 
their times, designed the Faculty 
Commons Room at the Law School, 
which was renovated into its present use 
in 1980-82. The space previously had 
been used as a faculty and Law Review 
library, which in tum was moved to the 
eighth floor of the Legal Research 
Building. 

Hampton knew the Law School well; 
he had been a law student in 1962-63 . 

Envisioning a room that fostered 
conversation, Hampton created a space 
with windows on two sides, a two-story
high ceiling, bookcases , small groups of 
furnishings and two central tables: a 
round table, with its obvious actual and 
symbolic value, surrounded by chairs; 
and a nearby rectangular table for 
displaying current publications of a legal 
and academic nature . 

"Hampton based his treatment of the 
space around certain ideas and 
associations that the concept of a 
commons room called up for the Law 
School faculty," Kathryn Horste 
explained in The Michigan Law 
Quadrangle: Architecture and Origins 
(University of Michigan Press , 1997). 
"Most important was the idea that the 
room must foster collegiality, community, 
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The bronze bu.st of Thomas M. Cooley, a charter member of the 
facu lty of the Law School and for many years its dean, ga es over the 
Faculty Commons, a meeting ground for conversation, debate and 
relaxation. The round table plays an actual and symbolic mle as a 
catalyst for conversation. Decorated by the late Mark Hampton, a 
former law student, the Commons is a popular spot for facu lty 
members to repair to between clas es and for special programs and 
receptions. Law School faculty meetings are held there regu larly. 
The bust of Cooley was a gift fmm the class of 1895. 

Mark Hampton relaxes in one of the chairs that 
pass d muster for the renovated Faculty Commons 
on the third floor of Hutchins Hall . The space was 
renovated in 1980-82. Hampton died July 13 at 
age 58. 

and a sense of shared purpose among 
those who used the room. 

"In this respect, tradition pla ed a 
strong role. The facult e>..rpressed its 
de ire to include a round table - in 
both the literal and figurative sense - as 
the one required element in the rooms 
furnishings , sin e a tabl of that type had 
been so important as a gathering place in 
th ld Faculty Lounoe.' 

Hampton'.s d ign made for a space 
that is "both omt rtable and personal, 

n it empha izes the dramatic 
spatial featur s of the room,' Horste aid. 

Comfortabl uphol t red furnishings 
invite faculty member and their guests 
to r 1 • and hat. mall tables at either 
end of the east wall offer space for 
writing correspondence or individual 
r ading or contemplation. 

Two of t e Law chool's three 
Renaissance tapestries of hunting scenes 
gra e ne interior wall. Busts of Rousseau 
and Voltaire , replicas of those in the 
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private library of Law School benefactor 
William W Cook, flank the large central 
lancet window on the east wall. 
Bookshelves house writings by faculty 
members and others. 

Among Hampton'.s other clients were 
George and Barbara Bush, both during 
and after the Bush presidency, Jacqueline 
Kennedy Onassis , Pamela Harriman, 
Henry Kravis, Mike Wallace and Estee 
Lauder. "All looked to him to provide a 
polished, well-ordered backdrop for their 
high-profile lives "Jura Koncius wrote in 
The Washington Post. "His decorating 
never upstaged them." 

"I have absolutely no interest in a 
trademark style," Hampton once said. 
' ome would say, 'He has no style, no 
look.' Well , I don't get it. That isn't what 
I set out to do . I just set out to be a 
decorator, to do a good job and ha e fun . 
I' e wondered with en at people who 
like one thing and work at it and it 
becomes their realm. Those people who 
can say, 'I love Winterthur but I hate 
Lyndhurst,' those people who have these 
enormous, refined senses of hate. I love 
Winterthur, Lyndhurst, Greek Revival 
and French houses. Of cour e I 
daydream constantly about English 
houses, and those shingle-style American 
houses built in 1905 full of furniture 
from jillions of other periods ." 
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James B. White on 

AMERICAN 
HIGHER 
EDUCATION 

James Boyd White 

This past a ademic year, 
L. Hart right Professor of 
Law James Boyd hite visited 
colleges and uni ersities as a 
Phi Beta Kappa isiting 

cholar. As he did so, he 
de eloped an e er sharper 
view of the remarkable role 
that higher education plays in 
American culture. 

White visited the 
universities of Idaho, outh 
Dakota, and Georgia, Alma 
College, Ohio Wesleyan, 
Southwestern University, 
Agnes Scott College and 
Kalamazoo College. "In each I 
spent a couple of days, giving 
a formal lecture , visiting 
classes and meeting with 
students and faculty 
informally," he explains. His 
formal lectures dealt with 
"Reading and Writing in 
Philosophy, Literature and 
Law" and ' The Humanities 
and the Law." 

He came away from each 
visit reinforced in his regard 
for the teachers and students 
who people such schools. 
"What is it, I wondered, that 
gets all these teachers up in 
the morning, off to offer once 
more a class about the origins 
of the French revolution, or 
Shakespeare's comedies, or 
basic biology?" he asks in his 
report for the Phi Beta Kappa 
Key Re-porter. "And what is it 
that brings these students to 
class after class, arriving 
usually on time, having done 
most of the reading, 
performing adequately and 
often well on exams and 
papers? Not everyone meets 
the ideal, of course, but my 
impression is that all this is an 
enormous and collective act 
of faith , of belief in the value 
of education itself, a belief 
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that can ne er be pr d . 
These institutions, and th rs 
like them, repr sent a kind f 
institutional mira le . ' 

Colleges and uni er ities, 
he concludes, are lik "the 
medie al cath dral of our 
time.' 

"Not as beautiful as the 
great cathedrals, of ourse -
though sometimes handsome 
enough - but like the 
cathedrals in the e traordinary 
complexity and ariety of 
their organization, in the 
simultaneous multiplicity and 
unity of life that they provide, 
and in their foundation in a 
faith so deeply shared that no 
one knows it is there. ' 

He continues: "The 
comparison with the 
cathedral is in a way not 
surprising after all , for the 
cathedrals were the great 
architectural creations of the 
middle ages and the 
universities their great 
educational inventions. We 
now live in a world in which 
institutions of all kinds are 
subject to systematic attack, 
theoretical and political in 
nature, on the ground that 
they restrain or modify forces 
that would otherwise be more 
rationally and efficiently 
expressed in the market. 

"But the college or 
university works on very 
different principles from those 
of the market, especially in its 
recognition that all the 
participants in it have 
something to learn, both from 
the past and from each other, 
indeed from the very tone and 
atmosphere of the institution 
itself, which is not reducible to 
the views or minds of its 
present population." 

Colleges and universitie , 
he conclude , are like 
"the medieval cathedrals 
of our time. Not a 
beautiful as the great 
cathedrals, of course -
though sometimes 
handsome enough -
but like the cathedrals 
in the extraordinary 
complexity and variety of 
their organization, in the 
simultaneous multiplicity 
and unity of life that 
they provide, and in 
their foundation in a 
faith so deeply shared 
that no one knows it 
is there." 



K I D. Logu 

Deborah C. Malamud 
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Croley, Logue and Malamud 
named full professors 

Three members of the Law 
School faculty ha e been 
named full professors with 
tenure: Steven P Croley, 
Kyle D. Logue and Deborah 
C. Malamud. 

Croley, who specializes in 
issues of administrative law 
and torts , has been a member 
of the Law School faculty 
since 1993. He received his 
A.B. from the University of 

ichigan and his J. D. from 
Yale Law School, where he 
was articles editor for the Yale 
Law Journal. He clerked for 
Judge Stephen F illiams of 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the D.C. Circuit and practiced 
law in ashington, D. C. 
before coming to the Law 
chool. 

L 

Logue, also a graduate of 
Yale Law School and former 
articles editor for the Yale Law 
Journal , earned his bachelors 
degree at Auburn University 
He clerked for Judge Patrick 
E. Higginbotham of the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Fifth 
Circuit and practiced law in 
Atlanta, Georgia. A member 
of the Law School faculty 
since 1993, he specializes in 
the tax treatment of insurance 
and other risk funding 
mechanisms and recently has 
drawn attention for his work 
in analyzing tobacco products 
control proposals. 

Malamud joined the Law 
chool faculty in 1992 after 

practicing labor and employ
ment law in ashington D.C. 
he received her B.A. from 
esleyan University and 

graduated cum laude from the 
niversity of Chicago Law 
chool where she was articles 

editor of the Univ rsity of 
Chicago Law Revi and a 
member of the Order of the 
Coif. She served as law clerk 
to Judge Louis H. Pollak of 
the U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of 
Penn lvania and for Ju tice 
Harry A. Blackmun of the 

. . upreme Court . Much 
of her recent re earch ha 
centered on the ba es and 
con equences of affirmati e 
action. 
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Dissecting cases to show the 

Andrea D. Lyon 
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larger picture 
Dissecting the life historie of real 

cases offers insights to law students that 
the abstract issues of hypotheticals are 
hard-put to equal. Each case is different , 
and , to play off the popular saying, "the 
doing is in the details. " 

Clinical Assistant Professors Nick Rine 
and Andrea D. Lyon showcased this 
approach during two midday presentations 
in June in which they laid out the details 
of individual cases as examples of some 
of the wider-ranging aspects of legal 
practice. The programs were sponsored 
by the Office of Student ervices. 

Rine, dissecting "The Anatomy 
of a Civil Case: The Pregnancy 
Discrimination Cases ," explained how 
the Michigan case had begun in 1990 

Nich Rine 

when thre clients w r for ed out of 
work b ause th y w r pr gnant. When 
their union grie an e br ught no relief, 
they turned to the ch ol's Michigan 
Clinical Law Program. 

The case pitted worn n who had been 
let go against their form r employer, who 
dismissed them when it became kn wn 
that they were pregnant. The employer 
said the women no longer reliably could 
do their job of locating cassette tapes and 
compact discs on warehouse shelves, 
collecting them and preparing them for 
shipment. 

A series of clinic students worked on 
the case for more than seven years, "the 
original three clients grew to a total of 
eight," and the case went through the 



"When I was in Law School it never occurred to 
me that sometimes the biggest decision in the case is 

making up your mind where you try the case. Where is 
the best place to protect your clients' rights?" 

State Civil Rights Commission (CRC), 
the federal Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), a 
Michigan county circuit court and the 
State Court of Appeals, Rine said. 
Principals still were awaiting the Appeals 
Court ruling at the time of Rine's 
program, so he did not name the 
petitioners or the amounts of damages 
and liability findings. 

This is "a medium complexity case," 
Rine explained. It offered the choice of 
trying the case in several places: the 
administrative agency, a state court in 
one of several counties, or through 
federal agency proceedings and possible 
appeal to a Federal District Court. 

"When I was in Law School it never 
occurred to me that sometimes the 
biggest decision in the case is making up 
your mind where you try the case," Rine 
said. "Where is the best place to protect 
your clients' rights?" 

Pine and the clinic students opted for 
the CRC, with the idea of eventually 
bifurcating the elements of liability and 
damages. The decisions of where to take 
the case and trying to split its elements of 
liability and damages "probably doubled 
the value of the case," he said. 

The CRC referee accepted the 
bifurcation proposal, decided each part 
of the case in favor of the employees, and 
awarded interest on the damages, but the 
full Commission reduced the award by 
50 percent and eliminated the interest. 
The case grew more complex when some 
plaintiffs returned to work with the 
employer but later were fired and filed 
claims of retaliation with the EEOC. 
Some of the petitioners also dropped the 
Law School clinic and hired private 
attorneys. 

By the time that Rine presented his 
program, the case had been before the 
Michigan Court of Appeals for two years 
and p1incipals were awaiting a hearing. 
By late May the retaliation case was 
scheduled for trial in federal court. 

-NICK RINE 

Getting a trial date can be like the 
starting gun for serious negotiation, Rine 
said. Sometimes there can be little 
movement in a case until its trial date is 
set; then facing the choice of settling 
before trial or going to a court trial, 
opposing sides often genuinely will try 
to negotiate. 

Over the years that the case has run, 
students who have worked on it have 
learned much of the nuts and bolts steps 
of filing and working a lawsuit. They've 
also, Rine hopes, learned something of 
the predilections of clients and attorneys 
and the records of judges. 'Tm on a side, 
and you should take what I say in the 
context of my being on a side," Rine said. 
"Even when they are people with titles 
like professor or judge, people have 
positions on cases." 

"Leaming the theoretical stuff in the 
classroom is important," he added. 
"Leaming how it works in the courtroom 
is important, too." 

The following week, in another 
presentation, Lyon retraced her battle to 
get Madison Hobley off of lllinois' death 
row, where he had spent 11 years. Last 
March the lllinois Supreme Court, in 
The People of the State of Illinois v. Madison 
Hobley 81609, 1998, reversed the lower 
court's refusal to grant Hobley an 
evidentiary hearing as part of his post
conviction petition. 

Here are the facts of the case: In 1987, 
a fire on the South Side of Chicago killed 
seven people, including Hobleys \.vife 
and infant son. Hobley was charged and 
convicted of murder and arson and 
sentenced to death. In the automatic 
direct appeal, the lllinois Supreme Court 
upheld his conviction and sentence. The 
trial judge also dismissed the post
conviction petition, so Lyon turned to 
the state Supreme Court. 

"This is a case where strong evidence 
exists showing that Madison Hobley is 
innocent of the arson and murders for 
which he has been sentenced to die," she 
said in her brief to the Supreme Court. 

"This is a case where exculpatory 
fingerp1int testing reports regarding the 
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gasoline can used as an exhibit at his trial 
for arson and murder were not turned 
over to him, and where a second gasoline 
can found at the scene of the fire was 
hidden from him by a ruse of the police 
who filed it under a police record 
number ('RD number') with which he 
was not provided at trial. 

"Once Mr. Hobley discovered the 
existence of the second gasoline can 
during his investigation for his petition 
for post-conviction relief, the police 
destroyed the second can within a month 
of receiving Mr. Hobleys subpoena 
seeking its production as well as all 
information concerning it. 

"If it were not enough that material, 
central and exculpatory information was 
hidden from Mr. Hobley, the juror 
misconduct which stands uncontroverted 
in this record certainly shows a trial that 
had spun out of control and a verdict 
which is not only unfair, but just plain 
wrong. Mr. Hobley presented direct 
evidence from the jurors themselves that, 
among other things, they were 
threatened during deliberations, that the 
jury foreman, who was himself a police 
officer, held himself out during 
deliberations to be an expert on the 
'appropriate' behavior of the police in 
this case and 'testified' to his fellow 
jurors on that subject, that the same 
foreman made references to his gun, 
which frightened some jurors and 
engaged in intimidating behavior toward 
other jurors, and that some jurors simply 
flat out disobeyed the sequestration order 
of the trial court. 

"Madison Hobley presented 
compelling evidence that his trial did not 
even come close to being a fair one. Yet 
the lower court dismissed his second 
amended post-conviction petition 

Continued on page 40 
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Continued from page 39 

without holdin° an evidentiary hearing 
and without presuming the facts pled by 
Mr. Hobley to be true, notwithstanding 
that the law required the court to do so. 
The Illinois Post-Conviction Hearings Act 
has an essential purpose - to ensure 
that justice is done. The lower court 
failed to effectuate that purpose, and in 
failing to do so an innocent man may 
die . The strong evidence of Mr. Hobleys 
actual innocence and the uncontroverted 
evidence of his constitutionally defective 
trial show that Mr. Hobley is entitled to a 
new trial. ' 

Lyon stressed these matters in her oral 
argument before the court, where she 
wrapped her facts into a package that 
reminded the justices that a mans life 
was at stake in this case. Following her 
own guideline to argue "in a way that is 
legally cognizable and emotionally 
compelling," she stressed gaps in 
procedure that had kept Hobley on death 
row. " hy no questions?" from the lower 
court in the post-conviction petition 
process? she asked. 'Why no 
explanations?" from police about 
evidence that was hidden or destroyed? 

' When I finished, " Lyon told her 
Hutchins courtyard audience, "one of the 
justices of the Illinois Supreme Court 
asked the prosecution the same 
questions , and they made the cardinal 
error in oral argument - they didn't 
answer the question. They evaded it. " 

You have to learn to both believe and 
not believe everything the prosecution 
says, Lyon said. "I don't want to make 
you cynical. I just want to make you 
want to keep fighting." 
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Regan named Fellow of 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences 

Donald H. Regan, William 
. Bishop, Jr., Collegiate 

Professor of Law, has b n 
elected a Fellow of the 
American Academy of Arts 
and ciences. Regan is the 
ninth urrent Law chool 
fa ulty member elected to 
membership in the Academy, 
which was founded in 1 780 to 
culti ate the arts and sciences. 

Donald H. Regan 

R gan, a graduat of 
Harvard and the University of 
Virginia Law hool, was a 
Rhodes cholar at O ford 
University, wher he earned a 
degree in economics. He also 
holds a Ph.D. in philosophy 
from the University of 
Michigan, where he began his 
academic career in 1968. 

Regans election to the 
prestigious Academy is the 
most recent to recognize the 
standing of Law School 
faculty members. Other Law 
School faculty members who 
are Fellows of the Academy 
are Professors Phoebe 
Ellsworth, Bruce W Frier, Yale 
Kamisar, Richard O. Lem pert, 
'68, Terrance Sandalow, A.W 
Brian Simpson, Joseph Vining 
and James Boyd White. In 
addition, University of 
Michigan President Lee C. 
Bollinger, a former Dean of 
the Law School, is a member 
of the Academy 

A specialist in 
constitutional law and moral 
and political philosophy, 
Regan is the author of 
Utilitarianism and Co-
op ration, which shared the 
Franklin J . Matchette Prize of 
the American Philosophical 
Association for 1979-80. 

The Academy includes 
more than 4,400 Fellows and 
some 600 Foreign Honorary 
Members. It is headquartered 
at Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
and has regional centers in 
Chicago and Irvine, 
California. 



Child and family agencies honor Duquette 

Agen ies that work for the 
welfar f childr n continue 
to recognize the contributions 
made by Clinical Professor of 
Law D nald N. Duquette , 
Director of the Law Schools 
Child Advocacy Law Clinic. 
Last spring the Michigan 
Federation of Private Child 
and Family Agencies honored 
Duquette with its Gerald G. 
Hicks Child Welfare 
Leadership Award. 

Duquette previously had 
received the Outstanding 
Legal Advocacy Award from 
the National Association of 
Counsel f r Children and the 
Adoption Activist Award from 
the North American Council 
on Adoptable Children. 

His book, Advocatingfor 
the Child in Prat ction 

He spent the 1998-99 
academic year in Washington, 
D. C., working with the U.S. 
Childrens Bureau on 
President Clinton's Initiative 
on Adoption and Foster Care. 
(Duquette and others discuss 
his work on page 5.) 

Donald . Duquette testifying before 
a joint state House-Senate hearing 
last spring at Lansing. 

F A C U L TY 

Proc edings formed the 
conceptual framework for the 
first national evaluation of 
child representation, 
mandated by the U. . 
Congress," the Federation 
said in announcing the award. 
"Here in Michigan his 
leadership in child pr t tion 
is widely recogniz d ." 

In Harm's Way gives voice to pornography's victims 

Duqu tt has s rv d on 
the Go rnors Task Fore n 
Childr n' Justi a h ar 
since its r ation in 1992. H 
also has w rked with th 
Coleman Commission n 
Permanen y Planning, the 
Riley upr m Court Pr b t 
Court Ta k Force and th 
State Bar f Mi higan's 
Childrens Task Fore . H 
chaired th Task F r e fr m 
1993-95. 

F r the d ade fr m 
19 3-93 offi ials in 
Minn ap lis , Indian p li 
Los Angel and Bo ton h ld 
publi hearing as part of 
efforts to de lop lo al 

rdinan es to forbid 
p rn graph a s dis rimi
nati n and th r for a ivil 
rights vi lation. 

In Hann Way: Th 
P mograph Civil Ri hts 
H arings, olle ts th 
te timon from th hea1ing 
into a searing t st m nt to the 
courag and degradati n of 
victims of pornography ho 

ame forward t testify. 
Published by Harvard 

Uni er ity Pres , In Hanns 
a appeared last March. It is 

edited b Elizabeth A. Long 
Pr fes or of Law Catharine A. 
MacKinnon and feminist 
writer Andrea Dworkin, ho 
together de eloped the 
propo ed ordinances. 

' For th se who survi ed 
pornography, the hearings 
were like coming up for air," 
MacK.innon writes in her 
introduction. "Now the water 
has closed over their heads 
once again. The ordinance is 
not law anywhere ." 

Despite legislati e and 
judicial defeat, supp rters of 
the ordinan es ha e mad 

inroads into power bases that 
pornography commands. 
As MacK.innon write : 

' Most stunningly, Congres 
in 1994 adopted the iolence 
Against omen ct, 
providing a federal civil 
remedy for gender-ba ed acts 
of violen e such as r pe and 
batt ring. In so doing 
C ngress made legally real it 
under tandin that exual 
violation is a practi e of 
discrimination, the 1 gal 
approach that the 
antipomogr ph ivil riohts 
ordinance pi neer d in 
1 gi lati e f rm. 

Continued on pa -12 
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Continued from page 41 

"More broadly, the 
exposure of pornography's 
harms has moved the ground 
under social theory across a 
wide range of issues. The 
place of sex in speech, 
including literature and art, 
and its role in social action 
has been thrown open to 
reconsideration, historically 
and in the present. The 
implications of visual and 
verbal presentation and 
representation for the creation 
and distribution of social 
power - the relation 
between the way people are 
imaged and imagined to the 
ways they are treated - are 
being rethought. The buying 
and selling of human flesh in 
the form of pornography has 
given scholarship on slavery a 
new dimension. More has 
been learned about the place 
of sexuality in ideology and 
about the importance of 
sexual pleasure to the exercise 
of dominant power. The 
hearings are fertile ground for 
analyzing the role of visceral 
belief in inequality and 
inferiority in practical systems 
of discrimination, and of the 
role of denial of inequality in 
maintaining that inequality 
The cultural legitimation of 
sexual force, including 
permission for and exoneration 
of rape and transformation of 
sexual abuse into sexual 
pleasure and identity is being 
newly interrogated. New 
human rights theories are 
being built to respond to the 
human rights violations 
unearthed. As events that 

have been hidden come to 
light, the formerly unseen 
appears to determine more 
and more of the seen. The 
repercussion for theory, the 
requisite changes in thinking 
on all levels of society, have 
only begun to be felt." 

But on the down side for 
supporters: 'The debate over 
pornography that was 
reconfigured by the survivors' 
testimony to make harm to 
women indispensable to the 
discussion has increasingly 
regressed to its old right/left 
morality/freedom rut, making 
sexual violence against 
women once again irrelevant 
and invisible. Politicians are 
too cowed by the media even 
to introduce the bill. Truth be 
told, for survivor and expert 
both, it has become more 
difficult than it was before to 
speak out against pornography, 
as those in these hearings did. 
The consequences are now 
known to include professional 
shunning, and blacklisting, 
attacks on employment and 
publishing, deprivation of 
research and grant funding, 
public demonstration, 
litigation and threats of 
litigation, and physical 
assault." 
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ACTIVITIES 

Professor of Law Jose 
Alvarez delivered a series of 
lectures on "The U.S. 
Constitution and Foreign 
Affairs" in May at Beijing 
University, and Fudan 
University, Shanghai, in the 
People's Republic of China. In 
May he also participated in a 
public forum held in Ann 
Arbor by U.S. Representative 
Lynn Rivers, D-Michigan, on 
"The United Nations: 
Cooperation or Domination?" 
In March he took part in a 
program on "Understanding 
Compliance with International 
Law: The Case of Soft Law," 
as part of the International 
Studies Association's annual 
meeting in Minneapolis. 

Thomas M. Cooley 
Professor of Law Edward H. 
Cooper has begun duties as 
Reporter for the Judicial 
Conference Working Group 
on Mass Torts and continues 
to serve as Reporter for the 
Advisory Committee on the 
Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure. He also served as 
adviser for the American Law 
Institute's Federal Judicial 
Code Project and Transnational 
Procedure Project. In April he 
took part in a meeting of 
European and Israeli advisers 
for the Transnational 
Procedure Project at Bologna, 
delivered a paper on class 
actions at the University of 
Arizona's Institute for Law 
and Economic Policy's 
"Courts on Trial" symposium 
and addressed the annual 
plenary session of the 
American Bar Association 

Litigation Section in New 
York. Last October he 
delivered a paper at a two-day 
symposium honoring Charles 
Alan Wright at the University 
of Texas. 

Professor of Law Steven P. 
Croley spoke on "Defenses in 
U.S. Products Liability Law" 
in May at the Products 
Liability Conference of the 
Association of Italian Alumni 
of Yale Law School at the 
University of Bologna Faculty 
of Law in Italy 

Douglas A. Kahn, Paul G. 
Kauper Professor of Law, 
spoke on "Tax Planning 
Opportunities With Life 
Insurance" at the Washtenaw 
County Estate Planning 
Association in February 

Henry M. Butzel Professor 
of Law Thomas E. Kauper, 
'60, is a member of the ABA 
Antitrust Section's Task Force 
on International Antitrust and 
Trade Policy 

Margaret A. Leary, 
Director of the Law Library 
and adjunct instructor in the 
Law School, was named 1998 
Volunteer of the Year by 
Habitat for Humanity of 
Michigan. As President of the 
Huron Valley Habitat for 
Humanity, she led the way to 
hiring a full-time executive 
director, part-time financial 
administrator, and part-time 
construction supervisor and 
oversaw the construction of 
five houses during the Huron 
Valley group's '97 Blitz Build. 
"Ms. Leary has been a true 
inspiration to the Huron 
Valley Habitat affiliate, 
providing the leadership to 
build homes for needy family 
partners at three times the 
rate prior to her presidency," 



) 

Habitat for Humanity of 
Michigan said in announcing 
the award. 

Francis A. Allen Collegiate 
Professor of Law Richard 0. 
Lempert, '68, has been 
named to the Editorial Board 
of Law & Society Review, the 
journal of the Law and 
Society Association (LSA). In 
June he delivered a paper, 
"The Death Penalty Today: Is 
There Even Slight 
Deterrence?", at the LAS 
Annual Meeting in Aspen; the 
paper, co-authored and co
delivered with law student 
Katherine Barnes, lL, used a 
new research model to search 
for deterrent effects of capital 
punishment. (See story page 
23.) On June 30 he 
completed a term as chairman 
of the University of Michigan 
Sociology Department. 

Professor of Law Kyle D. 
Logue, addressing the Law 
Schools Honors Convocation 
in May; provided a fictionalized 
description of the "ideal" first 
day of Tax I. In March he 
spoke on "How Best to Tax 
Cigarettes: Ex Ante or Ex 
Post?" at the Joseph A. 
Cannon Memorial Law 
Review Symposium and on 
"Tobacco Regulation: Personal 
Rights v. Public Welfare" at 
the University of Toledo Law 
School. In February he 
testified on his Smokers' 
Compensation Proposal before 
the U.S. Senate Committee on 
Labor and Human Resources. 

Professor of Law Deborah 
C. Malamud spoke on "The 
Jew Taboo: Jewish Difference 
and the Affirmative Action 
Debate" at The Ohio State 
University Law School in 
April as part of the 
symposium "The Future of 

--

Bahhe: Socio-Legal 
Perspectives on Affirmative 
Action in Education." The 
same month she spoke on 
"Affirmative Action, Diversity 
and the Black Middle Class" 
at the University of Colorado 
Law School as part of the 
symposium "Affirmative 
Action: Diversity of 
Opinions." 

Professor of Law Richard 
H. Pildes was a visiting 
lecturer on comparative 
constitutional law in June at 
the Zussman Institute for 
Israeli Judges in Jerusalem. 
He spent the 1997-98 
academic year as a fell ow in 
the Program in Ethics and the 
Professions at Harvard 
University and served as a 
Visiting Professor of Law at 
Harvard. He also is a court
appointed independent expert 
to the Federal District Court 
for the Eastern District of 
Michigan to provide formal 
reports and testimony 
regarding Voting Act 
challenges to the reorganization 
of the Michigan system of 
criminal trial courts. 

Thomas M. Cooley 
Professor Emeritus of Law 
John W Reed served as 
editor of volumes 31-32 of 
the International Society of 
Banisters Quarterly through 
1997. 

William W Bishop, Jr., 
Collegiate Professor of Law 
Donald H. Regan spent the 
summer on a Visiting Fellow
ship at Australian National 
University, where he gave 
talks to the Law Program and 
to the Philosophy Program in 
the Research School of Social 
Sciences. He also spoke to the 

Philosophy Department at 
Flinders University in 
Adelaide, Australia. In 
addition, Regan was named to 
the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences (see story 
page 40). 

Professor of Law Mathias 
W Reimann, LL.M., '83, 
is teaching a course on 
American product liability law 
this fall in the Graduate 
Program of the University of 
Paris I (the Sorbonne). 

Clinical Professor of Law 
Paul D. Reingold, Director of 
the Law Schools Clinical 
Office, serves on the executive 
committee of the Clinical Law 
Section of the American 
Association of Law Schools. 
He chaired the planning 
committee for the 1997 
Midwest Clinical Conference, 
held at the Law School last 
November. 

Theodore]. St. Antoine, 
'54, James E. and Sarah A. 
Degan Professor Emeritus of 
Law, has been chosen 
President-Elect of the 
National Academy of 
Arbitrators for 1998-99. In 
recent months he has spoken 
on labor law and labor 
arbitration at programs in 
Chicago, Lansing, Montreal, 
Detroit, Nashville, Orlando, 
San Diego, San Francisco and 
Washington, DC. 

Clinical Assistant Professor 
of Law Grace Tonner, 
Director of the Law Schools 
Legal Practice Program, 
addressed the Bar Association 
of Beijing, China, in June on 
"Doing Research and Writing 
in Ame1ican Law." That same 
month she was a panelist at 
the Southeastern Conference 
of the American Association 
of Law Schools to discuss the 
question, "ls There A Better 
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Way to Teach Legal Writing in 
the First Year7" She also 
serves as assistant editor of 
the Journal of the Legal Writing 
Institute. 

Lewis M. Simes Professor 
of Law Lawrence W 
Waggoner, '63, serves as 
Reporter for the Restatement 
(Third) of Property; Wills and 
Other Donative Transfers and 
as Director of Research for the 
Joint Editorial Board for the 
Uniform Probate Code. He 
also is an adviser for the 
Restatement (Third) of Trusts. 

L. Hart Wright Collegiate 
Professor of Law James B. 
White spent the 1997-98 
academic year as a Phi Beta 
Kappa Visiting Scholar (story 
on page 36). lnJune he 
delivered the lead paper at a 
colloquium on "Law and 
Literature" at University 
College, London. 

James J. White, '62, 
Robert A. Sullivan Professor 
of Law, spoke on "UCC 
Update: Recent Case 
Developments and Code 
Revisions in UCC Articles 2, 
2A, 2B and 9" in June for a 
seminar for the Oregon State 
Bar Continuing Legal 
Education program. In April 
he spoke on "Legal and 
Economic Aspects of the 
Tobacco Settlement" at the 
University of Kansas Law 
School, in January he 
conducted a Short Course on 
negotiation at the University 
of Arizona Law School, and in 
November he delivered the 
Forrest B. Winbert Memorial 
Fund Lecture at the 
Cleveland-Marshall College of 
Law at Cleveland State 
University 
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- BY TERRANCE SANDALOW 

The following essay is based upon remarks 

that Edson R. Sunderland Professor of Law 

and f onner Dean of the Law School 

Terrance Sandalow made last May upon 

the occasion of the retirement of James and 

Sarah A. Degan Professor of Law and 

Janner Dean of the Law Schoo l Theodore]. 

St. Antoine, '54. A version appears in 

96 Michigan Law Review as part of a 

tribute to St. Antoine. Publication here is 

by pennission. The issue also contains 

articles in praise of St. Antoines career and 

impact by Benjamin Aaron, Professor 

Emeritus at UCLA, and by the Hon . Harry 

Edwards, '65, Chief Judge, U.S. Court of 

Appeals, Washington, D.C. 
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AN 

APPRECIATION 
As I began to think of what I might 

say this evening, it occurred to me that I 
was fortunate the occasion had not b en 
billed as a roast. It would not be easy -
and indeed, might be sacrilegious - to 
direct attention to the foibles of a man 
whom thousands call "the Saint." That 
title, by which he has been known by 
generations of students, is , of course, a 
measure of their affection and their 
esteem for him. For more than three 
decades, Ted has been one of our most 
popular teachers. Although I have 
learned a great deal from him over the 
years - though probably not as much as 
I should have , and surely not as much as 
Ted thinks I should have - I have never 
observed his classes. And so I must leave 
it to others to sing his praise as a teacher. 
Unfortunately, I am also not competent 
to comment on the importance of his 
scholarly achievements or on his many 
contributions to the profession, both as 
an arbitrator and as a leading member of 
the labor bar. 

Ted and I have, however, been 
colleagues for 32 years, for all but one of 
the years that he has served as a member 
of the faculty I have , therefore , had more 
opportunity than all but a few people to 
observe and consequently to appreciate 
the importance of his contributions as 
one of the Law School's leading citizens. 
Younger members of the faculty, those 
who have only known Ted as an august 
personage, may not appreciate that in his 
early years on the faculty he was one of a 
band of Young Turks who, in the view of 
at least some of their elders, were intent 
upon depriving Michigan students of a 



sound legal education. Of course, being 
Ted, he was a very sober Young Turk. 
(I should explain that by sober I mean 
that Ted's manner was, as my dictionary 
puts it , "marked by seriousness, gravity, 
or solemnity," not that he was, in the 
dictionarys primary definition of the 
word, "habitually abstemious in the use 
of alcohol. " Far from it, for in those days 
social occasions at the St. Antoines' were 
b1ightened by a bottle of Tanqueray gin 
that Ted kept in his freezer so that his 
martinis would not be diluted by ice -
or, if truth be known, by much 
vermouth either. And the martinis were 
not only for guests.) 

The issues that divided the faculty in 
those days were central to the intellectual 
life of the Law School. Faculty members 
held widely differing views about the 
extent to which allied disciplines should 
be incorporated into the curriculum, 
about the importance of adding to the 
faculty individuals competent in those 
disciplines, and about clinical education. 
Those issues have long since passed into 
history At the tim ho e er, th y 
threatened to create de p fissures in the 
faculty Ted' skills as a negotiator nd 
mediator and th soundness of his 
judgment played a vitall imp rtant role 
not only in bringing the issues t 
happy conclusion, but in d ing so in a 
way that h ld th fa ult together during 
a difficult tim . Thos qualities , tog th r 
with uni ersal resp t for his integrit 
and onfiden that h would n t pursu 

an agenda different from its own, have 
repeatedly led the faculty to tum to Ted, 
initially to become its Dean and later to 
handle a variety of other sensitive 
assignments. 

Ted has, without fail over more than 
three decades , justified the facultys 
confidence in him. ot the least of his 
achievements , it should be said, is the 
remarkable underground addition to the 
library The structure is a permanent 
tribute to Ted, without whose prodigious 
efforts and considerable diplomatic skills 
it could not have been built. Ted has 
said, I know, that he would prefer not to 
be remembered for the addition. But in 
this, I believe, he is mistaken. Curricular 
inno ations come and go and it must be 
said, so do faculty. But the addition will 
endure when all of us are forgotten. 
Anyone who has spent time with our 
alumni will appreciate just how much 
their affection for this place and their 
ense of the importance of what goes on 

here depends upon the buildings that 
make up the Quad. Ted's addition, for 
that i ho I think of it , will continue to 
enri h the experience of students for 
g neration to ome. He should be proud 
of it, and we should be grateful to him 
for it. 

While he as Dean, Ted often said 
that his goal was to build a fa ult so 
tr ng that h could n t gain 

appointm nt t it. In that respect, I 
b li e h fail d or at least I hope he 
did , f r no institution can prosper 
with ut individuals who bring to it the 
tr ngths and the dedication that Ted has 

brought to the Law chool during the 
past 33 ears. 
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Ted's skills as a negotiator and 
mediator and the soundness of his 

judgment played a vitally important 
role not only in bringing the issues to 

a happy conclusion, but in doing so 
in a way that held the faculty 

together during a difficult time. 
Those qualitie , together with 

universal respect for his integrity and 
confidence that he would not pur ue 

an agenda different from its own, 
have repeatedly led the faculty to 

tum to Ted, initiall to become it 
Dean and later to handle a ariety of 

other ensiti ea ignment . 

- TERRAN E ANDAL 
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Visiting faculty offer new insights, 
fresh perspectives in and out of classroom 

Each year the Law 
chool welcomes a 
ariet of visiting 

facult members hose 
training and experience 
enrich the curriculum 
in an e change that also 
inspires the visitors 
themselves. Students 
benefit from the 
different, fresh 
approaches visitors 
bring to the classroom, 
as well as the formal 
programs and informal 
con ersations that are 
so significant to the 
Law chool years. 

In addition, the Law 
School has launched a 
special program of 
continuing ties with 
highly regarded faculty 
members from 
universities outside of 
the United States who 
have agreed to teach 
here regularly over the 
next several years. 
These Affiliated 
Overseas Faculty add a 
valuable component to 
the Law Schools 
international programs 
as well as domestic law 
programs. Here are the 
Affiliated Overseas 
Faculty, the visitors for 
the 1998-99 academic 
year and visitors for the 
current fall term: 

Affiliated 
Overseas Faculty 

Christopher 
Mccrudden is teaching 
two courses this fall: 
European & 
Comparative Human 
Rights Law and 
Incorporating 
International Human 
Rights Law into 
Domestic Law. 

Bruno Simma is co
teaching International 
Law with Assistant 
Professor of Law 
Michael Heller in the 
fall and also is teaching 
Modem International 
Lawmaking. 

For more on the 
Affiliated Overseas 
Faculty program, see 
story on page 79. 
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1998-99 
Academic Year 

Cynthia Baker '88, is 
teaching Bankruptcy 
this fall and will teach 
Commercial Trans
actions and Real Estate 
Restructuring in the 
winter term. Baker, a 
member of the faculty 
of Emory University 
Law School, specializes 
in contracts and 
commercial transactions. 

John Beckerman is 
teaching Legal 
Profession and Legal 
Ethics in the fall and 
Civil Procedure and 
Enterprise Organization 
in the winter. 
Beckerman has a 
doctorate in history 
from the University of 
London and his J . D. 
from Yale Law School. 
A visiting faculty 
member during the 
1997 -98 academic year 
also, he previously has 
taught at Yale Law 
School, Rutgers
Camden and Benjamin 

C rdozo Law hool. 
He cl rked for th H n . 
Jos , A Cabranes, U. . 
District Judge for the 
District of Connecticut, 
and has practiced in 
New York City. 

Omri Ben-Shahar is 
teaching Contracts this 
fall and Law and 
Economics in the 
winter term. Ben
Shahar holds a 
doctorate in economics 
and multiple law 
degrees. He is a 
Professor of Law and 
Economics at Tel-Aviv 
University, a research 
fell ow at the Israel 
Democracy Institute, 
and a panel member of 
Israels Antitrust Court. 
He has written widely 
in law and economics, 
including the areas of 
international agreement 
enforcement and 
criminal law. He is 
visiting at the Law 
School for two years. 

Anita Bernstein is 
teaching Torts this fall 
and Legal Profession 
and Legal Ethics and 
Products Liability in the 
winter term. A 
Professor at Chicago
Kent Law School, 
Bernstein has practiced 
law in New York City 
and taught courses 
including products 
liability, comparative 
tort law and legal 
system analysis. 

Laurence D. Conner, 
'65, is teaching 
Mediating Legal 
Disputes in the fall and 
Alternate Dispute 
Resolution in the 
winter. A specialist in 
complex business and 
tort litigation, trials, 
appeals and alternati e 
dispute resolution, he is 
a senior litigation 
member of Dykema 
Gossett in Detroit. He 
chairs the Michigan 
State Bar section on 
alternative dispute 
resolution and has 



published s veral . 
rticl on alt manve 

disput r s luti n . H 
earned his B.A. from 
Miam1 Uni ersity 

Hanoch Dagan is 
teaching Unjust 
Enrichment this fall and 
will teach Legal Realism 
and Property Theory in 
the winter term. He is 
a lecturer on th 
Buchman Fa ulty of 
Law at Tel-Avi 
Univer ity, wh r he 
has taught pr p rty la , 
jurisprudenc and leg 1 
realism. He has b n n 
associat with n I ra li 
law firm and ha writt n 
widely on pr p rty la 
and c ntract la . 

Cyril Mo co , '57, is 
teaching Ent rpri 

rganizati n nd 
Bu in Planning 
for Clos ly H ld 
Corp rati n in th fall 
and Business Pl nning 
for Publicly H ld 
Corporation in the 
winter t rm. Th o-

author of textbooks on 
Michigan corporate 
law and se urities 
regulation, he is a 
partner with 
Honigman, Miller, 
Schwartz & Cohn in 
Detroit, where he 
practices corporate and 
securities law He 
earned his .B. at 
Wayne State Uni ersity 

Paul H. Robin on i 
tea hing tw c ur , 
Criminal La and 

· an Crimin 1 
this fall ; in th 

he will 
t h an ed 
Cri · . Curr ml 
Edna Edny£ d 

illi r f 
La 

a 
p ur of the nat 
J ry Comrnitt 
H ne of th 

original commissioners 
of the U .5. Sentencing 
Commission that 
drafted the current 
Sentencing Guidelines 
that bind federal 
judges. 

Fall 1998 

Reu en vi-Yonah is 
teaching Multi-national 
Emerprises and the 
Law, and Tax II. He is 
an Assistant Professor at 
Harvard Law chool. 

Paul D. Borman, '62 is 
teaching White Collar 
Crime with anc 
King,' 7, (see page 48). 
Borman, a U . . District 
Court Judge for the 

em District of 
· is a former 

p at \J ayne 
e ity La 
ool. He has 

pr · privatel and 
h a taff 
at for the U .. 
c io Civil 

· a nt U. 
r 

e, 
t ·ng 

for the 
d and 
iation. 
nA.B. 

fr m th Uni er ity of 
Mi higan and an LL.M. 
fr m Yal Universit . 
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E an Carninker is 
teaching two courses, 
Introduction to 
Constitutional Law and 
Sovereignty and 
Federalism. Caminker 
is a Professor of Law at 
UCLA, where he has 
taught civil procedure, 
constitutional law and 
federal courts. He has 
served as an associate 
at a law firm in 

ashin ton D. C. and 
£ r the Center for Law 
in the Public Interest in 
Lo An eles. 

Thomas P. Gallanis is 
teaching Trusts & 
Estates I and Trusts & 
E rates II this term. An 

sistant Professor of 
Law at The Ohio tate 
Uni er ity, he holds an 
LL.M. and a Ph.D. in 
English legal history in 
addition to his J. D. 
He has worked as an 
associate £ r a la firm 
in Chicago. t Ohio 

tate he teach est t 
and gift t ti n and 
trusts and stat . 

Carol Hollenshead, 
7 4 , is teachmg the 
Domestic iolence 
Seminar. Hollenshead 
practices in Ann Arbor 
with Reach & 
Hollenshead, where 
her caseload includes 
representation of 
domestic violence 
victims. he has been 
actively invol ed with 
the Family Law Project 
Domestic iolence 
Project and Michigan 
State Bar Committee on 
Domestic 10lence. he 
earned her A.B. at the 
Uni ersity of Michigan. 

Robert Howse is 
teaching two courses 
this fall , International 
Trade and lntematonal 
E onornic & Financial 
Institutions. A specialist 
in international trade 
issue , How e teach 
at th University of 
Toronto La chool 
and is Associate 
Director of the C ntre 
for the tud of tate 
and arket at th 

ni ersit of Tor nto . 

William R. Jent , '56, 
is t a hin Compl x 
Litigation. pann r at 
Kirkland & Elli in 
Chicaao, h ha 
le tur d at th 
Uni rsit f Chi o 
La ho 1 and f r th 
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American, Federal, 
Texas, Illinois and 
Chicago Bar 
Associations. He also 
has taught previously at 
the Law chool. He 
earned hi A.B. at the 
University of Michigan. 

ancy King, '87, is 
teaching Criminal 
Procedure: Bail to Post
Conviction Review and 
co-teaching White 
Collar Crime with Paul 
D. Borman (see page 4 7). 
King, who earned her 
B.A. at Oberlin College, 
is a Professor of Law at 
Vanderbilt University 
Law School, where she 
teaches civil procedure, 
criminal law, criminal 
procedure and 
evidence. 

Marjorie Kornhauser 
is teaching Tax I and 
Tax Policy: Social, 
Economic, Rhetorical 
Aspects. Kornhauser is 
a Professor of Law at 
Tulane University, 
where she teaches 
business enterprise, 
business tax, estate 
and gift federal tax, 
individual federal 
income tax, inter
national tax and tax 
policy. She has 
practiced privately in 
Cleveland. 

Jeffrey Miro , '67, is 
teaching Real Estate 
Tax. Chairman at Miro, 
Weiner & Kramer in 
Bloomfield Hills, he 
also has lectured in 
taxation at Detroit 
College of Law and 
been an Adjunct 
Professor of Law at 
Wayne State University 
and is a member of the 
faculty of the Michigan 
Bar Review Center. 
Miro earned his A.B. at 
Cornell University and 
holds an LL.M. from 
Harvard University. 
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Roberta Morris is 
teaching d an ed 
Patent Law. Morris has 
practiced in Ne York 
City and served as 
Assistant General 
Counsel for Mount 
inai Medical C nter. 
he holds a law degree 

from Harvard Law 
chool and a doctorate 

in physics from 
Columbia Uni ersity. 

Maria Ontiveros is 
teaching two courses 
this fall : Alternative 
Dispute Resolution and 
Labor Law. Ontiveros 
formerly was an 
arbitration represent
ative for the United 
Auto Workers and 
practiced as an 
associate with a Palo 
Alto law firm. She 
currently is on the 
faculty at Golden Gate 
University, where she 
teaches alternative 
dispute resolution, 
employment discrimi
nation, evidence, and 
international and 
comparative labor law. 

R b cca Scott is 
o-t a hing Ra e and 

Citizenship in Latin 
Ameri and the U. . 
with Pr £ sor of Law 
Richard H. Pildes. ott 
is Professor of History 
and Chair of the 
History Department at 
the Uni ersity of 
Michigan, and holds a 
joint appointment with 
the Uni ersitys Center 
for Afro-American and 
African tudies. An 
authority on Latin 
American history, she 
has written three books 
on slavery in various 
Latin American 
countries. 



Faculty members 
regularly share their 
knowledge in the 
classroom, in 
con ersations with 
students colleague 
and others, and in 
lectures to profes ional 
associations and 
community groups. 
Only publications, 
ho e er, defy the 
ephemeral and offer the 
recipient the opportuni 
to return to the source 
at ·ill. Publications 
also off er the freedom 
to take in the 
information ponder it 
re-e aluate it and 
incorporate it at one's 
own time, pace and 
place. 

Through their 
publications facul 
member reach 
audiences far be ond 
the clas room and the 
ound of their oice . 

Facul members de ote 
con iderable time to 
thi part of th ir work 
and regular! produce 
an impr ssi e bod of 
publication that 
refl cts the d p th 

ariet and en rgy of 
the teachers at the 

ni er it of Michigan 
La School. Here i 
a list of faculty 
publications from 
1996-present. The list 
includes items that at 
d adline time were 
scheduled for 
pub ication in 1998. 

FACULTY 

LAYMA E. ALLE 

"Some Examples of Using Legal Relations Language in 
the Legal Domain: Applied Deontic Logic," 73 Notre Dame 
Law Review 535-575 (1998) . 

"The Legal Argument Games of Legal Relations on the 
Internet," The Journal of Law and Information Science 
(forthcoming) and £-Law (forthcoming) . (Paper presented 
at the first Australasian Legal Information Institute 
Conference on Computerisation of Law via the Internet, 
Auslll , University of Technology, Sydney, 
25-27 June 1997). 

"Achieving Fluency in Modernized and formalized Hohfeld: 
Puzzles and Games for the Legal Relations Language," 
Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence and Law, June 29-July 3, 1997, 
University of Melbourne, Melbourne. 

"From the Fundamental Legal Conceptions of Hohfeld to 
Legal Relations: Refining the Enrichment of Solely Deontic 
Legal Relations ," pp. 1-26 in Deontic Logic, Agency and 
Normative Systems, Mark A. Brown and Jose Carma, 
eds., Springer and the British Computer Society (1996) . 
Presented at DEON '96: Third International Workshop on 
Deontic Logic in Computer Science, Sesimbra, Portugal 
(January 11-13, 1996); volume in the Workshops in 
Computing series, C.J. van Rijsbergen, ed . 

JO E E . L AREZ 

"Foreword : Why Nations Behave," 19 Michigan Journal of 
International Law 303-17 (1998) . 

"Genocide: Then and Now," 41 .2 Law Quadrangle Notes 
72-79 (Summer 1998). 

"Rush to Closure: Lessons of the Tadic Judgment," 96 
Michigan Law Review (forthcoming) . 

"Remedies for War Crimes," forthcoming in Journal of the 
International Institute, University of Michigan (1998). 

Review: A Critical Study of the International Tribunal 
for the Former Yugoslavia, 8 European Journal of 
International Law 198-200 (1997). 

Review: Les Nations Unies et le Droit International 
Humanitaire (The United Nations and International 
Humanitarian Law) , European Journal of International Law 
(forthcoming 1998). 

"A New Nuremberg?", 40.3 Law Quadrangle Notes 84-92 
(Fall/Winter 1997). 

"International Law: Some Recent Developments,' 46 
Journal of Legal Education 557-568 (1997). 
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Revised chapter on "Financial Responsibility" for 
paperback edition of Christopher Joyner, ed ., The United 
Nations and International Law, Christopher (1997) . 

"Critical Theory and the North American Free Trade 
Agreement's Chapter Eleven ," 28 Inter-American Law 
Review, Vol. 2, 303 (1996-97) . 

El Estado de derecho en Latinoamerica: problemas y 
perspectivas," in T. Buergenthal and A. Cancado Trindade, 
eds ., Estudios Especializados de Derechos Humanos, 
(1996). 

' Constitutional Interpretation in International 
Organizations," Working Paper Series, Global Peace and 
Conflict Studies Institute (1996) . 

"The United States' Financial Veto," in Proceedings of the 
90th Annual Meeting, American Society of International 
Law 319 (1996) . 

"Foreword: What's the Security Council For?", 17 
Michigan Journal of International Law 221-28 
(Winter 1996). 

"Nuremberg Revisited : The Tadic Case," 7 European 
Journal of International Law, Issue No. 2 (1996) . 

"Judging the Security Council ," 90 American Journal of 
International Law 1-39 (1996). 

"Researching Legal Issues in the United Nations," in 
Introduction to International Organizations, L. Louis
Jacques, J.S. Korman, eds. (1996) . 

ERIC BILSKY 

"Metaphysical and Ethical Skepticism in Legal Theory," 75 
Denver University Law Review 187 (1997) . 

LORRAY S . C . BROW 

"From Product to Process: Evolution of a Legal Writing 
Program" (with Durako, Stanchi , Edelman, Amdur and 
Connelly) , 58 University of Pittsburgh Law Review 719 
(Spring 1997). 

DAVID CHAMBERS 

"Polygamy and Same-Sex Marriage," 26 Hofstra Law 
Review 53-83 (Fall 1997). 

"Honesty, Privacy and Shame: When Gay People Talk 
About Other Gay People to Nongay People ," 4 
Michigan Journal of Gender & Law 255-73 (1997). 

"25 Divorce Attorneys and 40 Clients in Two Not So Big 
But Not So Small Cities in Massachusetts and California: 
An Appreciation ," 22 Law and Social Inquiry 209-231 
(1997). 

"What If? The Legal Consequences of Marriage and the 
Legal Needs of Lesbian and Gay Male Couples," 95 
Michigan Law Review 447-491 (November 1996). 
Reprinted in 40.2 Law Quadrangle Notes 60-70 (Summer 
1997). 
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HERM N L RK 

"A Populist Critique of Direct Democracy," 112 Harvard 
Law Review (forthcoming) . 

"To Thine Own Self Be True: Enforcing Candor in Pleading 
Through the Party Admissions Doctrine," 49 Hastings Law 
Journal (forthcoming) . 

"Law and Literature," 41 .2 Law Quadrangle Notes 84-88 
(Summer 1998). 

EDW RD H . COOPER 

Proposed revisions, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 4, 5, 
12, 26, 30, 34, 37, Admiralty Rules B, C, E (as Reporter, 
Advisory Committee of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure) , August 1, 1998. 

1998 Supplements, Vols . 13, 13A, 15A, 15B, 16, 16B, 17, 
18, Federal Practice and Procedure, with C.A. Wright and 
A.R. Miller. 

"The Structure of Pretrial and Trial : A United States 
Perspective," a paper delivered in August, 1997, at an 
international symposium held by the Japanese Association 
of the Law of Civil Procedure and published only 
in Japanese. 

"Civil Rule 53: An Enabling Act Challenge ," 76 Texas Law 
Review 1607-35 (1998) . 

"The Jurisprudence of Yogi Berra," 46 Emory Law Journal 
697-790, with G. Tonner et 37 alii (1997) . 

Annual 1997 Supplements, Vols. 13, 13A, 15A, 15B, 16, 
16B, 17, Federal Practice and Procedure: Jurisdiction 2d, 
Vol. 18, 1st edition. 

Vols. 16, 16A, 16B, Federal Practice and Procedure: 
Jurisdiction 2nd (with C.A. Wright and A.R. Miller) . 

"Rule 68: Freeshifting and the Rulemaking Process," in 
Reforming the Civil Justice System 108-49 (L. Kramer, 
ed.) (1996) . 

"Rule 23: Challenges to the Rulemaking Process," 71 
New York University Law Review 13-63 and App. 64-73 
(April-May 1996). 

Working Papers of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules 
on Proposed Amendments to Civil Rule 23, Vol. 1 (1997). 

1996 Supplements, Volumes 13, 13A, 15A, 15B, and 17, 
Federal Practice and Procedure: Jurisdiction 2nd 
(with C. A. Wright and A.R. Miller). 

1996 Supplements, Volumes 16 and 18, Federal Practice 
and Procedure: Jurisdiction (with C.A. Wright and 
A.R. Miller). 

Proposed revisions, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 9(h) , 
26 (c) , 47 (a), and 48, with Committee Notes (as Reporter, 
Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure) ; 91 F.R.D. 123-147. 

Vol. 19, Federal Practice and Procedure: Jurisdiction 2d 
(with C.A. Wright and A.R. Miller). 

"Class Action Rule Changes: A Midpoint Report," 39.3 
Law Quadrangle Notes 78-81 (Fall/Winter 1996). 



T N P. R L Y 

"Theories of Regulation: Incorporating the Administrative 
Process," 98 Columbia Law Review 1-168 (January 
1998). 

"The Federal Advisory Committee Act and Good 
Government" (with William Funk) , 14 Yale Journal on 
Regulation 451-557 (1997) . 

"WTO Dispute Panel Deference to National Government 
Decisions: The Misplaced Analogy to the U.S. Chevron 
Standard-of-Review Doctrine" (with John H. Jackson) , 
in International Trade Law and the GATT/WTO Dispute 
Settlement System, 187-210, Kluwer (1997) . 

"Vicarious Liability in Tort: On the Sources and Limits of 
Employee Reasonableness ," 69 Southern California Law 
Review 1705-38 (July 1996). 

"Practical Guidance on the Applicability of the Federal 
Advisory Committee Act," 10 Administrative Law Journal 
of the American University 111-78 (Spring 1996). 

"The Administrative Procedure Act and Regulatory 
Reform: A Reconciliation ," 10 Admininistrative Law 
Journal of the American University 35-49 (Spring 1996). 

"Libertarianism as Critical Theory," 1 Michigan Law and 
Policy Review 179-97 (1996) . 

"WTO Dispute Procedures, Standard of Review, and 
Deference to National Govermments" (with John 
Jackson), 90 American Journal of International Law 
193-213 (April 1996). 

DONALD . DUQUETTE 

"Lawyers' Roles in Child Protection," in Helfer, Kempe and 
Krugman, eds., The Battered Child, sth edition, University 
of Chicago Press (1997). 

"We Know Better Than We Do: A Policy Framework for 
Child Welfare Reform" (with Danziger, Abbey and 
Seefeldt) , 31 University of Michigan Journal of Law 
Reform 93 (Fall 1997). 

Developing a Child Advocacy Law Clinic: A Law School 
Clinical Legal Education Opportunity," monograph, June 
1996. Reprinted in 31 University of Michigan Journal of 
Law Reform 1 (Fall 1997). Reprinted in A Judge's Guide to 
Improving Legal Representation of Children, ABA Center 
for Children and the Law (1998) . 

REBECCA . EI E BERG 

"Can Patents Deter Innovation? The Anticommons in 
Biomedical Research" (with Michael A. Heller), 280 
Science698-701 (May 1998). Excerpted in 41 .3 Law 
Quadrangle Notes 93-7 (Fall/Winter 1998). 

"Do EST Patents Matter? " Trends in Genetics 
(forthcoming). 

"Commentary: The move Toward the Privatization of 
Biomedical Research ," in C. Barfield and B. Smith, eds ., 
The Future of Biomedical Research, American Enterprise 
Institute and Brookings Institution (1997) . 

"Structure and Function in Gene Patenting," 15 Nature 
Genetics 125 (1997). 

"Intellectual Property at the Public-Private Divide: The 
Case of Large-Scale cDNA Sequencing ," 3 University of 
Chicago Law School Roundtable 557 (1996) . 

"Public Research and Private Development: Patents & 
Technology Transfer in Government-Sponsored Research," 
82 Virginia Law Review 1663 (1996). 

"Genomic Patents and Product Development Incentives," 
published as part of the proceedings of the First 
International Conference on DNA Sampling , Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada (1996). 

"Intellectual Property Rights and Research Tools in 
Molecular Biology" (with co-authors) , summary of a 
National Academy of Sciences workshop, National 
Academy Press (1997) . 

"Intellectual Property Issues in Genomics," 14 Trends in 
Biotechnology 302 (1996). 

"Patents: Help or Hindrance to Technology Transfer?", 
in Biotechnology: Science, Engineering, and Ethical 
Challenges for the 21st Century, National Academy Press 
(1996) . 

PH EBE ELL ORTH 

"Psychology and Law" (with R. Mauro) , in D. Gilbert, 
S. Fiske and G. Lindzey, eds ., Handbook of Social 
PsychologY, New York: McGraw Hill 684-731 (1998) . 

"The Right Way to Study Emotion,' 6 Psychological 
Inquiry 213-216 (1996) . 

MERRITT B . FO T 

"Securities Disclosure in a Globalizing Market: Who 
Should Regulate Whom," 95 Michigan Law Review 
2498-2632 (1997). 

RI H RD D. FRIEDM 

The Elements of Evidence (with teacher's manual) , 
West Publishing Co ., 2nd ed. (1998). 

"Economic Analysis of Evidentiary Law: An Underused 
Tool , an Underplowed Field ," 19 Cardozo Law Review 
1531 (1998). 

"Logic and Elements," 73 Notre Dame Law Review 575 
(1998). 
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Book review of John Anthony Maltese, The Selling of 
Supreme Court Nominees, American Journal of Legal 
History (forthcoming) . 

"Anchors and Flotsam," book review of Mirjan Damaska, 
Evidence Law Adrift, 107 Yale Law Journal 1921 (1998) . 

"Confrontation : The Search for Basic Principles," 86 
Georgetown Law Journal 1011 (1998) . 

"Confrontation and the Definition of Chutzpa," 31 Israel 
Law Review 506 (1997). 

"Truth and Its Rivals in the Law of Hearsay and 
Confrontation," 49 Hastings Law Journal (forthcoming 
1998). 

"Antitrust Analysis and Bilateral Monopoly," reprinted in 
27 Journal of Reprints for Antitrust Law and Economics 
(forthcoming) , reprinted from 1986 Wisconsin Law 
Review 873-918 (1986) . 

"Thoughts from Across the Water on Hearsay and 
Confrontation," Criminal Law Review (forthcoming 1998). 

"Answering the Bayesioskeptical Challenge," 1 
International Journal of Evidence and Proof 276 (1997). 

"Dealing With Evidentiary Deficiency," 18 Cardozo Law 
Review 1961 (1997) . 

"Toward a (Bayesian) Convergence?", 1 International 
Journal of Evidence and Proof 348 (1997). 

"Confrontation Rights of Criminal Defendants," in 
Proceedings of the First World Conference on New Trends 
in Criminal Investigation and Evidence (Nijboer & 
Reijntjes) 533-41 (1997) . 

"Irrelevance, Minimal Relevance, and Meta-Relevance," 
34 Houston Law Review 55-71 (Spring 1997). 

"Chief Justice Hughes' Letter on Court-Packing ," Journal 
of Supreme Court History, Vol. 1 (1997) . 

"Charles Evans Hughes as International Lawyer," 90 
American Society of International Law Proceedings 143 
(1996). 

"Assessing Evidence," review of C.G.G. Aitken's Statistics 
and the Evaluation of Evidence for Forensic Scientists, 
Bernard Robertson and G.A. Vignaux's Evidence: 
Evaluating Forensic Science and the Courtroom, and 
David A. Schum's Interpreting Evidential Foundations of 
Probabilistic Reasoning, 94 Michigan Law Review 
810-38 (1996) . 

"Prior Statements of a Witness: A Nettlesome Corner 
of the Hearsay Thicket," 1995 Supreme Court Review 
277-321 (1996) . 

"The New Wigmore in Perspective," introduction as 
general editor to The New Wigmore: A Treatise on 
Evidence, included in the first volume published , David P. 
Leonard, Selected Rules of Limited Admissibility, The New 
Wigmore, at xxiii (1996). 
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BRUCE FRIER 

The Census Register P. Oxy. 984: The Reverse of Pindar's 
Paeans, with R.S. Bagnall and I.C. Rutherford (University 
of Brussels, Papyrologica Bruxellensia 36, 1997). 

"The Sociology of Roman Law," in The Oxford Classical 
Dictionary, 3d ed ., 823-825 (1996) . 

"Roman Legal and Social Status," in The Oxford Classical 
Dictionary, 3d ed ., 1441-42 (1996) . 

THOMAS . GREEN 

"Freedom and Criminal Responsibility in the Age of 
Pound : An Essay on Criminal Justice," 39.2 Law 
Quadrangle Notes 45-9 (Summer 1996). Reprinted from 
93 Michigan Law Review 1915-2053 (June 1995). 

AMUEL R . GROS 

"We Could Pass a Law ... What Might Happen if 
Contingent Legal Fees Were Banned ," 47 DePaul Law 
Review 321-46 (1998) . 

"Make-Believe: The Rules Excluding Evidence of Character 
and Liability Insurance," Hastings Law Journal 
(forthcoming). 

"Law in the Backwaters: A Comment on Evidence Adrift by 
Mirjan Damaska," Hastings Law Journal (forthcoming) . 

"Update: American Public Opinion on the Death Penalty -
It's Getting Personal ," Cornell Law Review (forthcoming) . 

"Lives Lost: Miscarriages of Justice in Capital Cases," 
Journal of Law and Contemporary Problems 
(forthcoming). 

"Countering Stereotypes," review of Neil Vidmar, Medical 
Malpractice and the American Jury, 81 Judicature 36-8 
(1997) . 

"Why Civil Cases Go To Trial : Strategic Bargaining and the 
Desire for Vindication" (with Kent Syverud), 4 Dispute 
Resolution Magazine 21 (1997) . 

"Crime, Politics, and Race," 20 Harvard Journal of Law & 
Public Policy 405 (1997) . 

"Don't Try: Civil Jury Verdicts in a System Geared to 
Settlement" (with Kent Syverud), 44 UCLA Law Review 
1-64 (October 1996). Reprinted in 40.1 Law Quadrangle 
Notes 7 4-86 (Spring 1997). 

"Substance and Form in Scientific Evidence: What Daubert 
Didn 't Do ," in L. Kramer, Ed. , Reforming the Civil Justice 
System, NYU Press, 1996 (also printed in Shepherd 's 
Expert and Scientific Evidence Quarterly, vol. 3, number 1, 
at 129 (1995) . 

"The Risks of Death : Sources of Error in Capital 
Prosecutions," 44 Buffalo Law Review 469-500 
(Spring 1996). 

Reply to Daniel Polsby, 44 Buffalo Law Review 541-44 
(Spring 1996). 



PETE R HAMMER 

"Price and Quality Competition in Health Care Markets: 
The Comparative Institutional Case Against an Antitrust 
Exemption for Medical Self-Regulation," in John D. Blum, 
ed., Achieving Quality in Managed Care: The Role of Law, 
123-53, ABA Health Law Section (June 1997). 

"Questioning Traditional Antitrust Presumptions: Price and 
Non-Price Competition in Hospital Markets," forthcoming 
ABA monograph on hospital mergers. 

J ME C . HATHAWAY 

Reconceiving International Refugee Law, Kluwer Law 
International (1997). 

"Making International Refugee Law Relevant Again : A 
Proposal for Collectivized and Solution-Oriented 
Protection" (with A. Neve), 1 0 Harvard Human Rights 
Journal 115-211 (1997) . 

"The Meaning of Repatriation ," in European University 
Institute, ed ., Legal and Policy Issues Concerning 
Refugees From the Former Yugoslavia 4-11 (1997) ; also 
published in International Journal of Refugee Law 551-58 
(1 997) . 

"Fundamental Justice and the Deflection of Refugees from 
Canada" (with A. Neve), 34(2) Osgoode Hall Law Journal 
213-70 (1997). 

Review: R. Barsky, Constructing a Productive Other 
(1996), International Migration Review. 

"Is Refugee Status Really Elitist? An Answer to the Ethical 
Challenge," in J.Y. earlier and D. Vanheule , eds. , 
Europe and Refugees: A Challenge? 79-88 (1997). 

"Can International Refugee Law Be Made Relevant 
Again?", World Refugee Survey 14-19 (1996). Reprinted 
in 41 .3 Law Quadrangle Notes 106-8 (Fall/Winter 1998). 

"Refugee Claims Arising from Generalized Oppression,' 
in G. Alfredsson and P. Macalister-Smith, eds., The Living 
Law of Nations 61-7 (1996) . 

"The Need for a New Vision of International Refugee Law," 
in Canadian Council of International Law Proceedings 
177-83 (1996). 

"Toward the Reformulation of International Refugee Law," 
15(1) Refugee 1-5 (1996). 

MICHAEL A . HELLER 

"Can Patents Deter Innovation? The Anticommons in 
Biomedical Research " (with Rebecca S. Eisenberg), 280 
Science698-701 (May 1998). Excerpted in 41 .3 Law 
Quadrangle Notes 93-7 (Fall/Winter 1998). 

"The Tragedy of the Anticommons: Property in the 
Transiti on from Marx to Markets," 111 Harvard Law 
Review 621 -88 (1998). 

DON HERZOG 

Poisoning the Minds of the Lower Orders, Princeton 
University Press (1998). 

"The Trouble with Hairdressers," Representations, 
Issue 53 (Winter 1996). 

RODERICK M . HILLS 

"Truth or Consequences? The Inadequacy of 
Consequentialist Arguments Against Multicultural 
Relativism," a review of Daniel Farber and Suzanna 
Sherry, Beyond All Reason: The Radical Assault on Truth 
in American Law, 15 Constitutional Commentary 185-208 
(1998) . 

"The Political Economy of Cooperative Federalism: Why 
State Autonomy Makes Sense and 'Dual Sovereignty' 
Doesn't," 96 Michigan Law Review 813-944 (1998) . 

DO GLAS . KAH 

Federal Income Tax, 4th Ed ., Foundation Press, 
forthcoming . 

Federal Taxation of Gifts, Trusts and Estates (with 
Waggoner and Pennel ), 3rd ed. (1997). 

"Taxation of Damages After Schleier. Where Are We 
and Where Do We Go From Here?", 15 Quinnipiac Law 
Review 305 (1995; published 1997). 

ALE KAMIS R 

Constitutional Law (with Lockhart, Choper, Shiffrin and 
Fallon), 8th edition, 1996. 

Criminal Procedure and the Constitution (with Israel and 
LaFave), rev. edition, 1998. 

"The Warren Court and Criminal Justice," in The Warren 
Court: A Retrospective, Bernard Schwartz, ed, 116-58, 
Oxford University Press (1996). 

"Physician-Assisted Suicide: The Last Bridge to Active 
Voluntary Euthanasia," in Euthanasia Examined, John 
Keown, ed. 225-60 paperback edition with new 
Afterword, Cambridge University Press, 1996. 

"Physician-Assisted Su icide: The Problems Presented by 
the Compelling, Heartwrenching Case," 88 Journal of 
Criminal Law & Criminology 1121-46 (1998), (Pope & 
John Lecture) . 

"On the Meaning and Impact of the Physician-Assisted 
Suicide Cases," 82 Minnesota Law Review 895-922 
(1998) (Symposium) . 

"The 'Right to Die': On Drawing , (and Erasing) Lines," 35 
Duquesne Law Review 481-521 (1996) (Symposium) . 

"The Future of Physician-Assisted Suicide," Trial, 
July 1998, 48-53. 

"Assisted Suicide and Euthanasia: An Exchange" 
(wi h Ronald Dworkin and Herbert Hendin), New York 
Review of Books, November 6, 1997, 68-70. 
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"The Reasons So Many People Support Physician
Assisted Suicide - And Why These Reasons are Not 
Convincing ," 12 Issues in Law & Medicine 113-31 (Fall 
1996). Reprinted in 39.3 Law Quadrangle Notes 82-88 
(Fall/Winter 1996). 

"The Rights of the Accused in a 'Crime Crisis'," in 
Postmorten: The O.J Simpson Case 211-18, Jeffrey 
Abramson, ed . (1996) . 

"Hard Time" (review of The Oxford History of the Prison, 
Norval Morris and David J. Rothman , eds.) New York 
Times Book Review, February 11 , 1996. 

"Jim Crow on the Bench" (review of A. Leon 
Higginbotham, Jr., Shades of Freedom), New York Times 
Book Review, November 24, 1996. 

"Call It Double Jeopardy," New York Times, February 14, 
1997, p. A3/23. 

"The Right to Assisted Death: Abortion Right is No 
Support," Chicago Tribune, March 14, 1996, 27; reprinted 
in Legal Times, March 25, 1996, p. 23. 

"It Started with Quinlan: The Ever Expanding 'Right to 
Die '" (commentary on the 20th anniversary of the Karen 
Ann Quinlan case), Los Angeles Times, March 31 , 1996, 
pp. M2-M6, reprinted in The Detroit News, April 21 , 1996, 
p. 68. 

"Thirty Years after Miranda Reading Suspects Still Talk," 
Los Angeles Times, June 9, 1996, p. M2. 

"Miranda Does Not Look so Awesome Now," Legal Times, 
June 10, 1996, p. 22. 

"Equal Justice in the Gatehouses and Mansions of 
American Criminal Procedure" (1965) , reprinted in The 
Miranda Debate: Law, Justice, and Policing, Richard Leo 
and George Thomas, eds. (1998) . 

"Remembering the 'Old World ' of Criminal Procedure" 
(1990) , reprinted in The Miranda Debate, supra. 

THOMAS E . KAUPER 

"The Problem of Market Definition Under EC Competition 
Law," 20 Fordham International Law Journal 1683-1767 
(1997) . Also in International Antitrust Law and Policy 
239-304, B. Hawk, ed . (1997) . 

J MES E . KRIER 

"Risk Assessment," in The New Pa/grave Dictionary of 
Economics and Law, McMillan (1998) . 

Property, 4th ed ., (with J. Dukeminier) , Aspen (1998). 

"The Cathedral at Twenty-Five: Citations and Impressions" 
(with Stewart J. Schwab), 106 Yale Law Journal 2121-39 
(May 1997). 

"The Takings-Puzzle Puzzle ," 38 William & Mary Law 
Review 1143-50 (1996). 
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"Capture and Counteraction: Se lf-Help by Environmental 
Zealots" (George E. Al len Lecture) , 30 University of 
Richmond Law Review 1039-54 (October 1996). 

"Takings from Freund to Fischel," 84 Georgetown Law 
Journal 1895-1911 (May 1996). 

"Internationale Handelsgesellschaft mbH v. Einfuhr-und 
Vorratsstelle fur Getreide under Futtermittel ," 7 4 Texas 
Law Review 1247-50 (1996) . 

"Risk and the Legal System," Annals of the American 
Academy of Political and Social Science at 176 
(May 1996). 

JEFFREY . LEHMA 

"Ending Welfare , Leaving the Poor to Face New Risks" 
(with Sheldon Danziger), 12 Forum For Applied Research 
and Public Policy 6 (Winter 1997). 

"Neighborhood Effects and Federal Policy" (with Timothy 
Smeeding), Chapter 11 of Neighborhood Poverty: Context 
and Consequences for Children, Volume 1, J. Brooks
Gunn, G.J. Duncan, J. L. Aber, eds., New York: Russell 
Sage Foundation Press (1996) . 

"How Will Welfare Recipients Fare in the Labor Market?" 
(with Sheldon Danziger) , Challenge (March-April 1996). 

RICHARD 0 . LEMPERT 

"Uncovering 'Non-Discernible Differences': Empirical 
Research and the Jury Size Case," reprinted in Jury Size: 
Articles and Bibliography from the Literature of Law and 
the Social and Behavioral Sciences, J.M. Jacobstein and 
R.M. Mersky's compilation, Fred B. Roth & Co. , Littleton, 
Colorado (1998) . 

"Civil Juries and Complex Cases: Let's Not Rush to 
Judgment," reprinted in part in Civil Procedure Anthology, 
David I. Levine, Donald L. Doernberg and Melissa L. 
Nelken, Anderson Publishing Co., Cincinnati , Ohio (1998) . 

"Damaska: Evidence Law Adrift, A Book Review," Hastings 
Law Journal, Vol. 48 (January/March 1998). 

"Built on Lies: Preliminary Thoughts on Evidence Law as 
an Autopoietic System and the Current Interesting Times," 
Hastings Law Journal (1998 forthcoming) . 

"Befuddled Judges: Statistical Evidence in Title VII Cases," 
in Controversies in Civil Rights, Bernie Grofman, ed ., 
The University Press of Virginia (1998 forthcoming) . 

"After the DNA Wars: Skirmishing with NRC II ," 37 
Jurimetrics Journal 439-68 (1997). 

"After the DNA Wars: A Mopping Up Operation," 31 Israel 
Law Review 536 (1997) . 



"Of Flutes, Oboes and the As If World of Evidence Law," 
special issue of The International Journal of Evidence and 
Proof 316 (1997) . 

"Playing the 'Culture Card ': Trials in a Multicultural 
Democracy, " 5 Cardozo Journal of International & 
Comparative Law 113-31 (1997) . 

"Desert and Deterrence: An Assessment of the Moral 
Bases of the Case for Capital Punishment," reprinted in 
part in Crimes and Punishment: Cases, Materials and 
Readings in Criminal Law, 2nd ed ., Matthew Bender Co., 
Inc. (1 996) . 

"Modeling Relevance," reprinted in part in An Evidence 
AnthologY, Edward J. lmwikelreid and Glen Weissenberger, 
eds., 138-41 , Anderson Publishing Co. (1996) . 

"A Right to Every Woman 's Evidence," reprinted in part in 
An Evidence AnthologY, Edward J. lmwikelreid and Glen 
Weissenberger, eds., 183-88, Anderson Publishing Co. 
(1996). 

KYLE D . LOGUE 

"Smokers' Compensation: Toward a Bluep ri nt for Federal 
Regulation of Cigarettes" (with Jon D. Hanson and Mike 
Zamore), 22 Southern Illinois University Law Journal 
(forthcoming 1998). 

"A Critique of the Proposed National Tobacco Resolution 
and a Suggested Alternative" 41 .1 Law Quadrangle Notes 
76-88 (Spring 1998). 

"The Costs of Cigarettes: The Economic Case for Ex Post 
Incentive-Based Regulation ," (with Jon Hanson) , 107 Yale 
LawJournal1163-1361 (1998) . 

"The Influence of Income Tax Rules on Insurance 
Reserves," (with David Bradford), chapter in The Limited 
Financing of Catastrophe Risk (Kenneth Froot, ed .), 
University of Chicaco Press (1998) . 

"The Effects of Tax-Law Changes on Equilibrium Prices in 
the Property-Casualty Insurance Industry" (with David 
Bradford), chapter in The Economics of Property Casualty 
Insurance (David Bradford , ed .), University of Chicago 
Press (1998) . 

"The First-Party Insurance Externality: An Economic 
Justification for Enterprise Liability" (with Jon Hanson), 
excerpted in Foundations of the Economic Approach to 
Law 195-203 (Avery Wiener Katz ed.,) (1998) , originally 
published at 76 Cornell Law Review 129-96 (1990). 

"Toward a Tax-Based Explanation of the Liability Insurance 
Crisis," 82 Virginia Law Review 895-959 (September 
1996). 

"Tax Transitions, Opportunistic Retroactivity, and the 
Benefits of Government Precommitment," 94 Michigan 
Law Review 1129-96 (March 1996). 

A OREA D . LYO 

"Investigating and Trying a Homicide Case," The 
Champion, the journal of the National Association of 
Criminal Defense Lawyers (August 1998). 

"Lessons from the Fall : A Review of Sol Wachtler's After 
the Madness: A Judge's Own Prison Memoir," 96.6 
Michigan Law Review (May 1998). 

Federal Death Penalty Defense Manual, National 
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (1997). 

"New Opportunities for Defense Attorneys: How Record 
Preservation Requirements After the New Habeas Bill 
Require Extensive and Exciting Trial Preparation," 30 
The John Marshall Law Review, No. 2 (Winter 1997). 
A version was reprinted as "Record Preservation 
Requ irements after 1996 Habeas Bill Require Extensive 
Trial Preparation" in The Champion, the journal of the 
National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, 
37-39 (August 1997). 

C THARI E MACKI 0 

Sex Equality, Foundation Press, forthcoming . 

In Harm's Way: The Pornography Civil Rights Hearings, 
edited with Andrea Dworkin ; "The Roar on the Other side 
of Silence," introduction; Harvard University Press (1 998). 

Toward a Feminist Theory of the State, Span ish edition 
(1 996); forthcoming in Italian; Harvard University Press 
(1989). 

Sexual Harassment of Working Women: A Case of Sex 
Discrimination, Japanese ed ition (1 998), Yale University 
Press (1979). 

"Same Sex Harassment, A serious and Neglected Social 
Problem," 41 .3 Law Quadrangle Notes 84-92 (Fall/Winter 
1998). 

" 'Freedom from Unreal Loyalties ': On Fidelity in 
Constitutional Interpretation," 65 Fordham Law Review 
1773-80 (1 997). 

"Gender Literacy in Law," in Kathleen Mahoney and John 
K. Wilson, eds., On the Bias, New York University Press 
(1997) 

"Sexual Harassment' and "Feminist Jurisprudence," in 
Mankiller, Smith, Steinem et. al. , The Reader's Companion 
to U.S. Women 's History 

'Comment: Law's Story as Reality and Politics," in Paul 
Gewirtz and Peter Brooks, eds., Narrative and Rhetoric in 
Law, Yale University Press (1996) . 

DEBOR H . MAL MUD 

' Engineering the Middle Classes: Class Line-Drawing in 
New Deal Hours Legislation," 96 Michigan Law Review 
(forthcoming 1998). 

"The Jew Taboo: Jewish Difference and the Affirmative 
Action Debate," 59 Ohio State Law Journal (forthcoming) . 

"Assessing Class-Based Affirmative Action ," 47 Journal of 
Legal Education 452-71 (1997). 
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"A Response to Professor Sander,' 47 Journal of Legal 
Education 504-11 (1997) . (A response to Richard H. 
Sander, "Experimenting with Class-Based Affirmative 
Action ," 47 Journal of Legal Education 472-503 (1997].) 

"Affirmative Action, Diversity, and the Black Middle Class," 
68 University of Colorado Law Review 939-1000 (1997). 
(Part of Symposium on Affirmative Action : Diversity of 
Opinions, published with commentaries by Frances Ansley 
and Sumi Cho.) 

"Values, Symbols, and Facts in the Affirmative Action 
Debate" (review essay), 95 Michigan Law Review 
1668-1714 (1997) . 

"Class-Based Affirmative Action: Lessons and Caveats " 
7 4 Texas Law Review 1847-1900 (June 1996), Reprin~ed 
in 39.3 Law Quadrangle Notes 61-72, Fall/Winter 1996. 

RO LDJ . M 

Comment on Avery, Bostick and Samolynk, Journal of 
Banking and Finance (forthcoming) . 

"Explaining the Pattern of Secured Credit," 11 o Harvard 
Law Review 625-83 (1997) . "Why Secured Credit," an 
essay based on this article and on "Strategy and Force in 
the Liquidation of Secured Debt," below, appeared in 
41 .1 Law Quadrangle Notes 70-73 (Spring 1998). 

"Searching for Negotiability in Payment and Credit 
Systems," 44 UCLA Law Review951-1008 (1997) . 

"Strategy and Force in the Liquidation of Secured Debt," 
96 Michigan Law Review 159-244 (1997) . 

"The Role of Secured Credit in Small-Business Lending," 
86 Georgetown Law Journal, 1-44 (1997) . Reprinted at 
40 Corporate Practice Commentator 81 (1998) . 

Commercial Transactions: A Systems Approach, with Lynn 
M. LoPucki , Elizabeth Warren and Dan Keating (1998) . 

"Foreword : Path Dependence and Comparative Corporate 
Governance," with Curtis J. Milhaupt, 74 Washington 
University Law Quarterly 317-25 (1996). 

"The First Shall Be Last A Contextual Argument for 
Abandoning Temporal Rules of Lien Priority," 75 Texas 
Law Review 11-49 (1996). 

WILLIAM IAN MILLER 

"Sheep, Joking, Cloning and the Uncanny," in Clones and 
Clones: Facts and Fantasies about Human Cloning, 
78-87, Martha C. Nussbaum and Cass R. Sunstein , eds., 
W.W. Norton, New York (1998). 

"Journal: Ann Arbor, December 1997," 67 The American 
Scholar 143-46, No. 2 (1998). 

"Clint Eastwood and Equity: The Virtues of Revenge and 
the Shortcomings of Law in Popular Culture ," in Law in 
the Domains of Culture, 161-202, Austin Sarat and 
Thomas Kearns, eds ., University of Michigan Press 
(1998). 
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"Gluttony," Representations, No. 60, 92-112 (Fall 1997). 

The Anatomy of Disgust, Harvard University Press (1997). 

New paperback edition (University of Chicago Press, 
1996) of Bloodtaking and Peacemaking: Feud, Law, and 
Society in Saga Iceland, University of Chicago Press 
(1990) . 

"Sanctuary, Redlight Districts, and Washington, D.C.: 
Some Observations in Neuman's Anomalous Zones," 48 
Stanford Law Review 1235-1246 (1996) . 

RICHARD PILDE 

"Politics as Markets: Partisan Lockups of the Democratic 
Process" (with Samuel lssacharoff) , 50 Stanford Law 
Review 643 (1998) . 

"Why Rights are not Trumps: Social Meanings, Expres~ive 
Harms, and Constitutionalism," Journal of Legal Studies 
(forthcoming) . 

"Democrats and Technocrats" (with Cass Sunstein), 
Journees d'etudes juridiques Jean Dabin (forthcoming) . 

"The Structural Conception of Rights and Judicial 
Balancing," essays on comparative constitutional law 
Centre for Constitutional Studies, Alberta, Canada ' 
(forthcoming) . 

"Cumulative Voting in the United States," in F. Shelley, ed ., 
Geography, Representation, and Reapportionment in the 
1990s, Syracuse University Press (forthcoming) . 

"Principled Limitations on Racial and Partisan 
Redistricting ," 106 Yale Law Journal 2505-61 (1997) . 

"Two Conceptions of Rights in Cases Involving Political 
'Rights '," 34 Houston Law Review 323-32 (1997) . 

"Experts, Economists, Democrats" (with Cass Sunstein) , 
in C. Sunstein, Free Markets and Social Justice, Oxford 
University Press (1997) . 

The Law of Democracy (with Samuel lssacharoff and 
Pamela Karlan) , Foundation Press (1998) . An excerpt, 
"The Right to Participate," was reprinted in 41 .1 Law 
Quadrangle Notes 74-75 (Spring 1998). 

"All for One" (with Samuel lssacharoff) , The New 
Republic, Nov. 18, 1996. 

"Eludiendo la ponderaci6n. El papel de las clausulas de 
enclusi6n en el Derecho Constitucional ," 14/15 Cuadernos 
Constitucionales de la Catreda Fadrique Furi6 Ceriol 27-63 
(April 1996) (published by Valencia University, Spain; full 
translation of "Against Balancing: The Role of 
Exclusionary Reasons in Constitutional Law," 45 Hastings 
LawJourna/711 [1994]) . 

"The Destruction of Social Capital Through Law," 144 
University of Pennsylvania Law Review 2055-77 (1996) . 

"No Place for Political Gerrymandering," The Texas 
Lawyer (Aug. 5, 1996) (with Samuel lssacharoff) . 

"Racial Redistricting Redux, " The American Prospect 15 
(Winter 1996). 



DAM . PRIT HARD 

"The Securities Litigaton Uniform Standards Act of 1998: 
The Sun Sets on California's Blue Sky Laws" (with David 
M. Levine) , 54 Business Lawyer (forthcoming). 

"Finding the Constitution: An Economic Analysis of 
Tradition's Role in Constitutional Interpretation" (with 
Todd J. Zywicki), 77 North Carolina Law Review 
(forthcoming) . 

'United States v. O'Hagan: Agency Law and Justice 
Powell 's Legacy for the Law of Insider Trading ," 78 
Boston University Law Review 13 (1998) . 

"Legalize It? A Demand-Side Strategy for the War on 
Drugs," 2 Chicago Policy Review 51 (1997). 

"United States v. O'Hagan: Supreme Court Affirms 
Validity of Missappropriation Theory of Insider Trading" 
(with Richard H. Walker) 2:3 Securities Reporter 2 (1997). 

"Auctioning Justice: Legal and Market Mechanisms for 
Allocating Criminal Appellate Counsel ," 34 American 
Criminal Law Review 1161 -91 (1997). 

"The New Securities Class Action : Federal Obstacles, State 
Detours" (with Richard H. Walker and David M. Levine) , 
39 Arizona Law Review 641 (1997). 

Book Review (with Donald J. Boudreaux) of Leonard W. 
Levy, License to Steal (1996) , 16 Cato Journal 152 
(1996) . 

"Civil Forfeiture and the War on Drugs: Lessons from 
Economics and History" (with Donald J. Boudreaux}, 33 
San Diego Law Review79-135 (1996) . 

"Innocence Lost: Bennis v. Michigan and the Forfeiture 
Tradition" (with Donald J. Boudreaux) , 61 Missouri Law 
Review 593-632 (1996). 

"Would you like to forfeit your house?" (with Donald J. 
Boudreaux) , Washington Times p. A22, March 15, 1996. 

"Civil Forfeiture as a 'Sin Tax', " Independent Policy Report 
(with Donald J. Boudreaux) (1996) , reprinted in Taxing 
Choice: The Predatory Politics of Fiscal Discrimination, 
William F. Shughart II , ed. (1997) . 

DO LD REG 

"Gewirth on Necessary Goods: What Is an Agent 
Committed to Valuing?", in M. Boylan, ed ., The Moral and 
Political Philosophy of Alan Gewirth, Rowman & Littlefield 
(forthcoming) . 

"Value, Comparability, and Choice," in 
lncommensurability, lncomparabilitY, and Practical 
Reason, Ruth Chang, ed., Harvard University Press 
('1997) . 

MATHIA W. REIMA N 

Der Verzicht auf ProzeBkostensicherheit amerikan ischer 
Klager nach § 110 Abs. 2 ZPO, IPRax (1998) , 250. 

"In Such Forests Liberty was Nurtured" - Von den 
germanischen Wurzeln der anglo-amerikanischen Freiheit, 
in G. Kobler & H. Nehlsen (Hrsg.), Wirkungen 
europaischer Rechtskultur (Festschrift tor Kroeschell ), 933 
MOnchen (1997). 

"Comparative Law and Legal History in the United States," 
Report for the XVth International Congress of Comparative 
Law, Bristol (1998), 46 American Journal of Comparative 
Law 1 (1998 Supplement) (with Alain Levasseur). 

"Takeover: German Unification under a Magnifying Glass" 
(review of P. Quint, The Imperfect Union, Princeton 1997), 
96 Michigan Law Review 301 (1998). 

"Rechtsgeschichte und geschichtliches Recht im Common 
Law," in G. Dilcher and P. Caroni (Hrg.), Norm und 
Tradition (1998). 

Einfuhrung in das Privatrecht der USA (Introduction to 
Private Law in the U.S.), C.H. Beck, Munich (1997). 

"Continental Imports: The Influence of European Law and 
Jurisprudence in the United States," 65 Tijdschrift voor 
Rechtsgeschiedenis 391 (1996). 

"The End of Comparative Law as an Autonomous 
Subject," 11 Tulane European and Civil Law Forum 49-72 
(1996). 

P L D . REI GOLD 

"Why Hard Cases Make Good (Cl inical ) Law," 2 Clinical 
Law Review 545-71 (Spring 1996). 

TERR A CE A D LO 

Review: David Rabban, Free Speech in its Forgotten Years 
(1998), 84 Academe 68-9 (forthcoming). 

"Ted St. Antoine: An Appreciation," 96 Michigan Law 
Review (forthcoming). Also in 41 .3 Law Quadrangle Notes 
44-5 (Fall/Winter 1998). 

"On Becoming a Law Professor," 1 Michigan Journal of 
Race and Law 580-93 (Summer 1996). 

ELL CARNECCHIA 

"The Role of Clinical Programs in Legal Education," 
Michigan Bar Journal (July 1998). 

"An Interdisciplinary Seminar in Child Abuse and Neglect 
with a Focus on Child Protection Practice,' 31 University 
of Michigan Journal of Law Reform 33-56 (1997) . 

J E CH CTER 

"Culture, Skepticism and the Gay Civil Rights Debate in a 
Post-Civil Rights Era," 11 0 Harvard Law Review (1996). 
(Review essay on Andrew Sullivan, Virtually Normal 
[1995] and Urvashi Vaid , Virtual Equality [1995] .) 

" 'Co nted Among the Blessed :' One Court and the 
Constitution of Family," 74 Texas Law Review 1267 
(1996) . 
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Rl E . C H EIDER 

The Practice of Autonomy: Patients, Doctors, and Medical 
Decisions, Oxford University Press (1998) . "The Life of 
the Sick Person," chapter excerpted in 41 .3 Law 
Quadrangle Notes 98-105 (Fall/Winter 1998). 

"The Book Review Issue: An Owner's Manual ," 96 
Michigan Law Review 1363 (1998) . 

"Hard Cases," 28 Hastings Center Report 24 (March-April 
1998). 

"Rights Discourse and Neonatal Euthanasia," in A Health 
Law Reader (John H. Robinson, Roberta Berry and Kevin 
McDonnell , eds.), Carolina Academic Press (1998) , 
reprinted from 76 California Law Review 151 (1988). An 
abridged form appeared in 30.2 Law Quadrangle Notes 
32-40 (Winter 1986). 

"Testing Testing ," 27 Hastings Center Report 22 
(July-August 1997). 

Making Sausage, 27 Hastings Center Report 27 
(January-February 1997). 

'Bioethics in the Language of the Law," 40.2 Law 
Quadrangle Notes 52-59 (Summer 1997). Reprinted from 
24 Hastings Center Report 16 (1994) . 

"Moral Discourse, Bioethics and the Law," 26 Hastings 
Center Report 37 (November-December 1996). 

"The Law and the Stability of Marriage: The Family as a 
Social Institution," in Promises to Keep: Decline and 
Renewal of Marriage in America, David Popenoe, Jean 
Bethke Elshtain and David Blankenorn, eds. , Rowman and 
Littlefield (1996). 

An Invitation to Family Law: Principles, Process, and 
Perspectives (with Margaret Friedlander Brinig), West 
Publishing (1996) . 

THOMAS H . SEYMOUR 

"Scope of Employment: Have the Rules Changed in 
Massachusetts?" 20 Western New England Law Review 
211-40 (1998) . 

"Choosing and Using Legal Authority: The Top Ten Tips," 
Perspectives: Teaching Legal Research & Writing 1-5 
(Fall 1997) (co-author: Terry Jean Seligmann) . 

A . W . BRIAN SIMPSON 

Leading Cases in the Common Law, paperback ed. , 
(1996). 

"The Elusive Truth About Holmes," 95 Michigan Law 
Review 101-118 (1997). 

"The Exile of Archbishop Makarios Ill ," 4 European 
Human Rights Law Review 391-405 (1996) . 

"Coase v. Pigou Reexamined," 25 The Journal of Legal 
Studies 53-97, 99-101 (January 1996). 

"Round Up the Usual Suspects: The Legacy of British 
Colonialism and the European Convention on Human 
Rights" (The Ninth Annual Brendan Brown Lecture, March 
1995), 41 Loyola Law Review630-711 (1996). 
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PHILIP OPER 

"Two Puzzles from the Postscript," Legal Theory 
(forthcoming) (symposium edition on H.L.A. Hart's 
postscript to The Concept of Law) . 

"Another Look at the Crito ," 41 American Journal of 
Jurisprudence 103-32 ( 1996). 

"Searching for Positivism," 94 Michigan Law Review 
1739-57 (May 1996). 

"Law's Normative Claims," in The Autonomy of Law: 
Essays on Positivism, R. George, ed ., Oxford University 
Press (1996) . 

GR CE TO ER 

"Designing Effective Legal Writing Problems" (with Diana 
Pratt) , Vol. 3 Journal of the Legal Writing Institute (1997). 

"The Jurisprudence of Yogi Berra" (with Edward H. Cooper 
et 37 alii) , 46 Emory Law Journal 697-790 (1997) . 

"Memorial Dedication to Walter Trinkaus ," 29 Loyola 
L.A.L. Review 1387 (June 1996). 

JOSEPH I I G 

"On the Future of Total Theory: Science, Antiscience, and 
Human Candor," Erasmus Institute Occasional Papers 
(Notre Dame University) (forthcoming) . 

"The Gift of Language," 73 Notre Dame Law Review 
101-19 (1998) . From Newton 's Sleep, Princeton University 
Press, 1995 (paperback edition, 1997). Portion reprinted 
in 40.1 Law Quadrangle Notes 87-88 (Spring 1997). 

"Theorists ' Belief," 72 Notre Dame Law Review 15-40 
(1996) . 

"The Cosmological Question ," 94 Michigan Law Review 
2024-28 (May 1996). 

Review: Greenawalt, Fighting Words, in Common 
Knowledge Vol. 5, No. 3, 1996. 

LAWRENCE WAGGONER 

Restatement (Third) of Property, Wills and Other Donative 
Transfers, Tentative Draft No. 2 (1998) , approved by the 
American Law Institute in May 1998 (480 pages). 

Family Property Law: Cases and Materials on Wills 
Trusts, and Future Interests (with Alexander and Fellows) , 
2nd edition, The Foundation Press (1997) . 

Federal Taxation of Gifts, Trusts, and Estates (with Kahn 
and Pennell) , 2nd edition, West Publishing (1997). 

'The Uniform Probate Code Extends Antilapse-Type 
Protection to Poorly Drafted Trusts ," 94 Michigan Law 
Review 2309-51 (June 1996). 

MARK D. WEST 

"Legal Rules and Social Norms in Japan's Secret World of 
Sumo," 26 The Journal of Legal Studies 165-201 (1997) . 



J ME B YD WHITE 

"Talking About Religion in the Language of the Law," 81 
Marquette Law Review 177 (1998) . 

"Law as Rhetoric , Rhetoric as Law: The Arts of Cultural 
and Communal Life" (Borchers Lecture at the University of 
Wisconsin) , The Kettering Review (December 1997). 
Reprinted from 52 University of Chicago Law Review 684 
1985). Also reprinted (in Japanese) in Gendai Shiso 
(June 1986) and in The Rhetoric of Human Sciences, J. 
Nelson, ed ., University of Wisconsin Press (1987). 

"Plato 's Crito: The Authority of Law and Philosophy," in 
The Greeks and Us: A Festschrift in Honor of Arthur W.H. 
Adkins, University of Chicago (1996) . Reprinted from 63 
Cincinnati Law Review 11 (1994) . 

"The Mystery of Meaning in Vermeer," 1 Karakters, No. 2, 
9-24 (1996). 

'Why I Write ," 53 Washington and Lee Law Review 
1021-37 (1996). 

"Rhythms of Hope and Disappointment in the Language of 
Judging," 70 St. John 's Law Review 45-50 (Winter 1996). 

"Meaning in the Life of the Lawyer," 26 Cumberland Law 
Review 763-71 (1995/1996) . Reprinted in 40.2 Law 
Quadrangle Notes 71-76 (Summer 1997). 

"A Conversation between Milner Ball and James Boyd 
White" (Dialogue), 8 Yale Journal of Law and the 
Humanities 465-94 (Summer 1996). 

"On the Virtues of Not Understanding," in C. Maier and 
A. Needham, eds., Between Languages and Cultures, 
University of Pittsburgh Press (1996) . 

"Reading One Poet in Light of Another: Herbert and 
Frost," in George Herbert in the Nineties: Reflections and 
Reassessments, J.S.F. Post and S. Gottlieb, eds., 1996, 
and in 18 George Herbert Journal 59-80 (1996) . 

J ME J. HITE 

"Corporate Judgment Proofing: A Response to Lynn 
LoPucki's Death Of Liability, " 107 Yale Law Journal 
1363-1412 (1998). 

Supplement to 4-volume practitioners' edition of White & 
Summers, Uniform Commercial Code, West Publishing 
(1 998) . 

"Freeing the Tortious Soul of Express Warranty," 72 
Tulane Law Review (forthcoming 1998). 

"Comments at 1997 AALS Annual Meeting: Consumer 
Protection and the Uniform Commercial Code " 75 
Washington University Law Quarterly 219-23 ' 
(Spring 1997). 

"Gas Sale Contracts Under the Uniform Commercial 
Code," Chap. 9, 47th Oil & Gas Institute (1996) . 

"Rights of Subrogation in Letters of Credit Transactions," 
41 St. Louis University Law Journal 4 7-7 4 (1997). 

Supplement to 4 vol. practitioners' edition of Uniform 
Commercial Code (1996) . 

Bankruptcy: Cases and Materials (with Nimmer), 3rd ed ., 
(1996) . 

HRISTI A B . WHITMA N 

"Emphasizing the Constitutional in Constitutional Torts," 
72 Chicago-Kent Law Review 661 (1997). 

AFFILIATED OVERSEAS FACULTY: 

HRI TOPHER MCCRUDDE 

"The Legal Approach to Equal Opportunities in Europe: 
Past, Present and Future," International Journal of 
Discrimination and the Law (forthcoming). 

"The Sullivan and MacBride Principals," in Dinah Shelton, 
ed ., Compliance with Soft Law, American Society of 
International Law (forthcoming). 

"Merit Principles," Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 
(forthcoming). 

"The Impact on Freedom of Speech," in B. Markesinis, 
ed ., Clifford Chance Lectures on the Bill of Rights, 
85-109, Oxford University Press (forthcoming). 

Regulation and Deregulation: Policy and Practice, 
Christopher Mccrudden, ed ., Oxford University Press 
(fo rthcoming). 

"Regulation and Deregulation: An Introduction," in 
Regulation and Deregulation: Policy and Practice, 
Christopher Mccrudden, ed .. Oxford Un iversity Press 
(forthcoming). 

"Social Pol icy and Economic Regulators: Some Issues for 
the Reform of Utility Regulation,' in Christopher 
Mccrudden, ed ., Regulation and Deregulation: Policy and 
Practice, Oxford University Press (forthcoming). 

"Social Policy Issues in Publ ic Procurement: A Legal 
Overview," in Sue Arrowsmith and Arwel Davies, eds ., 
Public Procurement: Global Revolution, 219-39, Kluwer 
(forthcoming). 

"The First Amendment of the American Constitution and 
Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights 
- Two Diverging Concepts of Freedom of Expression " in 
Manfred Wichmann and Wolfgang Heinz, eds., Freedom of 
Expression and Human Rights Protection, Friedrich
Naumann-Stiffung (1998). 

"Benchmarks for Change Mainstreaming Fairness in the 
Governance of Northern Ireland," Committee on the 
Administration of Justice (1998) . 

"Equality: A Proposal in Light of the Multi-Party Talks 
Agreement," Committee on the Administration of Justice 
(1998) . 

"Report on Care: United Kingdom " (with Jill Rubery) , 
European Commission's Networks on Gender and 
Employment and Gender and Law, Equal Opportunities 
Unit, Commission of the European Communities (1998). 

"Fair Employment," in British Personnel Management, 
CCH (1998). 
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"The Heart of the Agreement: A Bi-National Future," 
(with John McGarry and Brendan O'Leary) , The Sunday 
Business Post, May 17, 1998. 

' Equality and Social Justice" (with John McGarry and 
Brendan O'Leary) The Sunday Business Post, 
May 10, 1998. 

"All-Ireland Bodies at Work" (with John McGarry and 
Brendan O'Leary) , The Sunday Business Post, 
April 26, 1998. 

"Answering Some Big Questions' (with John McGarry and 
Brendan O'Leary) , The Sunday Business Post, 
April 19, 1998. 

"Mainstreaming Fairness," Committee on the 
Administration of Justice (1996) . 

BR 0 SIMMA 

Neus europaisches Volkerrecht nach dem Ende des 
Ost-West-Konfliktes?, Hanspeter Neuhold , Bruno Simma, 
Hrsg., Nomos (1996) . 

EMERITI FACULTY: 

FRA CIS A . ALLE 

"The Poignant Paradoxes of Criminal Justice," 48 Florida 
Law Review 539-50 (1996) . 

The Habits of Legality: Criminal Justice and the Rule of 
Law, based on the 1994 Cooley Lectures, Oxford 
University Press (1996) . 

"The Scholarship of Kenneth Pye ," 49 SMU Law Review 
439-61 (March-April 1996). 

WHITMORE GRAY 

"Globalization of Contract Law," in Nuevos Horizontes, 
Ranieri , ed ., Centro Jurici del ITESM Monterrey, Mexico 
9-13 (1997) . 

JEROLD ISRAEL 

White Collar Crime in a Nutshell, 27d ed ., (with E. Podgor). 
West Publishing Company. 

Criminal Procedure and the Constitution 1996, 1997 and 
1998 editions (with Kamisar and LaFave) , West Publishing 
Company. 

1997 Supplement to Modern Criminal Procedure, Basic 
Criminal Procedure, and Advanced Criminal Procedure 
(with Kamisar and LaFave) , West Publishing Company. 

"Federal Criminal Procedure As A Model For The States," 
543 Annals of the American Academy of Political and 
Social Science 130 (1996) . 

White Collar Crime: Law and Practice (with Podgor and 
Borman), West Publishing (1996) . 

1996 Supplement to Modern Criminal Procedure 
(with Kamisar and LaFave) . 
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"Excessive Criminal Justice Caseloads: Challenging the 
Conventional Wisdom ," 48 Florida Law Review 761 -79 
(December 1996; published 1998). 

JOHN H . JACKSON 

The WTO: Constitution and Jurisprudence, Pinter-Royal 
Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House) , London, 
July 1998. 

"Global Economics and International Economic Law," 1.1 
Journal of International Economic Law 1-23 (1998). 

"The WTO Dispute Settlement Procedure: A Brief 
Overview," in Contemporary International Law Issues: 
New Forms, New Applications, 384-93, Proceedings of the 
Fourth Hague Joint Conference, July 2-5, 1997, T.M.C. 
Asser lnstitut (1998). 

Implementing the Uruguay Round (with Sykes) (1997). 

. The World Trading System: Law and Policy of 
International Economic Relations, 2nd ed . (1997) . 
An excerpt, "Keeping the President on the Fast Track," 
appeared in 40.3 Law Quadrangle Notes 7 4-75 
(Fall/Winter 1997). 

"Reflections on Constitutional Changes to the Global 
Trading System," Chapter 11 . Conference on Public Pol icy 
and Global Technology Integration at Chicago-Kent Law 
School ; Frederick Abbott and David Gerber, eds. (1997). 

"Appraising , the Launch and Functioning of the WTO," 
Vol. 39 German Yearbook of International Law, Duncker & 
Humblot, Hamburg (1997). 

"The Great 1994 Sovereignty Debate: United States 
Acceptance and lmplemtation of the Uruguay Round 
Results," in Essays in Honor of Louis Henkin, Columbia 
Journal of Transnational Law and Kluwer Publishers; 
(1997). 

"Perspectives on Regionalism in Trade Relations," 
Forward to 27 Law & Policy in International Business 
873-78 (Summer 1996). 

"Reflections on Restructuring the GATT," Chapter 11 , 
in Completing the Uruguay Round: A Results-Oriented 
Approach to the GATT Trade Negotiations, edited by 
Jeffrey J. Schott (Institute for International Economics, 
Washington, D.C., September 1990). 

"Regulating International Economic Behavior: Reflections 
on the Broader Setting of International Financial Markets 
and Institutions," Chapter 1 in Emerging Financial Markets 
and the Role of International Financial Organizations, 
Joseph Norton, ed . (1996). 

"The WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding: 
Misunderstandings on the Nature of Legal Obligations," 
91 American Journal of International Law 60-64 
(January 1997). 

"Future and Emerging Challenges to the World Trading 
System," Festschrift fur Professor Ernst-Joachim 
Mestmacker. (1996) . 



"The Uruguay Round and the Launch of the WTO -
Significance and Challenges," Chapter 1 of American Bar 
Association book on the Uruguay Round (1996) , reprinted 
from World Trade Organization. 

"The New Constitution for the World Trading System - a 
WTO is Born," IALS Bulletin (Institute tor Advanced Legal 
Studies, London, England) , Issue 23 (May 1996). Portion 
reprinted in 39.3 Law Quadrangle Notes 73-7 (Fall/Winter 
1996) . 

"Reflections on International Economic Law," 17 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of International 
Economic Law 17-28 (Spring 1996). 

"WTO Dispute Procedures, Standard of Review, and 
Deference to National Governments" (with Steven P. 
Croley) , 90 American Journal of International Law 
193-213 (April 1996). 

FR K R . KE ED 

"Some Suggestions for the Bankruptcy Commission" 
(with Gerald K. Smith), in Annual Survey of Bankruptcy 
Law 1995-1996, 477-83. 

"The Bankruptcy Court and Its Jurisdiction," in Annual 
Sun1ey of Bankruptcy Law 1995-1996, 485-507. 

"Reform of Partnership Provisions," in Annual Survey of 
Bankruptcy Law 1995-1996, 657-664. 

JOH W . REED 

"Does Time Make Ancient Good Uncouth?", 32 
International Society of Barristers Quarterly 330-339 
(1997). 

THEODORE J. T . A TOI E 

The Common Law of the Workplace: The Views of 
Arbitrators, editor, forthcoming , BNA, 360 pages. 

"How the Wagner Act Came to Be: A Prospectus," 96 
Michigan Law Review (forthcoming) . 

"Mandatory Arbitration of Employee Discrimination 
Clai ms: Unmitigated Evil or Blessing in Disguise?", 
Cooley Law Review (forthcoming). 

"Mandatory Arbitration - Comments " 1 Employee Rights 
and Employment Policy 269, 286 (Fall 1997). 

"Why Mandatory Arbitration May Benefit Workers," ADR 
Currents 1 (AAA, Fall 1997). 

Supplement, Labor Relations Law: Cases and Materials, 
(with L. Merrifield and C. Craver) , Michie Company 
(1 997) , V, 131 . 

"The Law of Arbitration," in Labor Arbitration Under Fire 
1-41 (Stern and Najita, eds.) (1997) . 

Supplement, Labor Relations Law: Cases and Materials 
(with L. Merrifield and C. Craver) , Michie Co., V, 107 
(1 996) . 

ERIC STEIN 

"Peaceful Separation: 'A New Virus'?", 36 Columbia 
Journal of Transnational Law 25-39 (Nos. 1 & 2, 1997). 
(In process of republication in Germany.) 

Czecho/Slovakia: Ethnic Conflict, Constitutional Fissure, 
Negotiated Breakup, University of Michigan Press (1997) . 
An excerpt, "Vaclav Havel and the Velvet Divorce," 
appeared in 40.3 Law Quadrangle Notes 80-83 
(Fall/Winter 1997). 

"Constitutional 'Refolution' in the Ex-Communist World : 
The Rule of Law" (Symposium), 12 American University 
Journal of International Law and Policy 62-72 (1997) . 

"Out of the Ashes of a Federation: Two New 
Constitutions," 45 American Journal of Comparative Law 
45-69 (Winter 1997). 

"International Law in Domestic Legal Orders: A 
Comparative Perspective," Proceedings of the a9th Annual 
Meeting of the American Society of International Law, 
April 1997, 289-301 (passim). 

"On Peaceful Resolution of Ethnic Differences," Festschrift 
for Ernst-Joachim Mestmacker, 321-327, Nomos 
Verlalgsg., Baden-Baden (1996). 

PETER STEI E R 

Thursday-Night Poker: How To Understand, Enjor, 
and Win. Random House (1996). 
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Law School graduate's solution 
part of Supreme Court decision 

Lynda J . Oswald, '86, knew that 
Congress had spread a wide, loose net 
when it passed the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation 
and Liability Act CERCLA) in 1980. She 
suspected - quite correctly according to 
a recent U.S. Supreme court decision -
that the law's broad-brush approach 
would lead to considerable work for 
lawyers and decision making for judges. 

Oswald understood that CERCLA's 
approach to corporate liability was 
unclear and she quickly noticed that 
some court decisions that tried to clarify 
the law actually put it at odds with 
traditional corporate liability law. "It's an 
awful statute," she explained during an 
interview in her office at the University 
of Michigan Business School, where she 
is an Associate Professor of Business Law. 
"Congress did a poor job of drafting it , 
and that has led to much more litigation 
than necessary. " 

In 1994 she published her proposal to 
"bring order to the current chaos of 
CERCLA owner and operator liability," 
an article called "Bifurcation of the 
Owner and Operator Analysis Under 
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CERCLA: Finding Order in the Chaos of 
Pervasive Control" (72 Washington 
University Law Quarterly 223-85 . Her 
solution had two parts: 

■ "The courts should bifurcate the 
owner and operator analyses , so as to 
explicitly acknowledge that owner 
liability is indirect, and operator 
liability is direct." 

■ "The courts should abandon the 
pervasive control test, which has 
tended to discourage courts from 
engaging in careful, reasoned analyses 
of owner and operator liability ' 

"Bifurcation of owner and operator 
liability," she said, "coupled with an 
explicit rejection of the pervasive control 
test, are necessary to ensure that courts 
reach the correct outcome in cases 
involving CERCLA liability of parent 
corporations and other shareholders." 

"Parent corporation liability under 
CERCLA need not be the morass that it 
currently is ," she wrote. "The courts 
simply need to recognize that parent 
corporation liability can be either direct 
(based upon the parents role as an 
operator) or indirect (based upon its role 
as an owner). Direct liability requires an 
actual exercise of control over the facility; 

indirect liability requires an application 
of traditional piercing law. Thus, courts 
have two clear, separate tests to use . Both 
tests are grounded in tr dition 1 leg 1 
doctrines and are reasonably easy to 
apply ' 

Last June the U. . upreme Court 
agreed, citing Oswalds work several 
times in its decision in Unit d Stat s v. 
B stfoods et al 97-454. Like Oswald, the 
court noted that CERCLA "is not a model 
of legislative draftsmanship ." A parent 
company, the court said, is not directly 
liable for cleanup of a polluted site 
operated by its subsidiary unless the 
parent company is actively involved in 
operation of the site. 

The case involved a polluted chemical 
manufacturing site near Muskegon, 
Michigan. 

Justice David Souter wrote the 
unanimous opinion: ' The issue before us 
... is whether a parent corporation that 
actively participated in, and exercised 
control over, the operations of a 
subsidiary may, without more, be held 
liable as an operator of a polluting facility 
owned or operated by the subsidiary. We 
answer no , unless the corporate veil may 
be pierced. But a corporate parent that 
actively participated in, and exercised 
control over, the operations of the facili ty 
itself may be held directly liable in its 
own right as an operator of the facility " 

The decision does not elaborate on 
the "eccentric" behavior that the court 
said would define a parent company as 
an operator of its subsidiarys facility; but 
it does move the question of liability 
under CERCLA ahead, according to 
Oswald. The decision also brings 
questions of liability under CERCLA 
much closer to traditional corporate 
liability law, she says. 

A specialist in environmental law, 
Oswald says she will be following future 
CERCLA litigation attentively She also is 
closely watching the development of 
business practices and environmental 



polici s m ast m Europ , where private 
enterpris is burgeoning and governments 
have little xp rience with environmental 
regulation. 

"Fully on -half of my r search focuses 
on th environmental area and questions 
of corp rations' role in the environmental 
area and how ompanies perceive their 
roles," she says. 

She's curr ntly working with a 
Business cha 1 colleague to examine 
how business firms view environmental 
issues in the formerly communist 
countries of eastern Europe. In many 
cases, she notes western companies that 
are moving into these new markets have 
more expertise in environmental 
protection than the governments that are 
fashioning environmental policies to 
regulate them. 

EI.amining eastern European environ
mental issues from the p rspective of 
business organizations has seldom been 
done b fore and Oswald finds herself in 
uncharted territory with the issue. But 
she's used to being out in front. he was 
one of the first Law School students to 
earn a joint JD. and MBA, an 
accomplishment that her undergraduat 
study of archaeology and p liti al s ien 
did not predict. he sa s he pair d law 
and business to see how the worked 
together. ince the program to k four 
years, it gave h r the opportunit to 
become one f the handful of tud nt 
who work d e Mi hi an Law R i w 
for th y a 

Aft grad k d for the 
Hon. meli , f th 
Court App ' th Cir uit. 
She joined t f Michigan 
Business i and a 
an Assi tant t t i er it of 
Florid Law 19 
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John Pickering, '40, receives William J. Brennan, Jr., Award 

John H. Pickering, '40 , considered U.S. Supreme Court Justice William]. 
Brennan, Jr. , "my hero and friend ," so he was especially pleased to receive the District 
of Columbia Bar's award named after the late jurist. 'The justice's career shows the 
difference one person can make in the life of our nation, and is an example for all of 
us to follow," Pickering, a former president of the D.C. Bar, said of Brennan. 

The award was presented to Pickering, senior counsel to Wilmer, Cutler & 
Pickering in Washington, "in recognition of his exemplary legal career dedicated to 
service in the public interest which has made a significant difference in the quality of 
American justice." 

Pickering "has worked to advance the cause of civil rights , to encourage pro bona 
legal services to the poor and disadvantaged, and to improve the admmistration of 
jusnce for all ," the D.C. Bar said in announcing the award in June . "Among the many 
notable cases during his career, Pickering worked on AACP v. Claiborne Hardware, in 
which the .5 ... upreme Court o erturned a lo er court decision by holding that an 
organized boycott was a permissible exercise of economic speech." 

Pickering used the occasion of the presentation dinner to draw on his SO-year 
perspective on legal practice to compare the past with the present. "Belie e you me, 
they were not so good,' he said of the "good old days." He recalled how D.C. Bar 
membership was limited to hite men, Harvard Law chool did not open to women 
until ell after orld ar II, major law firms fixed associates' salaries because the 
legal profession \J as not subject to antitrust laws, law firms did not offer such things 
as child care, flex and part time \J orking arrangements or maternity leave for fathers , 
and there was neither a Legal ervices Corporation nor a tradition of pro bona service. 

Toda , he said,' is a great time to be a la er," because among others , the D.C. Bar 
is a leader in providing pro bona ervice, omen and minorities are entering the legal 
pro£ ion in in reasing numbers and the ABA is leading the fight to sa e the Legal 

ervices Corporation. 
'Ju tice Brennan sho ed us the difference one person can make ," Pickering said. 

' L t u be tru to hi lega by doing hat each of us can to s e that the poore t 
among u re eive ju tice ." 

John H. Pick ring, '40 
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Many graduates enjoy benefits of 

The learning opportunities offered by a clerkship in a 
federal, state, local or international court are rich and 
varied. Many graduates seek positions as clerks in the 
country's courts as a way to expand their education 
and learn the ways of their chosen profession before 
turning to the practice or teaching of law. Some 
serve more than one clerkship. 

Clerks have the opportunity to work closely with 
judges and learn how judicial rulings are reached. 
In trial courts especially, clerks often can watch 
attorneys in action and learn courtroom litigation 
techniques as well. Some graduates, including two 
this year, reap insights into the country's highest 
court by clerking for justices at the U.S. 
Supreme Court. 

Graduates voluntarily notify the Law School of their 
clerkships, and the following list reflects information 
that graduates have provided. 

Graduates in the first section have completed one 
clerkship and are beginning their second clerkship 
this fall. This year's clerkship is listed first; the 
completed clerkship is listed second. 
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cler 
Jeffrey L Fisher, 97 
The Hon. John Paul tevens 
U.S. upreme Court 
and 
The Hon. Stephen Reinhardt 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit 

Alex Romain, 97 
The Hon. Sandra L. Lynch 
U.S. Coun of Appeals for the 
First Circuit 
and 
The Hon. Reginald C. Lindsay 
U.S. District Court for the 
District of Massachusetts 

Scott F Llewellyn, '97 
The Hon. Diarmid O'Scannlain 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit 
and 
The Hon. Clarence A. Brimmer 
U.S. District Court for the 
District of Wyoming 

Eric]. Hecker, '97 
The Hon. David Tatel 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia 
and 
The Hon. Thelton E. 

Henderson 
U .5. District Court for the 
Northern District of California 

Eugene W Whitlock, 95 
The Hon. Edward B. Davis 
U. . District Court for the 
Southern District of Florida 
and 
The Hon. Alfred T. Goodwin 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit 

The fallowing graduates begin 
their clerkships this fall . All 
are December 1997 or May 
1998 graduates unless 
otherwise indicated. 

Linda Terry Coberly, '95 
The Hon. Stephen Breyer 
U.S. Supreme Court 

Scott D. Pomfret 
The Hon. Norman H. Stahl 
U.S . Court of Appeals for the 
First Circuit 

Todd S. Aagaard, '97 
The Hon. Guido Calabresi 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Second Circuit 

Matthew A. Hamermesh 
The Hon. Edward R. Becker 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Third Circuit 

Michael B. Fisch 
The Hon. Diana Gribben Motz 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Fourth Circuit 



Jordan B. Hansell 
The Hun. J. Harvie Wilkinson III 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Fourth Circuit 

Elana ]. Tyrangiel 
The Hon. M. Blane Michael 
U.S. C urt of Appeals for the 
Fourth Circuit 

Sharad S. Khandelwal 
The Hon. Carl E. Stewart 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Fifth Circuit 

ALUMNI 

Speaking From The Bench -
The Hon. Paul Borman, '62, of the U.S. Dist1ia Court for the Eastern Di.st1ict of Michigan. explains how his work 
with the U.S . Civil Rights Commission during the 1960s his fint job after earning his graduate law degree, showed 
him 'why the legal profession is so important in maintaining our belief in the Constitution, our faith in the 
Constitution, and exercising ow-rights under the Constitution." Borman spolie at the Law School in August in a 
program sponsored by the Office of Student Services. amed to the bench in 1994, Bannan said being a judge is "the 
best job in the world" and advised that although partisan political activity is out of place for a judge nz thinh it is 
important that a judge get out from behind the bench and maintain vltality in the community." Asked about the value 
of clcrliships to graduates. Bannan said a clerllship is ''a great experience and I recommend it." Different judges use 
clerll ' assistance differently. he said. ''I'm hind of hands on in my opinions. My clerhs edit my opinions . .. I really 
enjoy worl?ing with clcrhs because they bring in new ideas, and I lihe them to challenge [me] , not just sa what you 
want .. , Borman, who has co-taught courses in white collar crime at the Law School with Alene and Allan F Smith 
Professor Emelitus of Law Jerold H. Israel, was an Assistant U.S. Attorney, vice president and general counsel for a 
private Jinn, counsel to the ma or of Detroit. taught and was assistant dean at Wa ne State University Law School, 
and scr\'ed as an assistant prosecutor before being named to the bench. 

Daniel E. Laytin 
The H n . Carolyn Dineen King 
U.S. C urt of Appeals for the 
Fifth Circuit 

Tammy L Alspector 
The Hon. David A. Nels n 
U. . Court of Appeals for the 

i th Circuit 

Robert J. Lundman 
The Hon. Cornelia G. Kennedy 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Sixth Circuit 

Edward M. Rossman 
The Hon. R. Guy Cole, Jr. 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Sixth Circuit 

Nicole B. Young 
The Hon. James L. Ryan 
U. . Court of Appeals for the 
Sixth Circuit 

Robert J. Maguire 
The Hon. Andrew]. Kleinfeld 
U.S . Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit 

Mary T. Mitchell 
The Hon. Mi hael A. Hawkins 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit 

Tung Chan 
The Hon. Stephanie K Seymour 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Tenth Circuit 

Continued on pag 66 
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Continued from page 65 

Susan E. Mortensen 
The Hon. Deanell R. Tacha 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Tenth Circuit 

John]. Molenda 
The Hon. Alan D. Lourie 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Federal Circuit 

Gregory C. Gerdes, '97 
The Hon. Evan J. Wallach 
U.S. Court of International 
Trade 

Josh F. Oboler 
The Hon. Delissa Ridgeway 
U.S. Court of International 
Trade 

Jason P. Gluck 
The Hon. Roger Andewelt 
U.S. Court of Federal Claims 

Brian R. Hinton 
The Hon William H. Albritton Ill 
U.S. District Court for the 
Middle District of Alabama 

Geula J. Basinger and 
Scott L. Darling 
The Hon. A. Andrew Hauk 
U.S. District Court for the 
Central District of California 

Alexandra W Miller 
The Hon. William D. Keller 
U.S. District Court for the 
Central District of California 

Jason De Bretteville 
The Hon. Vaughn R. Walker 
U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of California 

Mark R. Gordan 
The Hon. Richard P Matsch 
U.S. District Court for the 
District of Colorado 

Gillian N. Flory 
The Hon. Colleen Kollar-Kotelly 
U.S. District Court for the 
District of Columbia 

Elizabeth A. O'Brien 
The Hon. Orinda D. Evans 
U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of Georgia 

Anthony S. Baish 
The Hon. Suzanne B. Conlon 
U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of Illinois 

Natalie M. Cadavid, '95 
The Hon. Harry D. Leinenweber 
U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of Illinois 

Julie C. Rodriguez 
The Hon. Joan B. Gottschall 
U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of Illinois 

David A. Agay 
The Hon. Paul E. Riley 
U.S. District Court for the 
Southern District of Illinois 

Samantha J. Morton 
The Hon. Morton A. Brody 
U.S. District Court for the 
District of Maine 

Garrett B. Duarte, '94 
The Hon. Deborah Chasanow 
U.S. District Court for the 
District of Maryland 

Kevin V. Ruddy 
The Hon. Robert E. Keeton 
U.S. District Court for the 
District of Massachusetts 

William E. Dornbos 
The Hon. John Feikens 
U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Michigan 

Lewis H. Miller 
The Hon. Gerald E. Rosen 
U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Michigan 
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Brian A. Salvan 
The Hon. Paul Borman 
U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Michigan 

Shana G. Radcliffe 
The Hon. David W McKeague 
U.S. District Court for the 
Western District of Michigan 

Bryan R. Walters 
The Hon. Gordon J. Quist 
U.S. District Court for the 
Western District of Michigan 

Jason D. Sanders 
The Hon. Frederic Block 
U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of New York 

Zachary M. Ratzman 
The Hon. Harold Baer, Jr. 
U.S. District Court for the 
Southern District of New York 

Tyler B. Robinson 
The Hon. Thomas P Griesa 
U.S. District Court for the 
Southern District of New York 

Stacy A. Berman 
The Hon. James G. Carr 
U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of Ohio 

Kathleen M. Marcus 
The Hon. David A. Katz 
U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of Ohio 

Joel B. Kalodner 
The Hon. Jan E. DuBois 
U.S. District for the Eastern 
District of Pennsylvania 

Matthew N. Shea 
The Hon. Thomas N. O'Neill, Jr. 
U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Pennsylvania 

Kelly L. Schmitt 
The Hon. Clarence A. Brimmer 
U.S. District Court for the 
District of Wyoming 

Curtis J. Weidler 
The Hon. E. Stephen Derby 
U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Maryland 

Jocelyn R. Normand 
The Hon. Michael L. Bender 
Colorado Supreme Court 

Ann E. Jochnick 
The Hon. Ellen Ash Peters 
Connecticut Supreme Court 

Carl J. Schifferle 
The Hon. Noel Kramer 
District of Columbia Superior 
Court 

Andrew R. Gifford 
The Hon. Robert C. Buckley 
Illinois Court of Appeals for th 
First District 

Daniel J. Brown 
The Hon. Patricia Boyle 
Michigan Supreme Court 

Ethan D. Dettmer and 
Sean F. Kelly 
The Hon. James H. Brickley 
Michigan Supreme Court 

Diana S. Ortiz 
The Hon. Conrad L. Mallett, Jr 
Michigan Supreme Court 

Noah D. Hall 
The Hon. Alexander M. Keith 
Minnesota Supreme Court 

Matthew S. Volkert 
The Hon. Duane Benton 
Missouri Supreme Court 



LIKE A BREAKAWAY 
DEFENSEMAN headed toward an 
empty net, U.S. socc r has a plac 
reserved for it n the sport' worldwid 
scoreboard. A youngst r among 
organiz d and pro£ sional ports in this 
country, soccer is gr wing exp n ntially 
in popularity - as anyon i\Tho has 
driven by a s er field r huttled kids 
to and fr m games will te tify. 

Mu h f the inspiration f r thi 
growth is Alan R thenb rg, '63 until 
recently Pr sid nt of the . . er 
Federati n and ma t rrnind b hind 
World Cup U A '94, them st su cessful 
World Cup in the history f thew rld 
soccer championship comp titian. 

The National occer Hall of Fame 
recogniz d R th nbergs pi tal role this 

year b presenting him with its first 
ational c er Medal of Honor for his 

rol in de eloping and charn!ing soccer. 
Th Hall of Fame i located at Oneonta, 

w York. 
Known for puttin in 1 -hour work 

day and for an xactin a attention to 
d tail, Rothenb rg u d the occa ion to 
credit the th u ands of known and 
unknown upporter who ha e been 
instrum ntal in th growth of the port. 
"I a cept this h nor," he said, "on behalf 
of the millions of pla ers coa hes 
refer s, administrators and fans whose 
passion and d dication to the sport has 
ele ated occer to its current lofty 
position.' 

Loft is right. Major League occer 
b gan in the U.S. in 1996, and th 
league honored Rothenberg by naming 
its hampionship trophy the Alan I. 

L 
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Long-ttme soccer leader Alan I. Rothenberg, '63, 
right, winner of the National Soccer Hall of Fames 
first National Soccer Medal of Honor, enjoys the 
occasion with fomier U.S. Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger, left, who presented the award, and 
Will Lunn, President of the National Soccer Hall 
of Fame. 

Rothenberg Trophy The new professional 
league grew out of the success of World 
Cup USA '94, the most successful World 
Cup in the competition's then-64-year 
history The surplus of nearly $80 million 
from World Cup USA '94 almost 
quadrupled initial estimates and made it 
possible to establish the U.S. Soccer 
Foundation, which has distributed 
$ 7 million in grants over the past 
three years. 

'I can't imagine how it could have 
gone better," Rothenberg told Law 
Quadrangle Notes shortly after the 
conclusion of orld Cup '94. "It was 
magical. It went better than anyone 
expected, including me. No one was 
more outspoken than I in predicting 
success, but it exceeded even my 
expectations." 

Rothenberg, a senior litigation partner 
with Latham & Watkins in Los Angeles, 
has been in olved with soccer for about 
20 years. He as an owner of the 

ational American Soccer League's Los 
Angeles Aztecs from 1977-80 and was a 
member of NA r.s Board of Directors 
from 19 77 -80. He also has served on the 

ational Basketball Association Board of 
Governors and as President of the 
National Basketball Association's LA 
Clippers. 

Rothenberg received the ational 
occer Medal of Honor at a pre s 

lun heon in New York in June. "Alan 
Rothenberg is one of the most significant 
individuals in the history of soccer in the 
U A," said ill Lunn, Presid nt of the 
Natonal occer H 11 of Fame. ' The 
Rothenberg Era will be remembered a a 
period of unprecedented ad an ement 
for the sport." 
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Coming 
back home 
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Continuing education - whether 
formal or informal - is a prerequisite 
for successful legal practice. Seldom, 
however, do the need to keep up to 
date and the chance to plumb legal 
issues with colleagues and former 
classmates come packaged with a 
return to the Law School Quadrangle, 
its classrooms and even some of the 
teachers who taught you as a 
law student. 

The Spring Seminars do all this. 



More than 100 graduates from 
southern Michigan signed up to return to 
the Law School in June to attend 
seminars on criminal law and ethics, 
discuss these and other issues in their 
profession, re-acquaint themsel es with 
former classmates and re-live Law chool 
memories. Lawrence J. Gagnon, '76, an 
attorney and business onsultant whose 
solo practice is in Fort Gratiot, said the 
seminar on thics attracted him to the 
program. "I think there is a lot of 
unethical behavior that is shielded b the 
phrase 'vigorous repres ntati n of the 
client'," he said. 

Former Law chool classmate andra 
Collom Wright, '92, of Li nia , and 
Virginia Carlson Caldwell, '92 , of 
Ypsilanti, w lcomed th s minar a n 
opportunity to e ea h th r again and 
to recaptur some of th flavor of th ir 
law student day . aid right: ' I d n't 
do any criminal law but [ am ] b u 
Kamisar [ Cl r nee Darr Di tingui h d 
University Pr £ ssor f La 1 K mi r] 
is speaking. I kn w that h 'db 
entertaining and inform ti . I 
disappoint d ." 

In his porti n of th rimin 11 w 
session, K misar n t d th t n 
quence of th Mirand 
that "the p lie , in a s ns , r supp d 
to convinc th susp t n t t 
There also r qu stions ab ut what 
happens wh n a susp t 1 hi 1i ht 

Abo e, Professor of La, Yale Kamisar dtscus es the 
li}i of the Miranda Rule during the morning portion 
of th criminal la, seminar that was part of the 
Law chools Spring Seminars for Mtchigan 
gradual s in June. Listening at left is Assistant 
Clinical Professor Andrea D. L on, , ho l d the 
afternoon portwn of the session. L ift, Profc or of 
La, Carl E. Schneide1; '79, and Associate Dean for 
Clinical if/air u ll n Scam cchia, '81 , listen to a 
participant' qu stion during the seminar on et1ucs. 

to oun el and then tell police that he 
had nothing to do with the cnme they 
are in estigating. 

"What can police do then du t off the 
old interrogation manual ?" Kami ar 
a ked. '' urts eem to lose interest 
in th e the per n \i ai, h1 
ri0 ht 'v e till don't kno ho 
fart n ao.' 

In t · n on ethi , parti ipants 
ompil of problem plaruina the 

- ranging from client 
· ' refu al 

t 

r l agu d the 
of 

and mpetition 
a ed. 
on is " Profes r of 
er, '79 ummarized 
happ here w 
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Butzbaugh, '66, 
Turner, '87, elected to 
Michigan State Bar 
leadership 

Two graduates of the Law School, 
Alfred M. Butzbaugh, '66, and 
Reginald M. Turner, Jr., '87, have been 
elected to leadership roles in the State 
Bar of Michigan. 

Butzbaugh, a senior member of 
Butzbaugh and Dewane, PLC, of St. 
Joseph, was the unanimous choice of 
the State Bar of Michigan Board of 
Commissioners as President-elect for 
1998-99; he automatically will become 
President of the 33,000-member Bar in 
September 1999. Turner, a partner in 
achs, aldman, O'Hare Hel eston, 

Bogas & McIntosh, PC. , of Detroit, 
was chosen treasurer. Both assumed 
their new duties at the conclusion of 
the State Bar's annual meeting in 
eptember in Lansing. 

Currently Vice President of the tate 
Bar, Butzbaugh represents southwest 

Contmued on page 70 
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lo er i hi an on the Bar's 
Board of Commissioners. He 
chairs the ccess to Justice 
Task Force and Election 
Districts Review Committee, 
and is a member of the Fiscal, 
E ·ecutive, Member Insurance, 

wards, Long Range Planning 
and Legislation committees. 
Butzbaugh has been a leader 
in development of the Bar'.s 
'Access to Justice for All" 
program to provide legal help 
for Michigan residents 
regardless of their economic 
standing. The program 
recently won the American 
Bar Association's top award 
for a legal services program 
and is considered a model for 
similar programs sponsored 
by other state bar associations. 

Butzbaugh is a Michigan 
tate Bar Foundation Fellow, 

past president of the Berrien 
County Bar Association, and a 
member of the State Bar of 
Texas, the American Bar 
Association and the 
Federation of Insurance and 
Corporate Counsel. A resident 
of Berrien Springs, he 
founded Youth Sports for 
Benton Harbor and initiated 
the Teachers Lawyers 
Children Partnership in the 
Benton Harbor Area Schools. 
He also teaches chess to 
elementary school students at 
Benton Harbor Area Schools 
Gifted and Talented Academy 

Turner, who represents 
Wayne County on the State 
Bar'.s Board of Commissioners, 
has served on the Board since 
1995 except for the year that 
he served as a White House 
Fellow in Washington, D.C. 
He was elected to a three-year 
term in 1998. He serves on 

the Long Range Planning, 
Rul s , and tructure nd 
Go ernance committ es and 
the ccess to Justice Task 
Force. 

During his year as a White 
House Fellow, Turner served 
as pecial Assistant to the 
Secretary of Housing and 
Urban Development. He 
coordinated a nine-agency 
presidential task force to 
address issues in riot-plagued 

t. Petersburg, Florida. He 
also chaired a White House 
delegation that toured South 
Africa and Mozambique. 
After graduation from the 
Law School, Turner clerked 
for then-Michigan Supreme 
Court Justice Dennis Archer. 
Archer now is in his second 
term as mayor of Detroit. 

In 1995 Turner received 
the State Bar's Outstanding 
Young Lawyer Award. He is a 
member of the National Bar 
Association Board and 
Executive Committee, past 
president of the Wolverine 
Bar Association, past director 
of the Detroit Bar Association 
and past president of the 
Barristers of the Detroit Bar 
Association. He is a member 
of the boards of directors of 
the Detroit Institute of Arts 
and the American Civil 
Liberties Union. He lives in 
Detroit. 
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Patricia White, '7 4 , named D ean at Arizona 
State University College of Law 

Law hool lumna and 
former fa ulty m mber 
Patri ia hit , '7 4, has be n 
named D an of th Coll g 
of Law at Arizona tate 
Uni ersity he assumes her 
dutie January 1. he 
urrently is Professor of Law 

at the University of Utah 
College of Law. 

White has ' an e ceptional 
intellect," said Milton Gli k, 
Arizona State's Senior Vice 
President and Provost. 
"Perhaps equally important 
are her versatility and ability 
to balance multiple worlds. 
She has been an active 
practicing attorney as well as 
a teacher and scholar. She has 
published in top journals in 
both taxation and legal 
philosophy We at Arizona 
State feel extremely fortunate 
to attract her to a leadership 
position in our law school. " 

White joins another former 
Law School faculty member, 
Joel Seligman, as dean of an 
Arizona law school. Seligman 
is Dean of the Law School at 
the University of Arizona. 

White was a Visiting 
Professor at the University of 
Michigan in 1984-85 and 
from 1988-94. Popular with 
faculty colleagues and 
students alike , she won the 
L. Hart Wright Outstanding 
Teaching Award. She also has 
been a fellow in the Program 
in Society and Medicine at the 
University of Michigan 
Medical School. 

tint ati n , 
est g and th 
ph f law, White 
ea ch 1 r's and 
mast r' es at th 
Uni r Mi higan. he 
graduat m the Law 

chool cum laud and was 
Associate Editor of the 
Michigan Law Review. She has 
taught t the Uni ersity of 
Utah College of Law since 
1994. 

Many of Whites recent 
publications have dealt with 
medical treatment decisions 
and the law. In addition to 
teaching at the University of 
Utah College of Law, she is of 
counsel at Parsons, Behle & 
Latimer in Salt Lake City 

Patricia While, '74 



1943 
Robert L. Cei I r, a former 
Washmgton Counly 
(Pennsyl ania Bar AssociaLion 
president who has been a 
member of the PBA for more 
than 50 years, received the 1998 
Conference of County Bar 
Leaders Gilbert Nurick Award. 
The award is given in recognition 
of an individuals outstanding 
service to the organized bar. 
Ceisler lives in Washington, 
Pennsyl ania, with his wife, 
Constance. 

1955 
Robert G. Strodel, a personal 
mjury and medical malpractice 
attorney from Peoria, Illinois , 
was elected president of the Civil 
Justice Foundation, the only 
national organization devoted 
exclusively to the protection of 
injur d consumers and the 
prevention of injuries. The 
Foundations sole source of 
funding is donations from 
personal injury trial lawyers. 

1957 
Lawrence P. King, editor-in
crief of all Collier on Bankruptcy 
publications from Matthew 
Bender & Company, In . , has 
been named to the Collier on 
Bankruptcy Editorial Board, 
where he will serve as a 
consultant in the companys 
efforts to e:x.'Pand and enhance its 
coverage of bankrupt y practice 
for the Collier on Bankruptc 
treatise. King is the Charles 
Seligson Professor of La at New 
York University chool of Law 
and counsel to Wa htell, Lipton, 
Rosen & Katz . Myron M. 
Sheinf eld, 54, a seni r 
shareholder at Sheinf ld , Maley 
& Kay in H uston, als is on the 
board. 

1959 
John M . Barr is listed in the 
1998 edition of \.Vhos \.Vho in 

American Law, published by 
Marquis Who's Who. According 
to the publisher, inclusion 1s 
hm1ted to persons who have 
significantly contributed to 
society through "outstandmg 
achievement in their own field of 
endeavor." Barr has been in 
private practice in Ypsilann since 
1959, has served as Ypsilanu City 
Attorney since 1981 , and serves 
as a Commissioner of the State 
Bar of Michigan. He and his wife, 
Marlene, have three grown 
children. 

1961 
William Y. Webb was elected 
president-elect of the Sports 
Lawyers Association, an 
international professional 
organization whose goal is to 
promote the understanding, 
advancement, and ethical 
practice of sports law. He will 

fficially become president on 
May 20, 1999. ebb is a partner 
at Ballard pahr Andre\! s & 
Ingersoll, L.LP , and is secretary 
and general counsel of the 
Philadelphia Phillies. 

1963 
L e D. Po ar has been elected 
to memb r hip in th American 
La Institute and will be 
inducted in 1999. Memb rship 
is a rd d to attorn s ,, ho 
ha e, on the basis of professional 
a hie em nt, demonstrated 
inter tin the impr vement of 
the la . The Institute formulates 
ompr hensi e Rest tern nts of 

the la,. in numerous rea , and it 
drafts important la su has the 
Uniform Commer ial Cod . 
Powar is a partner with Hahn 
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Loeser & Parks, LL.P, and co
chair of the firms Creditors' 
Rights, Reorganization and 
Bankruptcy practice area. He 
concentrates his practice in the 
areas of creditors' rights, 
commercial finance , general 
corporate law, and real estate. He 
lives in Moreland Hills, Ohio. 

1964 

Alan R. Kra ets has been 
promoted to president and chief 
operating officer of Sheldon 
Good & Company International, 
Chicago. He joined the firm in 
1989 and has a background in 
real estate la 

1965 
eil R. Mitchell was elected to 

the Hall of Fame of the College 
of Engineering of the Uni ersity 
of Utah (his undergraduate 
school) , and he delivered a 
centennial lecture to the 
Emri.neering chool. The lecture, 
"Parallel Universes, Adversarial 
Relationship or Dialogue" can be 
found on the Uni ersitys website, 
www.eng.utah.edu/alurnni/ 
mitchell.htrnl. Mitchell is of 
counsel to Eikenburg & Stiles, a 
ommercial law firm in Houston, 

Tex:as, and he is on the e ecuti e 
corps of a buy-out group which 
purchases, owns, and manages 
industrial ompanies. 

The Honorable Rosemary S. 
Pooler, who had been a United 
States District Court Judge for 
the Northern Distri t of New 

York since 1994, has been 
elevated to the Court of Appeals 
for the Second Circuit. She was 
sworn inJune 10. Her chambers 
will continue to be in Syracuse, 
New York, but she will sit with 
the Court of Appeals in Foley 
Square, New York City. 

1966 
Ronald L. Olson was elected to 
the Board of Trustees of the 
California Institute of Technology 
in Pasadena, California. A senior 
partner at the law firm Munger, 
Tolles & Olson in Los Angeles, 
Olson specializes in the field of 
commercial litigation, including 
antitrust and securities law. He 
and his wife, Jane, live in 
Pasadena. 

1967 

John C. Hartranft was named 
president-elect of the Columbus 
(Ohio) Bar Association. He is a 
partner with Porter "Wright 
Morris & Arthur, and has 
extensive e1-..'Perience in financial 
institution regulation work, 
commercial litigation, bankruptcy, 
and loan documentation. 
Hartranft and his wife, Linda, are 
residents of Upper Arlington, 
Ohio, and have three sons. 
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Joel D. Kellman has joined the 
la\i firm Dykema Goss tt PL.LC. 
as a member of the Real Estate 
Group in the firm's Detroit office. 
His practice focuses on real 
estate, with an emphasis on 
construction lending on behalf of 
lender clients, commercial 
lea ing, the acquisition and sale 
of real estate, community 
redevelopment, and non-profit 
activities. He is a resident of 
Huntington Woods. 

1968 
Robert W Stocker II , has 
published The State of Michigan 
Gaming Law Legal Resource Book. 
The book is designed to assist 
businesses and individuals 
wanting to take advantage of the 
new opportunities offered by the 
gaming industry It is intended to 
help both lawyers and non
lawyers wade through the new 
and complicated laws relating to 
gaming in Michigan. Stocker is a 
shareholder with the Lansing law 
firm Fraser Trebilcock Davis & 
Foster, P.C., where he is chair of 
the Business and Tax 
Department. 

1969 
President Bill Clinton has 
conferred upon White House 
Deputy General Counsel Ste en 
Y. Winnick the rank of 
Distinguished Executive, the 
highest award given Lo 
government employees. He was 
cited for sustained, extraordinary 
accomplishment in managing 

federal pr grams, and for 
leader hip e emplifying the 
highest standards of service to 
th public. In September 1997, 
he recei ed the first Distinguished 

rvice A ard given b the 
United tates Office of 
Go emment Ethics for his 
leadership in strengthening the 
Department of Education's ethics 
program. 

1970 
Butzel Long has announced that 
Ale antler Bragdon has joined 
its Employee Benefits Practice as 
a senior attorney in the firm's 
Detroit office. He has extensi e 
experience in employee benefits 
law and pension and profit 
sharing law, as ell as healthcare 
law. He was previously a member 
of the firm Jaffe, Raitt, Heuer & 
Weiss. 

Steven G. Schember, senior 
litigation partner at the Tampa 
office of Shumaker, Loop & 
Kendrick, L.L.P. , has become 
certified in business litigation by 
the Florida Bar. He is also a 
board certified civil trial attorney, 
one of fewer than one percent of 
all Florida attorneys to hold both 
certificates. 

1971 
Donald H. Silverman has been 
elected president of the Suffolk 
County Criminal Bar Association. 

1973 
Gerard Dumont, Consul General 
of France in Chicago, has 
announced the appointment of 
Robert L Weyhing as Honorary 
Consul of France in Detroit. As 
Honorary French Consul, his 
duties include assisting French 
citizens and furthering political, 
economic, and cultural 
exchanges between Detroit and 
France. A member of the Detroit 
law firm Clark Hill PLC., 
Weyhing specializes in business 
law. 
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1981 

1974 
James C. Adam has rejoined 
the law firm Dykema Gossett 
P.L.L.C. , and will be located in 
the Ann Arbor office. He was 
previously a partner in the 
Traverse City firm Running, 
Wise, Wilson, Ford & Phillips. 
His background is in real estate 
and construction law. 

1976 
Linda Schwartzstein was 
appointed Vice Provost for 
Strategic Planning at George 
Mason University, Fairfax, 
Virginia. She previously taught 
tax law as a professor on the 
faculty of the George Mason 
University School of Law. 

1977 
Gary Klotz has joined the Labor 
and Employment Practice Group 
of the law firm Butzel Long. His 
practice includes employment 
litigation, traditional labor, 
collective bargaining, and 
preventive counseling. He was 
previously a partner in the law 
firm Keywell & Rosenfeld. 

1978 
Dennis W Fliehman has 
become of counsel to the law 
firm Kitch, Drutchas, Wagner & 
Kenney, P.C. He practices in the 
firm's Lansing office in the areas 
of business litigation, professional 
liability defense, and insurance 
coverage matters. He was 
formerly a partner in the San 
Diego law firm Klinedinst , 
Fliehman & McKillop. 

1979 
Be erly Hall Burn , a p1inc1pal 
in th D tr it offi e of the law 
firm Mill r, Canfi ld, P dd k 
nd t n , P.L. ., has a c pted a 

n mmation to th Fello s f the 
Mi higan State Bar Foundation. 
M mbers are nominat d by other 
Fellows based on n tabl 
achie ements and committed 
servi e to the legal profession 
and the community. No more 
than five percent of the total 
m mbership of th Bar is 
affiliated with the group A 
Grosse Pointe resident, Bums is a 
member of the firm's Labor and 
Employment Law Practice 
Group. 

1980 
G.A. Finch offered a talk on the 
"Indispensability of Private 
Secondary Schools" at the June 
14 wrap-up celebration of The 
Campaign for Commonwealth 
School in Boston, Massachusetts. 
Finch, an alumnus of the school, 
was a trustee leading national 
alumni donation efforts for the 
school's $2.3 million capital 
campaign. He is a partner at the 
Chicago office of the law firm 
Querrey & Harrow, where he 
practices corporate law. 

Dwight King, head research 
librarian at the Kresge Law 
Library of the Notre Dame Law 
School, was featured in the 
Spring 1998 issue of the Notre 
Dame Lawyer. The article, 
"Dwight King: On the Cutting 
Edge," highlighted King's self
taught wood carving skills. 



Br nt Grab r has Joined the 
Chi ago law firm Bates Me kier 
Bul5cr & Tilson as a partner m 
iLs Insuranc overage and 
General Lmgauon Practices. In 
addmon to nvir nmemal 
coverag , he sp ializes m other 
msurance coverag work , as well 
as product liability and 
healthcare litigation. Graber was 
formerly co-chair of the 
EnVIronm mal Coverage Pracuce 
at Blatt, Hammesfahr & Eaton. 
He and his wife, Jean, live m 
GlenVJew, Illinois , and have three 
children. 

1982 

Kit A. Pier on has joined the 
Antmust and Intellectual 
Property Litigati n Practice of 
Heller Ehrman White & 
McAuliff e as a shareholder in the 
firm's Washingt n, D. C., offic . 
He was formerly a partner wuh 
the Washingt n, D.C., offi e of 
Jenner & Blo k. 

1983 
Jerome Hil · ed the lm 
firm Butzel n f oun 
capa ity He sive 
professional ce with 
China and ncentrate 
primarily on th firms gr wing 
practi e rel ting t hina. He 
al o serv s as an adjunct 
instructor in the akland 
University Departm nt f 
lnternati nal Programs. 

Ju tin H. Perl has been reelected 
to the Governance Commmee of 
Maslen Edelman Borman & 
Brand, L.L.P , a Mmneapohs
based law firm He is a lmgation 
partner focusmg his practice m 
the areas of general commercial 
litigation, complex transacuonal 
disputes, busmess torts, and 
family law. 

1984 
Leonard M. iehoff, a 
shareholder in Butzel Longs Ann 
Arbor office, was appointed to 
the Board of AdVIsors of the CS. 
Mott Cruldrens Hospital at the 
University of M1ch1gan. He 
practices primanly m the fields 
of lmgation and constitutional 
law 

1985 
Emil rca authored the section 
on Emergmg Markets for 
Secwitiz.ation Yearbook 1998, a 
special supplement to the June 
1998 issue of the Internatwnal 
Financial Law R 1e1 . He also 
authored an arucle on ros -
border secuntizat1ons, "Legal 
Keys to Future Flm s," \ hich 
appeared in the May 199 issue 
of the Intcmatwnal ccun~atJ.on 
& tru t:ured Finance Repo1t and 
1s being repnnt d in the 
Intematwnal Finan c 6 Tr asury 

vslettcr and the Latin Amcli~an 
Law & Bu.sine Rcpo11. Arca 1 a 
p rm r in th Ne Y, rk City 

ffi f Dewe Ballantine L.L.P, 
and has sp k n on related top1 
at s veral se unnzation 

on.£ r n es in th past ear. 
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Cynthia B. Cohen, Senior 
Research Fellow at the Kennedy 
Institute of Ethics, Georgetown 
Uruversity, co-edited the June 
1998 special issue of the Kennedy 
Institute of Ethics Journal . The 
issue focuses on genetic testing 
and mcludes a feature anicle by 
Cohen as well, " restling with 
the Future: Should We Test 
Children for Adult-Onset Genetic 
Conditions?" Another 
contnbutor to the issue was 
Sonia M . Suter '94 , who wrote 
on " alue Neutrahty and 
NondirectiYeness: Comments on 
'Future Directions in Genetic 
Counseling'." 

David J. Herring, a winner of 
one of the 1998 Chancellor' 
D1stmguished Teaching k-. ards 
at the niversi of Pittsburgh, 
has been named interim Dean of 
the Umversit , of Pittsburgh 
ch ol of la\ . He had been 

serVIng as Assa 1ate Dean for 
cademic Affair . 

Eug n Killian Jr., is with his 
own firm, Killian & alisbury, 
P.C. , hi h re ently celebrated its 
third birthday. The East Hanover, 

ew Jer ey, law firm specializes 
m bu in htigauon. Killian 
spends a lot of his trrne dealing 
\Vlth insurance companies on 
disputed claims, and last year 
obtained a $2 .4 rrullion verdi t 
in Universal-Rundle Corp. v. 
Ame1ican Motoli t Insurance 
Compan , an envir nmental 
insur n e coverage case. 

Raymond Rundelli has joined 
the Cleveland office of the law 
firm Benesch, Friedlander, 
Coplan & Aronoff L.L.P as a 
panner in the Intellectual 
Propeny Practice Group. He will 
focus his practice on the 
protection and enforcement of 
intellectual property rights. He 
was previously a partner with 
Baker & Hostetler L. L. P 

Ron Yolles has been named one 
of the Best 250 Financial 
Advisers in the country b Worth 
magazine which used an 
extensi e review process , with 
hundreds of industry peer , to 
make its selection. He is 
president of Yolles In estment 
Management , lnc., a outhfield, 
Michigan-based in estment firm. 

olles is also the author of the 
in e tment book You'l'i R t:ir; d, 
Now What?, whi h is being 
relea ed nati nall by John 1ley 
& Sons, Inc., this fall . 
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1986 
Fredd Codner has joined his 
wife, Candy, in the management 
of Jamison ha Hairdres ers in 
Atlanta, where he will fo us on 
the busine s, financial nd 
marketing aspects of the sal n . 
Codner had practi ed with King 
& Spalding since 19 7, where 
his practice had been 
predominantly in litigation. 

Kenneth . Zichi and David 
Brauer ha e announced the 
formation of a new law firm, 
Zichi & Brauer, P.C. , of Howell 
Michigan. 

1987 

James M. D orman has been 
elected to the Board of Directors 
of Dean & Fulkerson, P.C. , 
where he has been a shareholder 
since 1994. He focuses his 
practice on business law, 
commercial and real estate 
litigation, and appeals. He 
resides in West Bloomfield with 
his wife, Heidi, and their two 
sons. 

Douglas . Mielock has become 
a shareholder in the law firm 
Foster, Swift, Collins & Smith, PC 
He is a member of the firm's 
Business and Tax Depanment, 
and his practice focuses in the 
areas of trusts and estate 
planning. 

n o t e s 

1988 

Kevin J. Murph an associate in 
the Singapore office of White & 
Case, was made a partner of the 
global law firm White & Case 
LLP His practice focuses on 
international transactions, 
including project and equipment 
financings , capital markets 
transactions, joint ventures, and 
investments in Southeast Asia. 
He also advises lenders and 
borrowers in bank financings 
and restructurings. 

1989 
Mark E. Boulding has become a 
partner in the Washington, D. C. , 
office of Long Aldridge & 
Norman L.L.P , a 160-lawyer 
corporate firm based in Atlanta . 
He specializes in health care and 
technology law, with particular 
focus on FDA regulation. His 
current special interests include 
the developing law of the 
Internet and government 
regulation of health information 
and medical software.He is co
author of the ABA Business Law 
Section's recent book Web-Linking 
Agreements: Contracting Strategies 
and Model Provisions. 

Robert E. Malchman is an 
Associate Professor of Legal 
Research and Writing al the 
Georgetown University Law 
Center. He also works part-time 
in the Litigation Depanment at 
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher L.L.P , 
where he was a full-time 
associate from 1991 to 1997. 
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Lisa . Olsen as l t d L 

partn rship in Lhe Chi ago-bas d 
law film Chapman and utl r. 
h practi es in th Banking 

Group, here sh prim ril deals 
with transa ti nal matt rs. h 
represents lend r in se ur d nd 
unsecured loans and pre
bankruptcy ork uts. 

Lynda (Hom rding) chul r 
has become a member of the law 
firm illiams & Connolly, 

ashington, D.C. 

1990 
Scott J. Campb 11 is serving as 
Legal Counsel to the President of 
the Republic of Palau, an ly
independent country located in 
Micronesia. He was formerly 
serving as Assistant Attorney 
General for the Repubhc. He is 
on leave from the Milwaukee 
office of Michael, Best & 
Friedrich. 

Jerry Gidner has taken the 
position of Environmental 
Compliance Coordinator for the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs in the 
Department of the Interior. He 
has previously worked at the 
Environmental Protection Agency 
and in two private law firms. 

Randall E. Kay was elected 
partner in the law firm Gray 
Cary Ware & Freidenrich, where 
he is a member of the firm's 
Technology and Intellectual 
Property Litigation Practice 
Group . He works in the firm's 
San Diego and Palo Alto, 
California, offices. 

illiam a co was 1 ct d 
ln r i i ag l w firm 
rks, d plan, LLd., 
er h ues t pra ll in 
l c l and land use 
ati n, pellate pr ctice. 

1992 
i toria T. Aguilar was named 

Vi e Presid nt f Interconnect 
Implementauon at U.S. est 
Communications. In her new 
position, she is responsible for 
coordinating interconnection 
negotiations, providing witness 
support for arbitration 
proceedmgs, and tracking 
contractual requirements 
contained in interconnect 
greements for the purpose of 

assuring compliance. She was 
formerly a senior attorney in the 
U. . West , Inc. Law Department , 
where she served as the lead 
New Mexico State Regulatory 
attorney and the company's 
nght-of-way subject matter 
expen. 

Margaret B. McLean has been 
appointed International Counsel, 
with responsibilities for all 
international legal affairs , by 
CH2M Hill Inc. he also was 
elected to the 1998-99 Board of 
Directors of the World Trad 
Center in Den er, Colorado, 
where she will be based. 

Patrick Romain has been named 
Vice President and Senior 
Corporale Counsel for Merrill 
Lynch & Co. and is responsible 
for intellectual property matters. 
He is admitted to practice before 
the U.S. Pat nt and Trademarks 
Office. 



DeAnn Foran Smith has been 
named pnn ipal in the Troy
based mtell tual pr perty law 
firrn of Harness, Dickey & 
Pierce, P.L. . In add11ion to 
hnganon, she con entrates her 
practic m obtaimng, enforcing 
and licensing patents and 
trademarks for clients m vanous 
b10techmcal and hemi al fields. 

1994 
J nni£ r B. Ander on has joined 
the Anzona Center for Law in 
the Public Interest in Phoenix, as 
a staff attorney. She was formerly 
an associate at Lewis and Roca 
in Phoemx. 

1995 
Bentina D . Chisolm has jomed 
Carolina Power and Light as 
Associate General Counsel. Her 
practice consists of labor 
employment law, and she resides 
in Raleigh, North Car lina. She 
previously practiced labor and 
employment law with Troutman 
Sanders, L.L.P., in Atlanta, 
Georgia. 

C ORRECTION 

E. De ter Galloway, ·5 7, of 
Hutchinson, Kansas, mcorrectly 
was reported as deceased in the 
urnmer 1998 issue of Law 

Quadrangle Notes . Noting the 
exaggeration of the report , he 
says "I am alive and well , and 
still engaged in th general 
pracuce of law on a daily basis." 
Law Quadrangle Notes regrets 
the error. 

D borah K. Johns and George 
E. King were mamed on Sambel 
Island, Flonda, m May. They 
now reside m Hong Kong. 

Ch ryl A. Leanza has become a 
staff attorney wnh Media Access 
Project, a non-profit public 
mterest law firm which promotes 
the public's First Amendment 
nght to receive mformanon m a 
diverse marketplace of ideas. She 
has been an attorney wuh the 
Federal Communications 
Commission's Common Carner 
Bureau smce 1995, where she 
worked on implementing the 
Universal Service proV1S10ns of 
the 1996 Telecomrnumcations 
Act. 

Christian Tietje has rece1 ed his 
Ph.D. (Dr. iur.) summa cum laudc 
from the University of Hamburg, 
Germany, with a thesis on non
tariff trade barriers and the 
WTO/GATT legal system. In July 
he became Assistant Professor of 
La at the alther- chueckmg
Institut for International la at 
the Uni ersity of Kiel , Germany. 

1996 
Am O'Meara Chambers has 
joined the la firm arner 
N r ross & Judd L.L.P. a an 
as 1ate pra ticing m the area of 
employee benefits. he , as 
pr vi u ly a oc1ated \VJ.th th 
l \ firm Ho ard & Howard, 
Bl mfi ld, Michigan. he li es 
in Grand Rapids v · th h r 
hu band, Rand . 

J ffre , Hodg 
ass i le with cD nnott, ill 
& Em ry in hi ag , 1s th 
u lh r of "Dedu ting Yi ar 2000 
osts," an article m Ta..x ot 

1 21-27 Qune 22, 199 ) that 
addre es th tax issue 
a s iated with the ' ear 2 00" 

CL Ass n o t e s 

computer crisis. Some $600 
billion will be spent worldwide 
to correct the problem, Kahn 
writes. "With that much money 
at stake, the question of how the 
tax law will treat year 2000 
expenses is a major issue. The 
tax treatment will have a large 
impact on the bottom line of 
many companies." 

1997 
Garrett D. Evers and Gregory 
R. Farkas have joined the law 
firm Thompson Hine & Flory 
L.LP. , as associates. Evers 
practices in the firm's corporate 
and securities practice area , 
while Farkas practices m the 
firm's litigation practice area. 
Both reside in Cleveland, Ohio. 

I N memoriam 

'26 
'30 
'32 

'33 

'34 
'35 

'36 

'37 

'38 

'39 

'41 
'40 
' 45 
'46 
'48 

'49 

'50 
'51 
'53 

'54 
'57 
'58 

'61 
'63 

Roben G. Jamieson 
James Montante 
Karl Y. Donecker 
Roben P. Small 
Robert P. Russell 
Halford I. Streeter 
Samuel H . Kaufman 
Edgar B. Galloway 
Clarence B. Slocum 
Leonard H . Weiner 
Roben A. Choate 
hiro Kashiwa 

Robert L. Pierce 
Katherine Stoll Bums 
Craig pangenberg 
HO\ ard A. McCowan 
John H. Thomson 
Lloyd Yenner 
1ane I. McHenry 

Charles E. Thomas 
Robertl. Refior 
Julian E. Clark 
Harold Elbert 
Paul J. Keller 
John D. ies 

1lliam A. Yolles 
Frank L. Adamson 
John . Crandell 
Gilbert A. Currie 
J . Ed ard Line 
Edgar H. chmiel 
Th mas Schick 
Thomas A. Rothwell 
Nobuki Kamida 
Charles E. Oldfather 
James L. eldon 
Charles M. rnith 
Robert E. Fremlin 

ol[ Haber 
Richard R. Roesch 
George . Sallade 
John M . Price 

May 5, 1998 
April 7, 1998 

ovember 22 , 199 7 

March 24, 1997 
October 8, 1997 

June 28, 1997 
February 8, 1997 

May 11 , 1998 
Apnl 7, 1998 

March 13, 1998 
May 2, 1998 

January 9, 1998 
March 1 7, 199 

May 16, 1998 
May 19, 199 
July 15, 1997 

June 29 , 199 
June 4, 1997 
April 4, 1998 
July 1, 199 

April 7, 1998 
December 6, 1997 

May 29, 199 
January 1, 1997 

ay 6, 199 
February 13, 199 
o ember 1 , 1997 

April 29,199 
January 27, 1997 

April 1, 199 
October 1, 1997 

June 20, 199 
January 15 , 199 
January 20, 199 

June 2, 1998 
Augu t 25 , 1997 

1.arch 16, 199 
June 1 , 1997 
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CENTER FOR 
INTERNATIONAL & COMPARATIVE LAW 

( )) 
C: oa '3 

' J en 
to the 

Some borders are falling - as in trade and travel, 
while others are stubbornly re-arising - as in the 
fracturing of Yugoslavia and the inter-tribal warfare in 
parts of Africa. We are aware of these events in our 
world as never before, and to say that the world is 
shrinking seems trite and simplistic. Yet only as these 
seismic facts seep into our daily lives do we begin to 
cope with their geometrically expanding impact. Legal 
systems that evolved in individual countries must 
operate in the international spotlight, if not context. 
International law is assuming an ever higher profile. 

The Law School has a long and rich history of 
international involvement and international education. 
Th is tradition is being reinvigorated with creation of 
the Center for International and Comparative Law, a 
capstone to the past that also is a springboard to the 
future. The following articles highlight aspects of the 
Center's official opening this fall and discuss three of 
the many activities that benefit from the Center's 
support - the Affiliated Overseas Faculty program, 
the Asylum and Refugee Law Program and the 
International Law Workshop. 
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New Center a boon to Law School's 
international program 

ALVAREZ 

Professor of Law Jose Alvarez is 
elated at the possibilities created by 
the Law School's new Center for 
International and Comparative Law. 

True, he says, the Law School has a 
long and laudable history of 
innovation and involvement in 
international law programs. Professors 
like Hessel E. Yntema, William W 
Bishop and Eric Stein, and more 
recently John H. Jackson, charted new 
paths in their exploration of the fields 
of international, comparative and 
trade law. 

True, Alvarez says, the Law School 
each year attracts some of the most 
outstanding students from around the 
world to its advanced degree 
programs in international law and 
international economic law. 

True, he continues, the Law School 
offers opportunities for its faculty to 
teach overseas and its students to 

study overseas and work on 
internships and externships in 
countries like Cambodia and South 
Africa. 

But now, through the Center, the 
Law School has a single locus for 
many of these and other programs, 
even though each will retain the 
independence and specially tailored 
aspects that have nourished their 
individual personalities and 
attractions. In addition, the Center 
offers faculty members from the Law 
School and elsewhere, as well as 
visitors and current and prospective 
students, a central place to begin their 
inquiries into the Law School's 
international offerings. 
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Establishment of the Center also 
reflects the Law School's commitment to 
international programs that both offer 
opportunities overseas to students and 
faculty and bring to the School some of 
the leaders in international law from 
higher education and government 
around the world. 

Official opening of the Center is in 
October, coinciding with Judge Richard 
J. Goldstone's delivery of the William W 
Bishop Lectures in International Law 
October 8 and 9. (See accompanying 
story.) At deadline time, other activities 
associated with the opening include a 
luncheon for the Center's board members 
and a banquet on October 9 and a 
working session for board members on 
October 10. 

"The new Center for International and 
Comparative Law is a great boon to the 
Law School's already strong international 
programs," says Alvarez. "lt improves our 
ability to offer high quality courses in 
many aspects of international law as well 
as to bring highly regarded scholars and 
leaders to the Law School to lecture, 
meet with students and faculty, and do 
research in our library, which has one of 
the best collections in internaLional law 
of any law library in the country." 

The Center, headquartered in 
renovated office spaces off the Reading 
Room (see photos, page 33) is the Law 
School's "focal point for visiting foreign 
faculty as well as members of the 
permanent faculty and students with 
interests in international law, including 
international economic law and foreign 
and comparative law," according to 
information prepared for distribution at 
the opening. The Center also coordinates 
and provides support for faculty-initiated 
programs dealing with South Africa, 

Cambodia, and refugee studies. It 
assists with the Law School's faculty 
exchanges with the University of Tokyo 
and Cambridge University, and future 
faculty exchanges with the universities 
of Toronto and Munich and schools in 
the People's Republic of China. The 
Center also is coordinating an 
American-European conference on 
current issues in international law at 
the Law School March 25-27, 1999. 

Virginia Gordan, Assistant Dean of 
International Programs, is responsible 
for the administration of the Center. 
"This year we are offering more than 
25 courses on international and 
comparative topics, welcoming visiting 
distinguished jurists and practitioners 
in the international arena, putting on 
conferences on such topics as refugee 
law, European law and international 
terrorism, and offering for the fourth 
year our weekly International law 
Workshop, which brings exciting , 
speakers on hot topics in international 
law to the School," said Gordan. "The 
Center will serve as welcome mat, 
organizer, supporter, guide and focus 
for these many energetic endeavors of 
faculty and students." 
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Affiliated Overseas Faculty program 
strengthens international offerings 

Overseas visitors help to globahze the views and expenences that are part of Law 
School hfe, and the School has a long history of attractmg teachers and lecturers from 
countnes around the world Somenmes these vi.sits are for a full term or more , sometimes 
for as short a time as ll takes for the visitor to give a smgle lecture or to teach a 
compressed short course. 

The Law School has begun a program of longer-term arrangements with faculty from 
overseas. Called Affiliated Overseas Faculty, these scholars will teach at the Law School at 
least one term a year for the foreseeable future . 

Two Affiliated Overseas Faculty are teachmg at the Law School this year: Chnstopher 
McCrudden and Bruno Simma. Both previously have taught at the Law School and are 
acquamted with Law School faculty, staff and students 

McCrudden, a Reader in Law at Oxford Umverstty and a Fellow at Lincoln College, 
Oxford, has an LLB. from Queens Umversity, an LL.M. from Yale Law School, and an 
M.A. and D. Phil . from Oxford. He serves on the editorial boards of the Oxford journal of 
Legal Studies , the Review of Employment Topics, and the lntematwnal]oumal of 
Disoimination and the Law. 

McCrudden is teaching two courses thl.5 fall , European & Comparative Human Rights 
Law and Incorporating International Human Rights Law into Domestic Law He is co
teaching the latter courses with Charles F and Edith J. Clyne Professor of Law A.W Brian 
Simpson. 

Simma, Professor and Dean of the Law Faculty at the Umversity of Munich, was a 
member of the Law School faculty from 1987-92. He is co-founder and co-editor of the 
European journal of lntematwnal Law, has sen,ed as vice-president of the council of the 
German Sooety of International Law, and served as coun.sel for Cameroon m a boundaries 
dispute with Nigeria before the International Court of Jusuce He is a member of the 
International Olympic Committee's Court of Arbitrat10n in Sports and of the UN 
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. He 1s an expert on conflict
prevent10n activities of the UN -ecretary General. 

This fall imma is teaching Modem Internauonal Lawmakmg and ts co-teachmg 
Internauonal Law ,vith Assistant Professor of Law Michael Heller 

At deadline ume, plans for fall 1999 mcluded having Affiliated Overseas Faculty 
member Christine Chinkin, Professor of Internanonal Law, London chool of Economics, 
co-teach Feminism and International Law with Elizabeth A. Long Professor of Law 
Catharine A. MacKinnon. 

Christopher McCruddcn Bnmo Simma 
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A champion of justice 
at home and abroad 
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GOLDSTONE 

Justice Richard J. Goldstone's 
commitment to justice knows no 
bard rs. A ureless opponent of apartheid 
in his native South Afnca, he now is a 
key player in the construction of a new 
nation under law in South Afnca , where 
he is one of the 11 justices of the 
Constitutional Court, South Africa's 
highest court. 

But when the call came, he took leave 
from the court from 1994-96 - at the 
urging and with the blessing of South 
African President Nelson Mandela -
to serve as Chief Prosecutor for the 
International Criminal Tnbunals for 
Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia. Both 
his view from the bench and his work as 
prosecutor are subjects for his William 
W Bishop Lectures in International 
Law at the Law School this year: on 
October 8 his subject is "The New South 
Afncan Constitution: The Importance of 
Comparative Law," and on October 9 
his topic is "International War Crimes 
Prosecutions: Retrospect and Prospect ." 

The lectures honor William W 
Bishop, who taught at the Law School 
from 1948 until he took emeritus status 
m 1977. Bishop, the Edwin DeWitt 
Dickinson University Professor of Law 
from 1966-76, was Editor m Chief of the 
American Journal of International Law 
from 1953-55 and again from 1962-70. 
He served as honorary President of the 
American Society of International Law 
from 1982-84 and was a member of the 
Permanent Court of Arbitration from 
1975-81. Twice he was invited to deliver 
the prestigious Hague Lectures at The 
Hague Academy of International Law. 

Goldstone's delivery of the Bishop 
Lectures is one of the activities associated 
with official opemng of the Law chool's 
new Center for lnternanonal and 
Comparative Law. (See accompanymg 
story) His experience as war tribunals 
prosecutor and m interpreting the young 

outh Afncan consmution, which was 
fashioned after exhaustive study of 
constitutions from many of the world's 
countnes , makes him the ideal speaker 
to help launch the Center. 

"Was 1t a difficult decision to take 
leave from the Constitutional Court given 
the fledgling nature of democracy in 
South Africa?" Goldstone once was asked 
for the journal T,·ansnational Law & 
Contempora,y Problems. 

"It was an extremely difficult decision, 
but it was made easier by President 
Mandela's feeling that it was important 
for me to accept the mvitation from the 
United Nations to work as the Chief 
Prosecutor," Goldstone answered. "This 
was essentially the first opportumty for a 
South African to have an important 
position with the United Nations since 
South Afnca rejoined the internanonal 
community " 

"I have no doubt that you cannot get 
peace without JUStice ," Goldstone 
elaborated later in that inteTV1ew. "This 1s 
especially true in regions such as the 
former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, where 
there IS such a long history of ethnic 
violence and murder, gomg back in both 
cases to the last century In both of those 
regions, people have never been called to 

account. This, I have no doubt , is one of 
the reasons, if not the main reason, fo1 
cycles of violence having become the 
order of history in recent decades. If 
people are not brought to account, it 
means that justice is being demed for the 
victims, and we are dealing with millions 
of victims here. If there is no justice, 
there is no hope of reconciliation or 
forgiveness because these people do not 
know whom to forgive . People in that 
situation end up taking the law into their 
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own hands, and that is the beginning of 
the next cycle of violence." 

Goldstone was aware of the difficulties 
he faced in getting the international 
support that he needed to prosecute 
those whom the tribunals indicted. After 
leaving the post, he rued the small 
number of trials that had occurred and 
criticized the lack of due process 
protections for those who were tried in 
Rwandan national courts. 

Still, he noted in a talk at the U.S. 
Holocaust Memorial Museum early last 
year, the tribunals are the "first really 
international war crimes tribunals - the 
Nuremberg and Tokyo trials after World 
War II were held by the victors in that 
war - and are a very significant 
precedent. International law has been 
moved fmward in very important areas." 
At home, he views South Africa's Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission as 
another way of bringing about "healing" 
after past wrongs. The Commission, 
chaired by Bishop Desmond Tutu, can 
grant immunity from prosecution if past 
wrongs were politically motivated or for 
some other reasons. "A truth commission 
is high risk," Goldstone told his audience 
at the Holocaust Memorial, "but in the 
South African case, it is succeeding 
beyond expectations. Over 4,000 
applications for indemnity from 
prosecution have been received. Had all 
these people been prosecuted, the trials 
would have taken years." 

In addition, he noted in the 
Commission's case of South African 
police officers who admitted complicity 
in the murder of black leader Steven 
Biko, traditional trials might not have 
brought out the truth. "If criminal trials 
would have been favored, it is possible 
the relatives and the nation would never 
learn what happened because the police 
officers would not voluntarily come 
forward," he said. 

Dealing with war cnmes and 
systematic human rights violations 
requires at least a four-pronged 
approach, according to Goldstone: 

■ "Exposure of the truth so that there 
is no collective guilt attached to an 
entire people." 

■ "A detailed record of the history" of 
the violations. 

■ "Public acknowledgment to the 
victims." 

■ "A deterrent example set." 

Goldstone graduated from the 
University of Witwatersrand in 1962 
and began practice as an Advocate at 
the Johannesburg Bar. He became 
Judge of the Transvaal Supreme Court 
in 1980 and nine years later he was 
appointed Judge at the Appellate 
Division of the Supreme Court. 
During the years 1991-94 he chaired 
South Africa's Commission of Inquiry 
regardmg Public Violence and 
Intimidation, whose investigations of 
political violence led to charges 
against some government officials. 

Goldstone also is Chancellor of the 
University of Witwatersrand, 
Johannesburg, and a member of the 
board of its School of Law. He heads 
the board of the Human Rights 
Institute of South Africa, is a 
Governor of the Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem, and chairs the Standing 
Advisory Committee of Company 
Law. Last year he was named a 
member of the International Panel 
established by the Argentine 
government to monitor its inquiry 
into Nazi activities in Argentina. 

Board reflects 
multinational ties, expertise 

The Board of Directors of the Law School's new 
Center for International and Comparative Law, 
whose seats still were being filled at deadline time, 
includes international law specialists from the 
public and private sector and higher education. 
both in the United States and abroad. Here is the 
board as constituted at deadline time: 

■ Aharon Barak, Visitfng Professor '90· '93, 
Justice of the Supreme Court of Jerusalem. 
■ Giorgio V. Bernini, LL.M. '54, S.J.D. '59, 
'59 Visiting Professor, Studio Bernini e Associati. 
Bologna, Italy, and Chair of Arbitration and 
International Commercial Law and Director of the 
Department of Law and Economics, University of 
Bologna. ■ Emilio J. Cardenas, M.C.L. '66. 
Ambassador-at-Large for Argentina, of HSBC 
Roberts, Buenos Aires. Former President of the UN 
Security Council. ■ Timothy L. Dickinson, '79, of 
Dickinson Landmeier and recent chair of the ABA 
Section on International Law. ■ Claus-Dieter 
Ehlermann, '55-'56 Graduate Student, European 
University Institute, San Dominico di Fiesole, Italy. 
■ Susan G. Esserman, '77, Assistant Secretary 
of Commerce; recently nominated by President 
Clinton as Deputy United States Trade 
Representative. ■ Wolfgang Fikentscher. 
LL.M. '54, '66 Visiting professor, '87 Research 
Scholar, University of Munich Faculty of Law, 
Munich. ■ Jochen A. Frowein, M.C.L. '58, '92·'93 
Visiting Professor, Max-Planck-lnstitut, Heidelberg, 
Germany. ■ Koichiro Fujikura, '88 and '94-'95 
Visiting Prortessor; member of the Faculty of Law, 
Waseda Unlversity, Tokyo. ■ John H. Jackson, '59, 
Hessel E. Yntema Professor Emeritus of Law, 
currently teaching at Georgetown Law Center. 
■ Jane Olson, founder and co-chair of Human 
Rights Watch/California; Vice President of Women's 
Commission for Refugee Women and Children; 
board member, Santa Barbara International Film 
Festival; President of the Board of Trustees, 
Polytechnic School, Pasadena; President. Los 
Angeles host committee for World Cup '94; and 
founder and former president, Pasadena Art 
Workshops. ■ Ernst-Ulrich Petersmann, '91-'92 
and '96 Visiting Professor, Volkerrecht, Europarecht 
& Schweizerisch, Saint Gallen, Switzerland. 
■ Elizabeth Rindskopf. with the Washington, 
D.C., office of Bryan Cave and former CIA General 
Counsel. ■ James F. Sams, '57. President/CEO of 
American Development Services Corporation. 
Chevy Chase, Maryland. ■ Henry G. Schermers, 
'68-'69 and '95-'96 Visiting Professor, Van Asbeck 
Professor of Human Rights, University of Leiden. 
■ Gare A. Smith, '83 , Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
U.S. Department of State. ■ Yoichiro Yamakawa, 
LL.M. '69, '68-'69 graduate student, '91-'93 Visiting 
Professor; Koga & Partners. Tokyo. 

At deadline time, most board members planned 
to attend activities associated with the opening 

of the Law School's Center for International and 
Comparative Law in October. 
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Listen to Professor of Law James 
Hathaway and you'll hear the word 
"relevant" again and again. Refugee 
law, says the international refugee and 
asylum law specialist, rarely 
detennines how states respond to 
involuntary migration. Even as armed 
conflict and human rights abuse 
continue to force mdividuals and 
groups to flee their home countries, 
Hathaway observes that many 
count1ies are withdravv'i.ng from the 
legal duty to provide refugees with the 
protection they require. While 
governments proclaim a willingness to 
assist refugees as a matter of political 
discretion or humanitarian goodwill, 
they appear committed to a pattern of 
defensive strategies designed to avoid 
internanonal legal responsibility 
toward involuntary migrants. "Can 
refugee law be made relevant to 
current conditions?", he asks m person 
and in print. (See "Can International 
Refugee Law Be Made Relevant 
Again?", page 106). 

Part of the problem, Hathaway 
explains, is that the duties under 
international refugee law are 
fundamentally misunderstood. While 
refugees are commonly thought of as 
immigrants - because it was 
politically, economically, and socially 
logical to assimilate post-World War II 
refugees into Western countries - the 
real obligation owed to refugees is 
instead simply to provide dignified 
protection for the duration of risk in 
their home country ·when govern
ments treat refugees as nothing more 
than a class of immigrants, the public 
loses sight of the human rights baslS 
for theu need to flee. And because 
refugees today rarely anive with the 
skills mdustnalized countnes value -
and also have lost their political value 
in the post-Cold War era - Western 
countries are increasingly trying to 
keep refugees from leaving their home 
countnes m the first place. The result is 
that refugees are trapped in dangerous 
conditions m or near their home 
countnes. 
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Refugee law is about protection , 
not immigration 

The key, Hathaway says, is to get back 
to basics. He recently has directed a five
year, interdisciphnary research effort to re
work the mechan1Sms of international 
refugee law. The proposed model - the 
basis for a new law now being drafted in 
South Africa - responds to refugees' 
needs and offers them safety and dignified 
treatment until and unless they can return 
home. It also shares the duty of protection 
equitably among states, with each country 
contributing in accordance with its own 
capabilities and strengths. 

"The most important remedy for 
human rights abuse in the world today is 
refugee protection," he says. "Other forms 
of international protection all hinge on 
political goodwill. Refugee law is the only 
truly autonomous international remedy to 
human rights abuse. It guarantees people 
at risk of persecution the right to get out 
of harms way" 

Hathaway, formerly a professor at 
Osgoode Hall Law School in Toronto, 
joined the Law School faculty this year 
with a vision of making this school 
"the world leader in refugee law." He plans 
to reach that goal through a 
five-part approach that combines Law 
School courses, summer internships for 
law students, recruitment of top graduate 
student candidates from around the 
world, junior and senior Visiting Scholars, 
and an annual workshop of creative 
refugee law experts to tackle cutting-edge 
concerns. This year, the Law School hosts 
refugee law experts Erik Roxstrom, 
Assistant Professor of Law at the 
University of Bergen, Norway, dunng the 
fall term, and Philip Rudge, founding 
General-Secretary of the European 
Council on Refugees and Exiles, during 
part of the spring term. 

Hathaway launched the new curriculum 
this fall by teaching Internanonal Refugee 
Law, a course designed to provide "a 
comprehensive introduction to the 

international legal regime for the 
protection of involun-tary migrants.·· 

'The essential premise of the course 
is that refugee law should be 
understood as a mode of human rights 
protection, the viability of which 
requires striking a balance between the 
needs of the vict.1IT1S of human rights 
abuse, and the legitimate aspirations of 
the countries to which they flee," he 
said in a preview of the class. He added 
that the course "will clearly define and 
apply contemporary legal standards, 
situate United States asylum law within 
its internauonal legal context, and 
subject the present protection regime to 
critical, interdisciplinary scrutiny" 

Winter term offerings will include 
International Human Rights Law and a 
seminar in Comparative Asylum Law. 
An interdisciplinary research seminar 
on Emerging Responses to Forced 
Migration, drawing on the rich social 
sciences resources of other parts of the 
University of Michigan, will complete 
the roster of core courses in the field 
beginning next fall. 

An advanced clinical program in 
asylum law is being designed, and 
summer internships at Amnesty 
International, the United Nations, and 
other key organizations around the 
world have been arranged. 

Hathaway is committed to giving 
Michigan law students an exceptional 
range of learning opportunities in 
refugee law, ombining doctrinal and 
policy work, theoretical and hands-on 
learning, and a solid mix of U.S. and 
mternational law perspectives. 



Lecture series sharpens 
'cutting edge' view of world's issues 

Speahmg to the Law Schools International Law 
Wor1ishop last Ja11ua1y, John Crook, U.S. State 

Department Assistant Legal Advisor for UN Affairs, 
describes his role in arguing the Locherbie bombing 
case before the International Court of Justice in late 

1997. The court issued its decision in Feburary. 

Those who attended the Law School's International Law Workshop (ILW) 
lectures had an ms1der'.s view of the issues when the International Court of 
Justice (ICJ) ruled last February that it had jurisdicnon m the case pitting 
Libya against the Umted States and Great Bntam over exrradmon of Libyan 
suspects in the Lockerbie bombmg case. 

Two hundred seventy people died in that 1988 bombmg of Pan American 
Airways Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland. The U.S. and Great Britam 
quickly brought charges against two Libyan intelligence operat1ves for the 
bombings, but Libya refused to give them up formal m Scottish or U.S 
courts . The UN Secunty Council passed resolutions imposing sanctions on 
Libya, and Libya had turned to the IC] to review the legaluy of the Secunty 
Council actions. 

Only a month before the IC] handed down its decision, U.S. State 
Department Assistant Legal Advisor for UN Affairs John Crook, who had 
argued the U.S. side before the IC], laid out the issues and tactics of the case 
for an International Law Workshop lecture at the Law School. ''I don't think 
that the Lockerbie cases are an mtemational analog for Marbwy v. Madison ," 
he said at the time, referring to the 1803 U .5. Supreme Court decision that 
established judicial review. The ICJ felt otherwise, however, and said that lt 
had jmisdiction in the case. 

ILW is one of the programs that operates through the Law Schools new 
Center for International &: Comparauve Law. It'.s typical of ILWs nearly weekly 
lectures to present leaders in internanonal legal activines speakmg on current , 
ongoing issues. For example, last years list of speakers also included 
Karthigasen Govender, LL.M. '88, a member of the South African Human 
Rights Commission, speaking on ''Achieving Substantive Equality in a Society 
Founded Upon Inequality" (an e, cerpt of his talk appeared m 41 .1 Law 
Quadrangle Note 17-18 [Spring 1998]), and Dr. Mohammad Abdel Haleem, 
Director of the Islamic Studies Center at the chool of Oriental and African 
Studies, University of London, speaking on "Human Rights in Islam and the 
United Nations Instruments." The latter talk was co-sponsored by the Law 
School and the University of Michigan Center for Middle Eastern & North 
African Studies. This year the ILW contmues its practice of presenung a se1ies 
of speakers whose talks illuminate the inside workings of some of the most 
thorny, stubborn issues in international law today The lmeup for this fall tern1 
includes a professor from Oxford University, a Justice of the Supreme Court 
of Japan, a senior counsel with the World Bank and a justice of the 
Constitutional Court of South Africa who also has served as Chief Prosecutor 
for the UN International Criminal Tribunals for Rwanda and the fom1er 
Yugoslavia. The latter speaker, Judge Richard J. Goldstone (see story on 
page 80), is delive1ing the William W Bishop Lectures in International Law, 
which this year are associated with official launching of the Law Schools new 
Center for International and Comparative Law. 

At deadline ume, ILW'.s schedule for 
this term looked like this : 

• September 16: "The Northern Ireland Peace 
Agreement," talk by Christopher Mccrudden, 
Reader in Law at Oxford University. 

• September 23: "Reflections on the Japanese 
Supreme Court," talk by Justice ltsuo Sonobe, 
'57-'58 graduate student, Justice of the Supreme 
Court of Japan. 

• September 28: "The Gabcikovo-Nagymarus Project 
Case: Does the International Court Contribute to the 
Development of the International Law of the 
Environment?", talk by Pierre Dupuy, Professor at 
the University of Paris II and Director of the lnstitut 
de Hautes Etudes lnternationales de Paris. 

• October 8-9: The William W. Bishop Lectures in 
International Law: "The New South African 
Constitution: The Importance of Comparative Law" 
and "International War Crimes Prosecutions: 
Restrospect and Prospect," Judge Richard J. 
Goldstone, member of the South African 
Constitutional Court. 

• October 14: "Taiwan - Alternatives to Statehood," 
talk by Bruno Simma, Professor and Dean of the 
University of Munich Law Faculty. 

• October 21: "International Trade Law and the 
Protection of Endangered Species: The Sea Turtles 
Dispute," talk by Robert Howse, Professor, 
University of Toronto Law School. 

• October 28: "Can Refugee Law Be Made Relevant 
Again?", talk by Professor James Hathaway of the 
Law School (see story on page 82). 

• November 4: "Jubilee 2000: The International Debt 
Relief Challenge and the Limits of International 
Law," Jonathan Pavluk, Senior Counsel, Europe 
and Central Asia Division, Legal Department of the 
World Bank. 

• November 11: "National Interest in the 
International Tax Game," Tsilla Dagan, Bar llan 
University, Israel. 

Al deadline lime, talks on 
November 18 and during the winter term 

had not been announced. 
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84 THE U N JVER !TY O F MICHIGAN LAW CHOOL 

Amid recognize that when women 
and men are sexually violated, verbally 
or physically; they are targeted and 
harmed as women and as men. Amici 
are united in the view that same-sex 
sexual harassment, no less than 
opposite-sex sexual harassment, 
violates civil rights to sex equality 
under law. They believe that citizens 
should have a right to seek redress of 
such injuries. 

Through their experiences and 
work, amid have learned that sexual 
abuse of men by men is a serious and 
neglected social problem inextricably 
connected to sexual abuse of women 
by men. Male sexual aggression has 
widespread negative effects and deep 
roots in sex inequality in society Amici 
believe that perpetrators of sexual 
harassment should derive no legal 
immunity from the gender of their 
victims. Amici thus share an interest in 
the legal recognition of Joseph Oncale'.s 
right to sue for sexual harassment by 
his male superiors as sex discrimination 
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964. 

FACTS 
Joseph Oncale was employed from 

August to November of 1991 by 
Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc ., as 
a roustabout on an oil rig in the sea for 

7 an hour, seven days on, seven days 
off. It was a dangerous, isolated job in 
an all-male environment. As accepted 
on this motion, three men sexually 
harassed him there: John Lyons, his 
Sundowners supervisor and Danny 
Pippen and Brandon Johnson, two 
Sundowner coworkers. 

On October 25 , 1991 , Oncale was 
first sexually attacked physically 
Pippen grabbed him, pulled him down 
and held him immobile in a squatting 
position on his knees while Lyon 
unzipped his pants, pulled out his 
penis , and stuck it onto the back of 
Oncale's head. Lyons and Pippen 
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In m harassment 

a,otad amis claims before 
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plain language 

of the statute, 
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ncale lat r th t d y l am d 
f his c w rk rs had n th 

day, Br nd nj hn 
d n mom nt n th j o 
n al and for e him to th gr und 

again. 1: ons pulled his p ni out nd put 
it on On al ' arm. On pl in d t 
uperior . 

That same night, Ly ns nd Pipp n 
tt mpted to rap On al s h 

taking a ho er. s n al re all it: 
Pippen grabbed him liftin him off th 
gr und by the knees , whil )ohn 1: ons 
grabs th bar of soap and rubbed it 
between the cheeks of m as and tells 
me ou kno , the 're fixing to fuck 
me ... " He believed the intentions of 
Lyons were to rape m " and th f 
Pippen ere 'to as ist and/ r help ... 
rape me , too . 

On ale complained further and tried 
to arrange to get off the rig. The sexual 
ad ances and sexual threats continued. 
On ale "felt that if I didn't lea e m job, 
that I would be raped or forced to ha e 
s ... that if I didn t get off the rig, that 
I would be se rually violated." 

Oncale continued to try to work but 
"couldn't sleep because I was afraid that 
they would do something to me I 
couldn't fight, and I felt disgraced." 
Oncale quit soon thereafter, stating on 
his pink slip that he 'voluntarily left due 
to sexual harassment and erbal abuse ." 
On December 5, 1991 , he filed a 
complaint for sexual harassment with the 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (E.E.O.C.). His suit for 
sexual discrimination under Title VII 
complained of both hostile environment 
and quid pro quo sexual harassment: "I 
felt that it was almost to a point where it 
was my livelihood." 

In 1993, Oncale began experiencing 
severe panic attacks and other episodes 
of long-term post-traumatic stress . He 
became dizzy, numb in his hands , and 
had a rapid heartbeat, symptoms that he 
continues to attempt to control and treat 
with medication and counseling. 

SUMMARY OF 
AGREEMENT 

· g ri us and 
ial with d p ro 

i d rall 
p rmit m n w Uy 
a d 
h 
u it f 
1 s th 
d r r · ] is a 
p · · u gal teg ri ally 
p in ua summary 
d tio · m h victim 
a ti r ar f t e s x. Its 
d ubl stand ge stice dem 
men right be th men - · th 
n gati e 1mpl' s f and lesbian 
rights as well, emplified by the 
relat d Four it approa h, under 
whi h heteros p rp trators may 
commit a ts f ich h mosexual 
perpetrators are h ld l gally responsible. 
These decisions make accountability for 
se dis rimination tum on who one is , 
not on what is done. 

The better approach ad anced by 
amici, building on the ast body of 
judicial precedent, is not abstract but 
con rete . Whether an assault is "because 
of sex," triggering Title VII , is a factual 
determination. Other legal requisites 
being met, if acts are sexual and hurt one 
se , they are sex-based, regardless of the 
gender and sexual orientation of the 
parties. 

The Fifth Circuit decision at bar is 
bottomed on misconceptions about the 
gendered nature of the sexual abuse of 
men, particularly its connections to the 
inequality of women to men and of gays 
and lesbians to heterosexuals. Male 
rape - whether the victim is male or 
female - is an act of male dominance , 
marking such acts as obviously gender
based and making access to s equality 
rights for Joseph Oncale indisputable. 

The Equal Protection Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment, as well as clear 
statutory principles, requir s recognizing 
same-se sexual assault as unquestionably 
actionable as sex discrimination under 
Title VII as a matter of law. The decisi n 
of the Fifth Circuit in this case must 
accordingly be reversed. 



AGREEMENT 
The foundation of Oncale and 

fountainhead of its legal error is Goluszek 
v. Smith, 697 E Supp. 1452 (N.D. Ill. 
1988). Goluszek held that while women 
sexually harassed by men have a Title VII 
remedy, because women are unequal to 
men at work, men sexually harassed by 
men have none, because an all-male 
male-dominated environment cannot 
discriminate against a man as a man. 
Sexually victimized men are thus denied 
access to civil rights remedies when other 
men sexually violate or demean them at 
work in circumstances in which 
identically situated women have clear 
claims. 

The many courts that have recognized 
the actionability of same-sex harassment 
claims before and since Goluszek have 
relied on the plain language of the 
statute, the clear weight of authority in 
sexual harassment cases, and deference 
to E.E.O.C. guidelines. They have used 
simple logic, equality principle, life 
experience and common sense. The 
handful of courts that have refused to 
recognize the claim rely on Goluszek. 

I. Sexual abuse of men by men 
is a serious social problem of 
gender inequality. 

Amici - as survivors of and experts 
on male-on-male sexual abuse - submit 
that Goluszek, hence the Fifth Circuit 
reliance on it, incorrectly analyzed the 
sexual abuse of men by men. Men are 
discriminated against based on their sex 
when sexually aggressed against by other 
men. They are targeted as men -
usually as certain kinds of men - to be 
victimized through their masculinity, 
violated in their minds and bodies as 
individual members of their gender, as 
gender is socially defined. 

A. Male dominance in society 
includes sexual dominance of some men 
over other men as well as over women. 

Amici strongly agree with the Goluszek 
court that Title VII - certainly as 
amended and interpreted over time - is 
aimed at rectifying sex-based power 
imbalances and stopping male abuses of 
power in the workplace. But men abuse 
male power over other men as well as 
over women. To conclude, from the fact 

that women are differentially sexually 
abused at work, that men who are 
sexually abused are not abused as men, 
and should have no Title VII relief, 
reflects not only faulty analysis but false 
assumptions, misreadings and 
incomplete information. 

The Goluszek opinion displays several 
common myths about male-on-male 
sexual abuse with which amici are 
familiar in their work: that men, acting 
as members of their gender, cannot and 
do not dominate other men as well as 
women; that when a man sexually abuses 
another man, the actions are not sexual 
and not gender-based; and that male 
domination of some men over other men 
is not part of the social system whereby 
men dominate women. 

In the world of Goluszek, men in all
male environments do not oppress other 
men in sex-specific ways. As one district 
court, in following Goluszek, put it: 'This 
theory focuses on whether there is an 
atmosphere of oppression by a 'dominant 
gender,' and thus assumes that the 
harasser and victim must be of opposing 
genders." Masculinity is assumed to be 
uniform, gender making all men 
sufficiently equal to one another that no 
man can be in a significant position of 
powerlessness relative to another man. 
But as study after study has shown and 
Michael Scarce discussed in his 1997 
book Male on Male Rape: Tiie Hidden Toll 
of Stigma and Shame, all-male environments 
are frequently characterized by extreme 
hierarchy well-documented to breed 
sexual abuse of men by men, whether 
from "a sense of macho competition, 
violence as a right of passage, an 
expression of dominant status, or an 
initiation of hazing." 

Men are most often raped by other 
men when there are no women around: 
in prisons, in confined and isolated work 
sites, in mens schools and colleges, in 
the military, in athletics, in fraternities. 
Men sexually abuse those they have 
power over in society: first, women and 
children; then other men, typically on 
the basis of their status as men of a 
particular age, physical stature, ethnicity, 
race, disability, or perceived or actual 
sexual orientation, that makes them 
attractive for, or vulnerable to, male 
sexual aggression. 

The Goluszek court held that a man 
cannot be made inferior as a man in an 
all-male setting. Both Goluszek and 

Oncale were treated as inferior men in 
very standard ways - Oncale more 
violently Oncales attackers were 
asserting male dominance through 
imposing sex on a man with less power. 
Men who are sexually assaulted are 
thereby stripped of their social status as 
men. They are feminized: made to serve 
the function and play the role 
customarily assigned to women as mens 
social inferiors. In terms that apply to 
male-on-male rape generally, Susan 
Brownmiller, in Against Our Will: Men, 
Women, and Rape (1975), analyzes prison 
rape of men as "an acting out of power 
roles within an all-male, authoritarian 
environment in which the weaker, 
younger inmate ... is forced to play the 
role that in the outside world is assigned 
to women." This lowers the victims 
status, making him inferior as a man by 
social standards. For a man to be 
sexually attacked, by placing him in a 
womans role, demeans his masculinity; 
he loses it, so to speak. This cannot be 
done to a woman. What he loses, he 
loses through gender, as a man. 

Often it is men perceived not to 
conform to stereotyped gender roles who 
are the targets of male sexual aggression. 
Goluszek was taunted for appearing 
unwilling to oppress women sexually 
Because he did not conform to his male 
coworkers' view of what his gender 
behavior ought to be, because he was not 
seen to be practicing sexual objectification 
and subordination of women, he was 
seen as less a man according to their sex
stereotyped standards. Goluszek was 
punished, ostracized, insulted and forced 
to consume pornography to make him 
conform to their stereotype of how a 
man should be a man by subordinating 
women sexually Having his gender 
questioned in this way marked 
Goluszeks abuse as sex-based. Title VIIs 
goal of "strik[ing] at the entire spectrum 
of disparate treatment of men and 
women resulting from sex stereotypes" 
clearly intercepts such acts. 

The reading of Title VII by Goluszek 
and its progeny did nothing for women 
except use their powerlessness to justify 
doing nothing for relatively powerless 
men. The errors in Oncale predicated 
upon it should not be followed by this 
Court. 
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B. Denial of sex and gender in male
on-male sexual abuse maintains male 
dominance. 

The gravamen of Goluszeh is that male 
same-sex aggression is not gendered in 
the sense that Title VII requires. Implicit 
is an insistence that men cannot be 
sexually dominated in their social status 
or roles as men. The denial that 
interactions among men can have a 
sc,.'Ual component, and that sexual abuse 
of men is gendered, are twin features of 
the social ideology of male dominance 
with which amici are familiar as experts. 
In this ideology, men are seen as sexually 
invulnerable. This image protects men 
from much male sexual violence and 
naturalizes the sexual abuse of women, 
making it seem that women, biologically, 
are sexual victims. Denying that men can 
be sexually abused as men thus supports 
the gender hierarchy of men over women 
in society. The illusion is preserved that 
men are sexually inviolable, hence 
naturally superior, as the sexual abuse of 
men by men is kept invisible. 

Accordingly, some courts jump to de
sexualize and de-gender male-on-male 
sexual aggression in denying access to 
equality relief; they call the behavior at 
issue "horseplay," "mere locker room 
antics," being "razzed;" and "a personal 
grudge match." They pass it off as 
"puerile and repulsive," "diffuse" and 
"ambiguous," "offensive and tasteless," 
obsessive, insecure, vulgar, insensitive, 
and mean, "crude and offensive," 
"physically violent and sadistic ... 
malevolence and spite," "cretinous," and 
"trash talk." The point is to call the 
behavior anything but sexual and 
attribute it to anything but gender. 
Amazingly, even gender is used to deny 
gender, for example, "boys will be boys" 
- a gendered description if ever there 
was one - being considered not gender
based. That the behavior described may 
be everything these courts say it is does 
not mean that it is not sexual and 
gendered, hence sex-based. 

Denial that sexual abuse of men by 
men is sexual in nature is a common 
feature of male dominance. When a 
mans testicles are aggressively grabbed, it 
takes a lot to deny that the attack has 
something to do with the fact he is a 
man, but the district court managed it in 
Quich v. Donaldson Co., Inc. 895 F. Supp. 
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1288 (S.D. Ia. 1995). Attacks focused on 
male sexual organs are sexual attacks, 
hence sexual. With the Seventh Circuit 
in Doe v. Ci~ of Belleville, 1997 WL 
400219 (7t Cir. July 1, 1997), "frankly 
we find it hard to think of a situation in 
which someone intentionally grabs 
anothers testicles for reasons entirely 
unrelated to that person's gender." 

As Rus Ervin Funk notes in Men Who 
Are Raped, "Men's rape of women is a 
hateful act designed to reinforce male 
supremacy So is mens rape of men." He 
was abused as women are so of ten 
abused - except that women, when 
their sexuality hence their gender is 
assailed by men at work, have a Title VII 
remedy 

II. Sexual harassment of men by men 
is sex-based abuse under sex equality 
guarantees as a matter of law. 

A. Sex discrimination law, hence 
sexual harassment law, protects both 
sexes. 

Sexual harassment is legally recognized 
as a form of sex-based discrimination. 
There is no question that both Title VII 
and the Equal Protection Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment, under which 
sexual harassment is also actionable, 
protect both sexes equally, even if, due to 
gender inequality in society, these 
provisions, as applied, do not always 
affect the sexes in precisely the same way 

The plain language of Title VII 
protects all individuals from sex 
discrimination: "It shall be an unlawful 
employment practice for an employer ... 
to discriminate against any individual 
with respect to his ... terms, conditions, 
or privileges of employment, because of 
such individuals ... sex .... " In 
deciding that this prohibition on 
discrimination "because of such 
individual's sex" applied to men, this 
Court stated in Newport News Shipbuilding 
& Dry Dach Co. v. E.E.O.C. in 1983 that 
"male as well as female employees are 
protected against discrimination." 

Other than in the Goluszeh line of 
cases, sexual harassment law has 
uniformly followed the same rule for 
over 20 years, prohibiting unequal sexual 
predation at work regardless of the 
gender of the parties. As the Ninth 
Circuit put this principle in Nichols v. 
Franh 42 F. 3d 503 (9th Cir. 1994), "all 

individuals - male or female - belong 
to a 'protected' group for purposes of 
determining discrimination on the basis 
of their sex." Just as men unquestionably 
can bring Title VII claims when sexually 
harassed by women, and women when 
sexually harassed by men, nothing 
except Goluszeh and the Fifth Circuit says 
that men cannot bring the same claims 
women can bring, including claims 
against men. 

No one has legal carte blanche to 
discriminate against members of their 
own racial or gender group. Nor does 
any basic principle of equality law or the 
Supreme Courts recognition of the claim 
for a sexually hostile working environment 
restrict the relief available to survivors 
based on the gender of discriminator or 
victim. As noted by the Eleventh Circuit 
in ruling that same-sex harassment is 
actionable under Title VII, "There is 
simply no suggestion in these statutory 
terms that the cause of action is limited 
to opposite gender contexts." 

Title VII and the protections of the 
Constitutions Equal Protection Clause, as 
interpreted, form a single body of 
equality law on this point. Not only is 
the standard of review for women and 
men the same, but this Courts basic sex 
equality doctrine has been largely built in 
cases of men seeking sex equality rights. 

Equality rights, while based on group 
membership, are personal rights. While 
the Constitution, like Title VII, is rightly 
concerned for members of groups who 
have traditionally been subjected to 
systematic discrimination, it has never 
confined individual access to equality 
relief to members of such groups. 
Individual men may need equality rights 
particularly when, as here, their situation 
is exceptional among men and/or they 
are in situations in which women, as 
members of the subordinated gender 
group, are more typically found. 

B. Same-sex harassment is facially 
sex-based when it is sexual and one 
sex is victimized. 

To be actionable as sex discrimination, 
an impugned behavior must be "because 
of sex." When a man sexually harasses 
another man, how do we know it was 
"because of sex"? 

Drawing on over 20 years of judicial 
development of the legal claim for sexual 



harassment, the answer is the same for 
men as for women, for gay men and 
lesbian women as for heterosexual 
women and men. It is a question of fact. 
For purposes of motions testing the legal 
sufficiency of sexual harassment claims, 
sexual allegations are facially gender
based. When, in addition, one sex is 
disadvantaged, sex-based discrimination 
is unambiguously claimed as a matter of 
law 

l. Whether alleged acts are "based 
on sex" is a question of fact. 

The first two appellate cases to 
establish the legal claim for sexual 
harassment, Barnes v. Castle, 561 F.2d 
983 (D.C. Cir. 1977) [quid pro quo], and 
Bundy v. Jackson, 641 F.2d 934 (D.C. Cir. 
1981) [hostile environment], took the 
view that whether or not behavior was 
sex-based under Title VII was a question 
of fact. To overcome motions to dismiss 
arguing that sexual harassment of a 
woman by a man was not sex-based as a 
matter of law because the same thing 
could have been done to a man, the D. C. 
Circuit thought that what mattered was 
not what could have been done but what 
was done. 

Thus, in Barnes, the D.C. Circuit 
held: "But for her womanhood, from 
aught that appears, her participation in 
sexual activity would never have been 
solicited .... " Sticking to facts 
circumvented the sophistic argument that 
because sexual harassment could be 
done to either or both sexes, it was not 
sex-based when done to one. To the 
Eames court, the plaintiffs allegations 
were sex-based due to "the fact that 
[defendant] imposed upon her ... a 
condition which ostensibly he would not 
have fastened upon a male employee." 
As the Barnes court further clarified, 
"Appellant flatly claims that but for her 
gender she would not have been 
importuned, and nothing to the contrary 
has as yet appeared, and there is no 
suggestion that appellants allegedly 
amorous supervisor is other than 
heterosexual. These are matters for proof 
at trial. ... " 

In Bundy, the D.C. Circuit glossed this 
formulation, considering same-sex as 
well as opposite-sex harassment: "in each 
instance the question is one of but-for 
causation: would the complaining 
employee have suffered the harassment 
had he or she been of a different 
gender?" In other words, the conceptual 

possibility of bisexual or homosexual 
harassment was not allowed to preclude 
a trial on the facts of heterosexual 
harassment, in this case, of a woman by 
a man. 

Later courts followed the "but for sex" 
test in case after case of male-on-female 
harassment. The widely followed opinion 
in Hensen v. City of Dundee, 682 F.2d 897 
(11th Cir. 1982), formulated it: "In the 
typical case in which a male supervisor 
makes sexual overtures to a female 
worker, it is obvious that the supervisor 
did not treat male employees in a similar 
fashion. It will therefore be a simple 
matter for the plaintiff to prove that but 
for her sex, she would not have been 
subjected to sexual harassment." 

Why "obvious"? Do courts assume 
that if behavior is heterosexual, it is 
gendered? They may But there was no 
allegation to the contrary Nothing else 
appearing, courts infer that the behavior 
is gender-based as heterosexuality is 
gender-based. 

Denials of facial challenges in the 
same-sex harassment context have taken 
the same approach: factual. 

Some judges believe that opposite-sex 
harassment cases make knowing that the 
behavior is sex-based relatively easy, 
while same-sex cases make it 
comparatively hard. Amid disagree. The 
facts are no more likely to be clear or 
murky in same-sex than in opposite-sex 
cases. The view that opposite-sex settings 
are easily gendered while same-sex 
settings are not reflects a presumption of 
heterosexuality. Correctly understood, 
the same tests developed to determine 
whether harassment is gender-based in 
cases between women and men - is it 
sexual? is one sex harmed? - apply 
equally in cases between women and 
between men. 

2. Aggression that is sexual has 
been treated by courts as facially 
sex-based. 

Sexuality is gendered in societies of 
sex inequality. As a result, for better or 
worse, in most instances, "[I]t is the 
essence of sexual conduct between two 
individuals that the one initiating or 
inviting the conduct normally does so 
because of the others sex," as the court 
said in Tietgen v. Brown~ Westminster 
Motors, Inc., 921 F. Supp. 1495 (E.D. Va. 
1996). Courts adjudicating sexual 
harassment claims reflect this state of 
affairs when they unproblematically 

consider that sexual allegations are 
gender-based allegations. As the court 
said in Nichols v. Frank: "Sexual 
harassment is ordinarily based on sex. 
What else could it be based on?" 

Without requiring genital proof, 
courts routinely deem opposite-sex 
harassment "unquestionably based on 
gender" simply because the facts alleged 
are sexual facts. The view "if its sexual, 
its gendered" has also guided same-sex 
cases. In one male-on-male case, Tietgen, 
"[t]he earnest sexual solicitation alleged 
. . . provides a firm basis for the 
inference that [plaintiff] was harassed 
because of his gender." 

The underlying question of whether 
impugned treatment is or is not sexual is 
itself a question of fact - subtle at times, 
often anything but. Behavior can be 
hostile, produce anguish or distress (and 
intend to), or aim to demean, and still be 
sexual. Producing fear in another, or 
abusing power, can be sexually arousing 
or potentiating to the perpetrator. 

But the genders of the perpetrator and 
the victim do not dispose of whether a 
given behavior is sexual or not. One 
cannot presume that behavior that is 
sexual in opposite-sex contexts is not 
sexual in same-sex contexts. Just as acts 
do not automatically become sexual 
simply because they are engaged in by 
members of different sexes, acts do not 
become nonsexual simply because they 
are engaged in by members of the same 
sex. No differential presumptions are 
appropriate. 

3. Harassment is sex-discriminatory 
when sexual and one sex is victimized. 

Concurring in Harris v. Forklift 
Systems, Inc. 510 U.S. 17 (1993), a case 
of male-on-female sexual harassment, 
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg clarified 
that, in proving discrimination based on 
sex, "[t]he critical issue, Title VIl's text 
indicates, is whether members of one sex 
are exposed to disadvantageous terms or 
conditions of employment to which 
members of the other sex are not 
exposed." The E.E.O.C.s directive on 
same-sex harassment uses precisely these 
terms: 'The victim does not have to be of 
the opposite sex of the harasser. Since 
sexual harassment is a form of sexual 
discrimination, the crucial inquiry is 
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whether the harasser treats a member or 
members of one sex differently from 
members of the other sex." Same-sex 
harassment courts have applied this 
"singles out one sex" rule with no 
difficulty. Counting heads across the 
gender line may not capture every sex
based disparity, but only one sex is 
harmed in every federally reported sexual 
harassment case to date. 

Although not a question raised by this 
appeal, even when both sexes are 
victimized by sexual harassment, sex 
discrimination can result, some dicta to 
the contrary notwithstanding. The so
called bisexual harasser, eluding equality 
snares by indiscriminately sexually 
harassing men and women alike, stalks 
the judicial imagination, cutting quite a 
figure in legal hypotheticals. But in more 
than 20 years, an actual equal-opportunity 
harasser has yet to be sighted in federal 
court. It is settled law in sexual 
harassment cases that (1) plaintiff must 
allege one sex is harmed to state a legally 
sufficient prima facie case; (2) defendant 
must plead and prove the defense that 
both sexes are harmed, not raise it as a 
defect in law pre-trial; and (3) to prevail, 
the harm must be proven to be actually 
equal. Nothing in the same-sex context 
disturbs these resolutions. 

C. Neither the rights of victims nor 
the liabilities of perpetrators of sexual 
harassment should turn on their 
sexual orientation. 

The sexual orientation of the parties 
inevitably arises in, and is implicated in 
ruling on, same-sex harassment. The 
sexual orientation of the parties is, 
however, properly irrelevant to the legal 
sufficiency of sexual harassment claims. 
An accused perpetrator's being gay or 
lesbian does not make that persons 
behavior sex-based, but sexual 
orientation may be pertinent in 
determining whether particular behavior 
is based on sex in the totality of the 
circumstances. 

1. Access to sex equality relief for 
acts of sexual abuse depends on the 
acts, not on the sexual preference of 
the actors. 

Wiight v. Methodist Youth Services, 511 
F. Suppl. 307 (N.D. Ill. 1981), the first 
reported case of same-sex sexual 
harassment, held that a man fired 
because he rejected the sexual advances 
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of his male supervisor stated a claim for 
sex discrimination under Title VII. Wright 
desc1ibed the behavior as "homosexual 
advances," although so far as is known, 
most men who sexually abuse other men 
are heterosexual. The Wright ruling thus 
established that same-sex sexual 
advances were sex-based within the 
meaning of Title VII in a context that 
linked that result to the sexual preference 
of the perpetrator. 

The emerging rule is to regard sexual 
orientation as not determinative of the 
legal sufficiency of same-sex claims as a 
matter of law but to admit it as relevant 
on the facts. Perpetrator sexual 
orientation does not make unwanted 
sexual initiatives sex-based any more 
than victim sexual orientation makes 
unwanted advances welcome, although 
both can be relevant (if sometimes only 
minimally) to both factual 
determinations. It is not categorically 
irrelevant, as the court noted in E.E.O.C. 
v. Walden Book Co., Inc. 885 F. Supp. 
1100 (M.D. Tenn. 1995), because 
"[w]hen a homosexual supervisor is 
making offensive sexual advances to a 
subordinate of the same sex, and not 
doing so to employees of the opposite 
sex, it absolutely is a situation where, but 
for the subordinates sex, he would not 
be subjected to that treatment." Although 
care must be taken that this approach 
does not create an opening for 
homophobic attacks, the rule itself 
merely applies the same standard to 
everyone. 

Sexual orientation on its face disposes 
of nothing. Gay men do not initiate 
unwanted sex to all men any more than 
lesbian women welcome sexual attention 
from all women. Needless to say, from 
knowing a person is gay, one cannot 
deduce that they sexually harassed 
another person. But the fact that a 
perpetrator of same-sex harassment is 
not gay - or not known to be gay or 
provably gay - also does not render 
same-sex sexual behavior not sex-based. 
By definition, sexual harassment is 
unwanted, so victim sexual orientation is 
as irrelevant on same-sex facial 
challenges on sex-basis as it is on 
opposite-sex ones. The sexual orientation 
of the victim cannot convert aggression 
that is sex-based into aggression that is 
not, or vice-versa. 

Will Title VII access now turn on the 
sexual feelings and imagined or real 

sexual identities of perpetrators? Will it 
have one sexual harassment rule for gay 
sexual harassers and another for straight 
ones? One for those whose sexual 
feelings have coalesced, another for those 
whose sexual feelings are diverse, diffuse, 
denied, deniable, unknown, or simply 
unprovable? Oncale sued for forced sex. 
Why should the gender of those with 
whom Lyons and Pippen are sexual, 
when others want to be sexual with 
them, determine Oncales rights against 
them for violating (what is conventionally 
considered) his manhood? 

2. Harassment because of 
homosexuality is harassment because 
of sex. 

In practical terms, harassment because 
of homosexuality cannot be separated 
from harassment because of sex. The 
gender of sexual object choice (although 
not all there is to sexual orientation) 
partly defines gender in society The 
gender of a person with whom one has 
sex, or is thought to have sex, is a 
powerful constituent of whether one is 
considered a woman or a man in society 

The pitfalls of trying to separate the 
two are illustrated by Dillon v. Frank, No. 
90-2290, 1992 WL 5436 (6th Cir. 
January 15, 1992). Dillon was taunted, 
ostracized and physically beaten by 
coworkers because they believed he was 
gay They called him "fag" and other 
terms of homophobic abuse, he said, 
because he was a man. The Sixth Circuit, 
admitting his harassment was "clearly 
sexual in nature," rejected his Title VII 
claim, saying it was because of 
homosexuality, not sex. So far as is 
discernible in the opinion, Dillon is 
heterosexual. In the view of amici, he was 
harassed as a male. Women are not 
called "fag." When women are seen as 
effeminate, they are rewarded, or sexually 
harassed in ways clearly marked as sex
specific. Dillon should not have had to 
prove facts that did not exist, such as 
that "his coworkers would have treated a 
similarly situated woman ... differently," 
or to argue that "a lesbian would have 
been accepted." Hypothetical 
counterfactuals cannot be proven. That 



the behavior was sexual, and that no 
women were, in fact, subjected to it 
(supported in Dillon's case by evidence of 
clearly homophobic attacks) should be 
enough . 

Only men are subject to denigration 
by gay-bashing taunts like "faggot. " Only 
women are subject to denigration by the 
use of terms like "dyke" as epithet and 
insult. Such abuse is inherently socially 
gendered . Using sex with members of 
one's own sex as derision , insult and 
hostility denigrates the target's gender
adequacy Such terms, when part of 
sex"llal harassment , create a hostile 
environment for men as men and for 
women as women, whether directed at 
straigh ts or gays. Because they attack 
individuals as members of their gender 
grnup, they are based on sex. 

Separating sexuality from gender, 
hence harassment due to gender from 
harassment due to sexual orientation, is 
impractical and should lead to 
anomalous results, as Valadez v. Uncle 
Julio '.s of fll ., Inc., 895 F Supp. 1008 (N.D. 
Ill. 199 5) , illustrates. The male defendant 
had "crudely discussed his desire to 
engage in sexual activities with [lesbian] 
plaintiff and other female employees, 
both lesbian and non-lesbian. He made 
advances "to plaintiff ... because she 
was a woman as well as a lesbian ." He 
made such comments to other women , 
lesbians and nonlesbians, and no men . 
The court found this conduct gender
based. It did not find defendant's 
advances to straight women actionable as 
sex--based and those to lesbian women 
not actionable as based on sexual 
orientation. As the Valadez court 
perceptively noted , "defendant argues 
that because [he] was aroused by the fact 
that plaintiff is a lesbian his subsequent 
conduct is not actionable. Whether 
plaintiff would have enjoyed having sex 
with [him] is not the issue." The 
advances were doubly gender-based : 
because she is a woman, and because she 
is a woman who loves women. Disallowing 
such claims will, as a practical matter, 
leave lesbian women often vvithout 
recourse. 

Although this appeal does not require 
resolution of the question , amici submit 
that sexual harassment because of sexual 
orientation is sex-based disc1imination . 
When individuals are sexually harassed 
because of the sex of their sex"Ual 

partners, real or imagined , they are 
harassed because of sex. 

First, formally speaking, those 
harassed because they are gay men or 
lesbian women are harassed because of 
the gender of their sexual partners and 
identification . If their own gender, or that 
of their loved ones, were different, they 
would not be so treated . They are 
precisely similarly situated to 
heterosexuals in having sexual 
relationships based on gender yet are 
treated differently because of their own 
gender, the gender of their sexual 
partners, or both. 

Second , more substan tively, gay men 
and lesbian women, through challenging 
the naturalness and inevitability of 
gendered-unequal roles in sex, challenge 
the sexual dimension of gender 
inequality under which sexual violence 
by men against women, and some men , 
is widespread. 

Third, usually both gay men and 
lesbian women are not sexually harassed 
by the same harasser. Equal oppression 
- discrimination seen as based not on 
gender but on sexual orientation , hence 
not covered , however misguidedly -
may occur in this context scarcely more 
often than bisexual harassment appears 
to. In any case, sex equality righ ts are 
individual righ ts. It is no answer to 
victimization based on the supposed 
gender-inappropriateness of one's 
sexuality that others of another sex who 
make the corresponding "error" are 
also disoiminated against. Equal 
discrimination in this sense is sex discrim
ination two times over, not no 
discrimination at all. 

III . The Equal Protection Clause 
forbids exempting same-sex 
harassment claims from Title VII 
coverage. 

The Fifth Circuit's approach in Oncale 
creates a blatant double standard in 
sexual harassment cases based on gender, 
and potentially on sexual orientation as 
well , that denies survivors equal 
protection of the laws. Men are denied 
legal protection women have. Under the 
Fourth Circuit's extension , straight 
perpetrators can freely commit sexual 
aggression for which gay perpetrators are 
held accountable. And because sexual 
harassment due to sexual orientation , 
wrongly, is regarded as not covered by 
Title VII , some courts have concluded 
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that "Title V1I d not protect horn sexuals 
fr m harassrn nt . . . since such 
treatment arises from their aff ectional 
preference rath r than their se " (Polly v. 
Houston Lighting & Power Co., 825 F 
upp. 135 , 139 n.2 [ .D. Te . 1993]). 

A dual system of rights on an arbitrary 
ground violates e ery equal protection 
standard known. As this Court said in 
Pl v. Ferguson in 1896, the Constitution 
"neither knows nor tolerates classes 
among citizens." Surely, if officially 
ignoring men's complaints of sexual 
harassment while taking women's 
seriously violates the se equality 
component of the Equal Protection 
Clause, and of Title VII and of Title I , 
judicially interpreting Title VII to ignore 
men's complaints of sexual abuse by 
men, while allowing womens complaints 
of sexual abuse by men, does as well. 
And this Court taught in Romer v. Evans , 
116 S. Ct. 1620 (1996) that homosexuals, 
as such, may not be e eluded from the 
ordinary civil processes for asserting their 
rights that are available to everyone else. 

Without question ' [t]he guarantee of 
equal protection cannot mean one thing 
when applied to one individual and 
something else when applied to 
[another] person," Justice Powell, joined 
by Justice White , wrote in the affirmative 
action case of Bakke v. University of 
California-Davis in 1978. But the parallel 
between this case and the "reverse 
discirnination" cases is more formal than 
substantive. Those who claim 'reverse 
discrimination say they are treated the 
way the historically powerless are 
treated. However, affirmative action 
designed to redress and end arbitrary 
social exclusion and white/male 
supremacy does not violate the legal 
equality rights of individual members of 
socially dominant groups who thereby 
lose their customary group-based 
privileges. At the same time, it would be 
perverse to allow members of dominant 
groups to use equality laws to reassert 
their dominance while denying access to 
equality relief to individual members of 
dominant groups who fail to meet their 
groups standard for dominance and/or 
are treated like members of historically 
powerless groups are so often treated. 
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Oneal presents a real not imagined, a 
direct, not reverse, act of discrimination 
based on sex. It cannot be the cas that 
whites, wrongly claiming racism, can 
destro equality programs for people of 
color while sexually assaulted men, 
rightly claiming sexism, cannot sue their 
victimizers. And far from undermining 
the rights of those who most often need 
the claim, allowing Oncale to sue under 
Title V1I not only takes nothing from 
them but, by reducing the stigma of 
sexual assault and increasing 
accountability for it, benefits all sexual 
abuse survivors. 

Much se mal harassment juris
prudence reasons that, had a sexually 
harassed woman been a man, she would 
not have been so treated, therefore she is 
harassed "because of sex. ' The present 
case poses the question, What if she had 
been a man and the same thing 
happened? The answer is at once sex
specific and se -neutral: both se es are 
covered for injuries through their gender. 
Women do not have sex equality rights 
only because men couldn't be treated in 
the same way, this case suggests, but 
because men could be and are not. And 
when they are? Had he been a woman, 
Oncale might not have been treated the 
way he was. But if he were, his sex 
equality rights would be recognized. 
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Th irty years ago in Science, Garrett 
Hardin introduced the metaphor 
Htragedy of the commons" to help 
explain overpopulation, air 
pollution, and species extinction . 
People often overuse resources 
they own in common because they 
have no incentive to conserve. 
Today, Hardin's metaphor is central 
to debates in economics, law, and 
science and powerful justification 
for privatizing commons property. 
Wh ile the metaphor highlights the 
cost of overuse when governments 
al low too many people to use a 
scarce resource, it misses the 
possibility of underuse when 
governments give too many 
people rights to exclude others. 
Privatization can solve one tragedy, 
but cause another. 

Since Hardin's article appeared, bio
medical research has been moving from a 
commons model toward a privatization 
model. Under the commons model, the 
federal government sponsored pre-market 
or "upstream" research and encouraged 
broad dissemination of results in the pub
lic domain. Unpatented biomedical dis
coveries were freely incorporated in 
"downstream" products for diagnosing 
and treating disease. In 1980, in an effort 
to promote commercial development of 
new technologies, Congress began encour
aging universities and other institutions to 
patent discoveries arising from federally 
supported research and development and 
to transfer their technology to the private 
sector. Supporters applaud the resulting 
increase in patent filings and private 
investment , while critics fear deterioration 
in the culture of upstream research. 
Building on Heller's theory of anticom
mons property, this article identifies an 
unintended and paradoxical consequence 
of biomedical privatization: a proliferation 
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of intellectual property rights upstream 
may be stifling life-saving inno ations fur
ther downstream in the course of research 
and product de elopment. 

THE TRAGEDY OF THE 
ANTI COMMONS 

Anticommons property can best be 
understood as the mirror image of com
mons property. A resource is prone to 
overuse in a traged of the commons when 
too many owners each have a privilege to 
use a gi en resource , and no on has a 
right to exclude another. By contrast, a 
resource is prone to underuse in a trag dy 
of the anticommons when multiple owners 
each ha e a right to e elude others from a 
scarce resource, and no one has an effec
tive privilege of use . In theory, in a world 
of costless transactions, people could 
always avoid commons or anticommons 
tragedy by trading their rights. In practice , 
however, avoiding tragedy requires over
coming transaction costs, strategic behav
iors, and cognitive biases of participants, 
with success more likely within close-knit 
communities than among hostile strangers. 
Once an anticommons emerges, collecting 
rights into usable private property is often 
brutal and slow. 

Privatization in post-socialist 
economies starkly illustrates how anti
commons property can emerge and per
sist. One promise of transition to markets 
was that new entrepreneurs would fill 
stores that socialist rule had left bare. Yet 
after several years of reform, many priva
tized storefronts remained empty, while 
flimsy metal kiosks , stocked full of goods, 
mushroomed up on the streets. Why did 
the new merchants not come in from the 
cold? One reason was that transition gov
ernments often failed to endow any indi
vidual with a bundle of rights that repre
sents full ownership. Instead, fragmented 
rights were distributed to various socialist
era stakeholders, including private or 
quasi-private enterprises, workers' collec
tives, privatization agencies, and local, 
regional, and federal governments. No 
one could set up shop without first col
lecting rights from each of the other own
ers. 

Privatization of upstream biom di al 
research in the United tat s may create 
anti ommons property that is less visible 
than mpty storefronts, but even more 
conomically and socially ostly. In this 

setting pri atizati n takes the form of 
intell tual property laims to the sorts of 
research r sults that, in an earlier era, 
would ha e been mad freely a ailabl in 
the public domain. Responding to a shift 
in U. . go ernment policy in the past two 
decades, research institutions such as the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) and 
major uni ersities have created technology 
transfer offices to patent and license their 
disco eries. At the same time , commercial 
biotechnology firms have emerged in 
research and de elopment (R&D) niches 
somewhere between the proverbial "fun
damental" research of academic laborato
ries and the targeted product development 
of pharamaceutical firms . Today, upstream 
research in the biomedical sciences is 
increasingly likely to be "private" in one 
or more senses of the term - supported 
by private f nds, carried out in a private 
institution, or privately appropriated 
through patents , trade secrecy, or agree
ments that restrict the use of materials 
and data. 

In biomedical research, as in post
socialist transition , privatization holds 
both promises and risks . Patents and 
other forms of intellectual property pro
tection for upstream discoveries may forti
fy incentives to undertake risky research 
projects and could lead to a more equi
table distribution of profits across all 
stages of R&D. But privatization can go 
astray when too many owners hold rights 
in prior discoveries that constitute obsta
cles to future research. Upstream patent 
rights , initially offered to help attract fur
ther private investment, are increasingly 
regarded as entitlements by those who do 
research with public funds. A researcher 
who may have felt entitled to co-author
ship or a citation in an earlier era may 
now feel entitled to be a co-inventor on a 
patent or to receive a royalty under a 
material transfer agreement. The result has 
been a spiral of overlapping patent claims 
in the hands of different owners, reaching 
ever further upstream in the course of 



biomedical research. Researchers and their 
institutions may resent restrictions on 
access to the patented discoveries of oth
ers, yet nobody wants to be the last one 
left dedicating findings to the public 
domain. 

The problem we identify is distinct 
from the routine underuse inherent in any 
well-functioning patent system. By confer
ring monopolies in discoveries, patents 
necessarily increase prices and restrict use 
- a cost society pays to motivate inven
tion and disclosure. The tragedy of the 
anticommons refers to the more complex 
obstacles that arise when a user needs 
access to multiple patented inputs in 
order to create a single useful product. 
Each upstream patent allows its owner to 
set up another tollbooth on the road to 
product development, adding to the cost 
and slowing the pace of downstream bio
medical innovation. 

HOW A BIOMEDICAL 

ANTICOMMONS MAY ARISE 

Current examples in biomedical 
research demonstrate two mechanisms by 
which a government might inadvertently 
create an anticommons: either by creating 
too many concurrent fragments of intellec
tual property rights in potential future 
products or by permitting too many 
upstream patent owners to stach licenses 
on top of the future discoveries of down
stream users. 

Concurrent Fragments. The anticom
mons model provides one way of under
standing a widespread intuition that issu
ing patents on gene fragments makes little 
sense. Throughout the 1980s, patents on 
genes generally corresponded closely to 
foreseeable commercial products, such as 
therapeutic proteins or diagnostic tests for 
recognized genetic diseases. Then, in 
1991, NIH pointed the way toward 
patenting anonymous gene fragments with 
its notorious patent applications on 
expressed sequence tags (ESTs). NIH sub
sequently abandoned these patent applica
tions and now takes a more hostile posi
tion toward patenting ESTs and raw 
genomic DNA sequences. Meanwhile, pri
vate firms have stepped in where NIH left 
off, filing patent applications on newly 
identified DNA sequences, including gene 
fragments, before identifying a corre
sponding gene, protein, biological func
tion, or potential commercial product. 
The Patent and Trademark Office (PTO), 
in examing these claims, could create or 
avoid an anticommons. 

Although a database of gene fragments 

is a useful resource for discovery, defining 
property rights around isolated gene frag
ments seems at the outset unlikely to 
track socially useful bundles of property 
rights in future commercial products. 
Foreseeable commercial products, such as 
therapeutic proteins or genetic diagnostic 
tests, are more likely to require use of 
multiple fragments. A proliferation of 
patents on individual fragments held by 
different owners seems inevitably to 
require future costly transactions to bun
dle licenses together before a firm can 
have an effective right to develop these 
products. 

Patents on receptors useful for screen
ing potential pharmaceutical products 
demonstrate another potential "concurrent 
fragment" anticommons in biomedical 
research. To learn as much as possible 
about the therapeutic effects and side 
effects of potential products at the pre
clinical stage, firms want to screen prod
ucts against all known members of rele
vant receptor families. But if these recep
tors are patented and controlled by differ
ent owners, gathering the necessary 
licenses may be difficult or impossible. A 
recent search of the Lexis patent database 
disclosed more than 100 issued U .5. 
patents with the term "adrenergic recep
tor" in the claim language. Such a prolifer
ation of claims presents a daunting bar
gaining challenge. Unable to procure a 
complete set of licenses, firms choose 
between diverting resources to less 
promising projects with fewer licensing 
obstacles or proceeding to animal and 
then clinic testing on the basis of incom
plete information. More thorough in vitro 
screening could avoid premature clinical 
testing that exposes patients to unneces
sary risks. 

Long delays between filing and 
issuance of biotechnology patents aggra
vate the problem of concurrent fragments. 
During this period of pendency, there is 
substantial uncertainty as to the scope of 
patent rights that will ultimately issue. 
Although U.S. patent law does not recog
nize enforceable rights in pending patent 
applications, firms and universities typi
cally enter into license agreements prior to 
the issuance of patents, and firms raise 
capital based on the inchoate rights pre
served by patent filings. In effect, each 
potential patent creates a specter of 1ights 
that may be larger than the actual rights, 
if any, eventually conferred by the PTO. 
Working into the calculations of both 
risk-taking investors and risk-averse prod
uct developers, these overlapping patent 
filings may compound the obstacles to 
developing new products. 

Stacking Licenses. The use of reach
through license agreements (RTLAs) on 
patented research tools illustrates another 
path by which an anticommons may 
emerge. As we use the term, a RTLA gives 
the owner of a patented invention, used in 
upstream stages of research, rights in sub
sequent dovvnstream discoveries. Such 
rights may take the fonn of a royalty on 
sales that result from using the upstream 
research tool, an exclusive or nonexclusive 
license on future discoveries, or an option 
to acquire such a license. In principle, 
RTLAs offer advantages to both patent 
holders and researchers. They permit 
researchers with limited funds to use 
patented research tools right away and 
defer payment until the research yields 
valuable results. Patent holders may also 
prefer a chance at larger payoffs from sales 
of downstream products rather than cer
tain, but smaller, upfront fees. In practice 
RTLAs may lead to an anticommons as 
upstream owners stack overlapping and 
inconsistent claims on potential down
stream products. In effect, the use of 
RTLAs gives each upstream patent owner 
a continuing right to be present at the 
bargaining table as a research project 
moves downstream toward product devel
opment. 

So far, RTLAs have had a mixed recep
tion as a mechanism for licensing 
upstream biomedical research patents, but 
they appear to be becoming more preva
lent. When Cetus Corporation initially 
proposed RTLAs on any products devel
oped through the use of the polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) in research, they met 
strong resistance from downstream users 
concerned with developing commercial 
products. Later, Hoffmann-La Roche 
acquired the rights to PCR and offered 
licenses that do not include reach-through 
obligations. The resulting pay-as-you-go 
approach increases the up front cost of a 
license to use PCR, but it decreases the 
likelihood of an anticommons emerging. 

More recently, some universities and 
other nonprofit research institutions have 
balked at terms DuPont Corporation has 
offered for licenses to use patent onco
mouse and ere-lox technologies, although 
others have acquiesced in the license 
terms. These patents cover genetically 
engineered mice useful in research that 
could lead to products falling outside the 
scope of the patent claims. DuPont has 
offered noncommercial research licenses 
and sublicenses on terms that seem to 
require licensees to return to DuPont for 
further approval before any new discover
ies or materials resulting from the use of 
licensed mice are passed along to others 
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or used for commercial purposes. DuPont 
thereby gains the right to participate in 
future negotiations to develop commercial 
products that fall outside the scope of 
their patent claims. In effect, the license 
tenns permit DuPont to leverage its pro
prietary position in upstream research 
tools into a broad veto right over down
stream research and product develop
ment. 

As RTLAs to use patented research 
tools multiply, researchers will face 
increasing difficulties conveying clear title 
to firms to develop future discoveries. If a 
particularly valuable commercial product 
is in view, downstream product develop
ers might be motivated and able to reach 
agreements with multiple holders of 
RTLAs. But if the prospects for success are 
more uncertain or the expected commer
cial value is small, the parties may fail to 
bargain past the anticommons. 

TRANSITION OR TRAGEDY? 

ls a biomedical anticommons likely to 
endure once it emerges? Recent empirical 
literature suggests that communities of 
intellectual property owners who deal 
,vith each other on a recurring basis have 
sometimes developed institutions to 
reduce transaction costs of bundling mul
tiple licenses. For example, in the music 
industry, copyright collectives have 
evolved to facilitate licensing transactions 
so that broadcasters and other producers 
may readily obtain permission to use 
numerous copyrighted works held by dif
ferent owners. Similarly, in the automo
bile, aircraft manufacturing, and synthetic 
rubber industries, patent pools have 
emerged, sometimes with the help of gov
ernment, when licenses under multiple 
patent rights have been necessary to 
develop important new products. When 
the background legal rules threaten to 
waste resources people often rearrange 
rights sensibly and create order through 
private arrangements. Perhaps some of the 
problems caused by proliferating 
upstream patent rights in biomedical 
research will recede as licensors and 
licensees gain experience with intellectual 
property rights and institutions evolve to 
help owners and users reach agreements. 
The short-term costs from delayed devel
opment of new treatments for disease may 
be worth incurring if fragmented privati
zation allows upstream research to pay its 
own and helps to ensure its long-run via
bility. Patent barriers to product develop
ment may be a transitional phenomenon 
rather than an enduring tragedy. 
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On the other hand, there may be rea
sons to fear that patent anticommons 
could prove more intractable in biomed
ical research than in other settings. 
Because patents matter more to the phar
maceutical and biotechnology industries 
than to other industries, firms in these 
industries may be less willing to partici
pate in patent pools that undermine the 
gains from exclusivity. Moreover, the lack 
of substitutes for certain biomedical dis
coveries (such as patented genes or recep
tors) may increase the leverage of some 
patent holders, thereby aggravating hold
out problems. Rivals may not be able to 
invent around patents in research aimed 
at understanding the genetic basis of dis
eases as they occur in nature. 

More generally, three structural con
cerns caution against uncritical reliance 
on markets and norms to solve biomed
ical anticommons tragedy: the transaction 
costs of rearranging entitlements, hetero
geneous interests of owners, and cognitive 
biases among researchers. 

Transaction Costs of Bundling 
Rights. High transaction costs may be an 
enduring impediment to efficient 
bundling of intellectual property rights in 
biomedical research. First, many upstream 
patent owners are public institutions with 
limited resources for absorbing transaction 
costs and limited competence in fast-paced, 
market-oriented bargaining. Second, the 
rights involved cover a diverse set of tech
niques, reagents, DNA sequences, and 
instruments. Difficulties in comparing the 
values of these patents will likely impede 
development of a standard distribution 
scheme. Third, the heterogeneity of inter
ests and resources among public and pri
vate patent owners may complicate the 
emergence of standard license terms, 
requiring costly case-by-case negotiations. 
Fourth, licensing transaction costs are 
likely to arise early in the course of R&:D 
when the outcome of a project is uncer
tain, the potential gains are speculative, 
and it is not yet clear that the value of 
downstream products justifies the trouble 
of overcoming the anticommons. 

Even when upstream owners see 
potential gains from cooperation and are 
motivated to devise mechanisms for 
reducing transaction costs, they may be 
deterred by other legal constraints, such 
as antitrust laws. Patent pools have been a 
target of antitrust scrutiny in the past, 
which may explain why few, if any, such 
pools exist today. Although antitrust law 
may be less hostile to patent pools today 
than it was in 1975 when a consent 
decree dismantled the aircraft patent pool, 
the antitrust climate changes from one 
administration to the next. Even a remote 

prospect of facing treble damages and an 
injunction may give firms pause about 
entering into such agreements. 

Heterogeneous Interests of Rights 
Holders. Intellectual property rights in 
upstream biomedical research belong to a 
large, diverse group of owners in the pub
lic and private sectors with divergent 
institutional agendas. Sometimes hetero
geneity of interests can facilitate mutually 
agreeable allocations (you take the credit, 
I'll take the money), but in this setting 
there are reasons to fear that owners will 
have conflicting agendas that make it diffi
cult to reach agreement. For example, a 
politically-accountable government agency 
such as NIH may further its public health 
mission by using its intellectual property 
rights to ensure widespread availability of 
new therapeutic products at reasonable 
prices. When NIH sought to establish its 
co-ownership of patent rights held by 
Burroughs-Wellcome on the use of AZT to 
treat HIV, its purpose was to lower. the 
price of AZT and promote public health 
rather than simply to maximize its finan
cial return. By contrast, a private firm is 
more likely to use intellectual property to 
maintain a lucrative monopoly on a high
priced product. When owners have con
flicting goals, and each can deploy its 
rights to block the strategies of the others, 
they may not be able to reach an agree
ment that leaves enough private value for 
downstream developers to bring products 
to market. 

A more subtle conflict in agendas arises 
between owners that pursue end product 
development and those that focus primar
ily on upstream research. The goal of end 
product development may be better 
served by making patented research tools 
widely available on a nonexclusive basis, 
whereas the goal of procuring upstream 
research funding may be better served by 
offering exclusive licenses to sponsors or 
research partners. Differences among 
patent owners in their tolerance for trans
action costs may further complicate the 
emergence of informal licensing norms. 
Universities may be ill-equipped to handle 
multiple transactions for acquiring licens
es to use research tools. Delays in negoti
ating multiple agreements to use patented 
processes, reagents, and gene fragments 
could stifle the creative give-and-take of 
academic research. Yet academic researchers 
who fail to adopt new discoveries and 
instead rely on obsolete public domain 
technologies may find themselves losing 
grant competitions. Large corporations 
with substantial legal departments may 
have considerably greater resources for 
negotiating licenses on a case-by-case 



basis than public sector institutions or 
small start-up firms . This asymmetry may 
make lt diffi ult Lo identify mutually 
advantageous ross-li ensing arrange
ments. Patent owners are also likely to dif
fer in the time frames they can tolerate for 
recouping current investments in transac
non costs. 

Owners are also likely to differ in their 
willingness and ability to infringe the 
patents of others, leading to asymmetrical 
motivations to negotiate cross-licenses . 
Use of a patented invention in an academ
ic laboratory or a small start-up firm may 
be inconspicuous, at least if not described 
in a publication or at a scientific meeting. 
Patent owners may still be more reluctant 
to sue public sector investigators than 
they are to sue private firms . Differences 
in institutional cultures may make acade
mic laboratories and biotechnology firms 
more tolerant of patent infringement than 
large pharmaceutical firms. Owners who 
do not feel vulnerable to infringement lia
bility may be less motivated to enter into 
reasonable cross-licenses than owners who 
worry more about being sued. 

Cognitive Biases. People consistently 
overestimate the likelihood that very low 
probability events of high salience will 
occur. Fore ample, many travelers o er
estimate the danger of an airplane crash 
relative to the hazards of other m des of 
transportation. We suspe t that a similar 
bias is likely to ause owners of upstream 
biomedical research patents to o ervalue 
their discoveries. Imagine that on of a set 
of 50 upstream inventions will likely b 
the key to identifying an important n w 
drug, the rest of th set will ha e n pra -
tical use, and a downstream product 
developer is willing to pa $10 million for 
the set. Assuming no own r knows 
ante whi h inv nti n will b the k y, 
rational owner should be illing to s 11 
her patent f r th probabilisti valu f 
$200,000. H we r, if ea h wner o res
Lim tes the lik lihood th t her pat nt will 
be the key, then ach will d mand m re 
th n the probabilistic valu , th upstream 
owners olle Liv ly will d mand m re 
than the aggregate market alu of th ir 
inputs, the d wnstream us r will de lin 
the offers, and the new drug will not be 
developed. Individuals train din deter
ministic rather than probabilistic dis i-

plines are particularly likely to succumb 
to this sort of error. 

A related "attribution bias" suggests 
that people systematically overvalue their 
assets and disparage the claims of their 
opponents when in competition with oth
ers . We suspect that attribution bias is 
pervasive among scientists because it is 
likely adapative for the research enterprise 
as a whole . Over-commitment by individ
uals to particular research approaches 
ensures that no hypothesis is dismissed 
too quickly, and skepticism toward rivals' 
claims ensures that they are not too readi
ly accepted. But this bias can interfere 
with clear-headed bargaining, leading 
owners to overvalue their own patents, 
undervalue others' patents, and reject rea
sonable offers. Institutional ownership 
could mitigate these biases , but technolo
gy transfer offices rely on scientists to 
evaluate their discoveries. hen two or 
more patent owners each hope to domi
nate the product market, the history of 
biotechnology patent litigation suggests a 
likelihood that bargaining will fail. 

CONCLUSION 

like transition to free markets in post -
socialist economies , privatization of bio
medical research offers both promises and 
risks . It promises to spur pri ate in est
m nt, but risks creating a traged of the 
anticommons through a proliferation of 
fragmented and o erlapping intellectual 
property rights . An anticommons in bio
m dical re arch ma be more likely to 
endure than in oth r areas of intellectual 
property be ause [ high transaction costs 
of bargaining, het rogeneou interests 
am ng wn rs , and cogniti e bias s of 
resear h rs . Pri atization must be mor 
arefully deplo d if it is to serve the pub

li g ls f biom dical research. Policy
mak rs should s k to nsure oher nt 
boundaries f upstr am patents and to 
minimiz restri ti e licen ing practi es 
that interf r with down tream produ t 
d 1 pment. Otherwise, more upstream 
rights may le d par do ically to fewer 
useful pr du ts for impro ing human 
health. 
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In Th Practic of Autonomy: Patients, 
Do t rs, and Medical Decisions (Oxford 
Univ r ity Press, 1998) , Profes or Carl E. 

Schneider, '79, examin s the Iaw of 
bio thics by looking at the lives of pati nts. 

H argu s that bioethics has reached a 
point of parado : Bioethicist increasingly 

seem to think patients have a du ty to mak 
their own medical de isions, but it is 

ina asingly cl ar that man patients do 
not want Lo do o. The fo llowing e cerpt, 

from th chapter "The Relu tant Pati nt," 
is part of Schneider's attempt to show wh 
pati nt ma b reluctant to sei e the gift 

of auwnom that the law of bioethics se ks 
to offi r them. This edited e c rpt is print d 

with p rmission. 

to TUn'5U111a her 
The caregi\lD" caJ1.11tol ·mply k "What do you need?" 
and expect a coherent reply. A recently diagnosed person 
life has already changed in more ways than she can grasp, 
and changes continue throughout critical illness. Part of 
what is "critical" is the persistence of change. Being 
critically ill means never being able to keep up with your 
own needs. Except for the need to hear that it is all a 
mistake - the lab results had the wrong name on them: 
I'm fine, really - the ill person does not know what she 
needs, though the needs are very real. 

- Arthur W Frank, At the Will of the Body 

To appreciate the force of the second 
reason patients might reject the leading 
role in their medical decisions, we should 
recall the syllogism that lies silent at the 
hean of the autonomist paradigm: People 
want to make all decisions that shape their 
lives. Few decisions matter more than 
medicines life-or-death. sickness-or-health, 
fit-or-frail choices. Therefore patients want 
to make their own medical decisions. This 
syllogism is flawed because some patients 
conclude they will reach wiser decisions by 
def erring to the expenise and judgment of 
someone else . But the syllogism errs in 
other ways, ways suggested by what Talcott 
Parsons called the 'sick role, with how 
pe ple feel when they are ill." The 
autonomy paradigm rests on assumptions 
about the natural desire of all people to 
control themselves and their surroundmgs. 
These assumptions are overstated even for 
the population at large. But sick people 
differ from health people, for they often 
feel frightened, discouraged, dull-witted, 
abstracted, uninterested, and weary These 
fe lings, l will nm uggest, may inhibit 
th m from making medical de ision . 

THE WORK OF THE SICK 

We have just een how arduous and 
distressing medical de i ions an be. Even 
healthy p ople ometimes (ind ed , 
regularly) cede control er d cisions m 
th fa of untoward d mands on their 
energy, intellig nee, interest, time , and 
attention. How mu h more , th n, might 
sick p ople - " n sick pe ple who felt 
int ll ctually prepared - wish to escape so 

onerous and unpromising a burden? Oliver 
Sacks, surrounded by fellow patients, 
realized that "[w]e had all, in our ways, 
been undermined by sickness, had lost the 
careless boldness, the freedom, of the well." 
Thus some patients will accept that they 
lack - if only temporarily - the vigor, the 
persistence, the dispassion, the alenness, 
the concentration, the courage, the will -
to resolve the riddles and face the 
bafflements of their medical distress. Such 
sick people may avoid all kinds of work, 
especially the fierce, foreign, and 
forbidding work of medical decisions. As 
one doctor-turned-patient observed, "Too 
sick at first to respond in any other than an 
automanc 'reflex' way, it was only now that 
I could bnng out any new response which 
took into account the new facts . It was as 
though all before had been on a low level 
and only along lines ingrained from 
previous beliefs and behavior patterns. 

hile words made sense , e aluauons and 
thoughts did not. Nature seemed to reserve 
all energy for combating the disease . The 
transuion of response was gradual and the 
evolution of crincal appraisal and facing 
facts cannot be labeled as having occurred 
on any one day or in any one \J eek." 

And anoth r observer, Reynolds Price. 
"was plunged into degrees of pain and 
realisti d pression that produced a 
dangerously passive state . In that p ychi 
bog of helples ne . like mo t trapped 
sufferers, I wa transfixed b the main si ht 
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in ew - my undirrunished physical pam. 
And in such a trance state, for thats hat a 
heavily drugged life is, any personal 
crusade for sane alternative therapi was 
literally unthinkable to me. It was all I 
could do to focus my scarce strength and 
clarity on one main aim beyond plain 
endurance." 

Exhaustion dogs patients' li es. Their 
reserves of energy depleted, the severely ill 
barely stumble through the day. They lose 
the physical strength and emotional 
fortitude to keep their houses clean, their 
families cared for, and their friendships 
alive, much less to earn a living. They can 
hardly rise out of bed, brush their teeth, or 
make breakfast. One cancer patient was so 
weary he could not "read a newspaper for 
more than 15 minutes." Another said: 
"Weakness was the central experience - a 
bankruptcy of strength and energy. A few 
hours in the morning used it all up, and 
there was no reserve account on which to 
draw. I was overdrawn at the energy bank." 
In these straits, the labor of living preempts 
the work of medical decisions. 

All these are calls on patients' reserves 
that are a normal part of life . But those 
reserves are also sapped by the special 
demands of illness. Patients must devote 
resources to recovering from their disease 
and coping with it physically, mentally, and 
spintually Some of this effort is tiring 
because 1t is hard physical work, like 
rehabilitation after a stroke. Some of it is 
psychologically wearing. As Herzlich and 
Pierret wnte, "Mentally, some persons find 
1t very difficult to be responsible for their 
own treatment. . . The young secretary 
acknowledged : 'Always, always having to 
pay attennon , that . .. is something that 
people have trouble accepting. This is the 
thing that's hard to learn, because the 
shots .... 1 am always worried, but 1 do it. 
The analyses are not hard to do , but what 
IS so constraining is that one has to pay 
attent10n at all times.' The older diabetic 
also said, 'That is why we who are sick are 
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t1 d because e l ha to ther 
up our wtll po r to do th things that 
ha to be do , and that one uldn deal 
with if one let oneself g ."' 

Many patients also must strive to 
manage their emotions, to sustain their 
spirits, to stop the slide int soul- ickening 
anger, frustration, and depression. As a 
doctor with cancer wrote, "I only kno 
that during this time I felt blighted 
physically and overrun psychologically. 
I am sure that deep within me I was 
furious at the fates which had brought me 
to my knees in youth. Had I had the 
energy and a target or even a surrogate 
target, I imagine I would have broken out 
in rage. But I was past being angry. What 
I do remember feeling was despair." In 
addition, patients must work to adjust to 
the fact of their illness and their damaged 
future. Thus Michael Kelly says the 
decision to have surgery for colitis "is not 
about the absence or presence of particular 
information nor about its distortion, it is 
about the individuals changing their view 
of themselves so that they define 
themselves as sick. . . . The process is one 
of aligning the self with the public identity 
of prospective and actual surgical case." 

These kinds of work can mount up to 
become all-demanding, so that medical 
decisions seem too expensive a distraction 
which can better be shuffied off onto 
intimates or experts. James Johnson, for 
example, had to decide about a skin graft 
after a long hospitalization for dire heart 
problems. He could hardly face even this 
relanvely trivial decision, for he "suffered 
from battle fatigue . I'd had my fill of 
doctors and hospitals." So "[alt this point, I 
knew I could not go on trying to figure it 
out. " When considering whether she 
should make her own medical decisions, 
Joie McGrail concluded "it would be 
wasteful to use energy that would be 
desperately needed to fight my disease in 
simply assening my personality, so 1 
allowed myself to be trundled about, 
poked, prodded , kept waiting and rushed ." 
Eileen Radziunas wrote sorrowfully that 
she "carried the burden of being the one to 
suggest ideas, ask about tests , and question 
possible diagnoses. I felt overwhelmed with 

· · · · nd 1 n ed d th 

o th t I c uld us all 
g." th 
. t at d by 

s heir 
the medical 

lit ratur n lymph ma and to fo us on 
b ing a patient." 

Agn s de Mille captur s s many of the 
r actions of so many sick peopl to making 
medi al decisions that she must be quoted 
at length. When she had a stroke, she was 
not young, but as a <lane r, sh had li d 
vigorously As a choreographer she had 
bustl d with energy until she was, literally 
and figurati ely, stricken: "I was taken up 
with the minutiae of living. Everything was 
so e traordinarily difficult and so new to 
perform. Every single act b came a contest 
of skill; and games can be tiring. I did not 
concern myself with the medical details. 
There are patients who do , and presume, 
after a short while, to advise the doctors 
and to interfere in their conferences. I 
wanted none of that. . . . 1 watched them at 
it and I was glad for their expertise, but 
1 did not seek in any way to share it , and 
even when they tried to explain it to me 
I resisted. I was reluctant to learn because 
I didn't think the horrid details would help 
me to keep my energies where they 
belonged - on survival. The dreadful 
possibilities were entirely the do tors 
business." 

In sum, illness lays strength and stamina 
to waste. Thus the sick may decline to 
make their own medical decisions because 
they have too little vitali ty and too much to 

spend it on. 

THE BURDEN F THE Sr K 

Recall what it is like to be si k: "[A] 
little cooling down of animal e citability 
and instinct, a little loss of animal 
toughness , a little irritable weakn ss and 
descent of the pain-threshold , will bring 
the worm at the core of all our usual 
springs of delight into full view, and turns 
us into melancholy m taphysicians." The 



nly b n fit , the nly comfort, you may 
find in b ing si k is thaL other p ople will 
car for you, and you can let them, let 
Lhem fix your meals, bnng your pills, rub 
y ur ba k. May Sarton captures both these 
aspects of the sick persons life: "How I 
have njoyed complete passivity! Being 
'looked aft r' like a Paddington bear -
listening to the bustle in the corridor as 
though from very far away so even the 
n isy voices didn't trouble my floating. But 
I still feel fright[ ully tired and so I dread 
going home." E en patients who always 
resented dependence may savor it when 
they are ill. Agnes de Mille reflects, "Up to 
May 15, as far as it was possible for a 
worr..an to be independent, I had been 
independent. Now, not so . I cared nothing. 
Let me lie still . Let me be. As far as I was 
concern d people could wait on me, serve 
me , help me in every way" And a doctor 
fallen ill found "for one of the few times in 
my adult life, I felt that I was being taken 
care of completely Everything was being 
provided for my car . I did not have to 
make any decisions or take any 
responsibility for my thoughts or actions. 
It was an especially good feeling to be 
cared for, and se retly I still cherish those 
days that I spent in the h spital although 
not the r ason why I had to be there ." 

As that doctor gratefully recognized , 
people may parti ularly spare you th 
travail f decisions. As another patient put 
it, "I allowed th ott ry of 
childho d: oth p i rge ." 
Jay Katz r mor y ra h 
regression to il fu ning 
that an r sult 11 and that] 
b comes augm by · e ' · for 
caretaking by a nt- i a 
memory informs, will i a · 
all suffering." Bu · 
with wis gu o 
s npath ly t 
patient, spi 
m ral · y, th s 
degra but n ritual 
need urt g 
back, d to n might 
indee s hel ld , wheth r 
one lik d it, or ot. In hospital, 
one b ame again a hild with par nts 

(parents who might be good or bad) and 
this might be felt as 'infantilizing' and 
degradmg or as a sweet and sorely-needed 
nourishing." Such patients may accept the 
comfort of relief from the burdens of 
dec1Sion. 

In addition, even more than most of us , 
the sick may wish to escape not just the 
wearisome labor of medical decisions, but 
also the resporISibility for such savagely 
difficult choices, choices on which their 
own happiness and that of their friends 
and families may so much depend but 
which are so bewildering. When decisions 
go wrong, many patients blame themselves 
and feel blamed. Thus one study of kidney 
donors concludes, "[W]here the costs of 
failure on both sides are so great, our 
impression is that individuals frequently 
wish to absol e themselves of the 
responsibility of the decision. Deliberation 
and a conscious decision emphasize the 
freedom of ones choice and one's 
responsibility for the choice. To hold 
oneself responsible for a potentially 
disastrous outcome is painful hav e er." 

Robert Murphy, an anthropologist dying 
of a spinal tumor, put this ob ervation into 
more personal form. He acknm ledged that 
"the patient is responsible for his own 
re o ery, and this has man positi e 
asp ts ." Howe er, he learned it has its 
dra backs too: "[I]f hi efforts an yield 
impr ement, then an failur to impr e 
can be an indi tion that he isn't trying 
hard nough, that h is t blame for his 
own onditi n . Thi load f culpability i 
of ten add d to a lingering su pi ion among 
famil and friends that the pati nt as 
r spon ibl , om how or other, for hat 
happ n d to him. And the patient, too , i 
oft n b t with guilt o r his plight - a 
se mingl ill gi al but ery ommon, b -
pr du t of disabilit ." 

Th auth r f a study omparing th 
d ir s f an r pati nts and th general 
publi f r parti ipati n in m dical 
d isi ns gen ralize this point: "The strong 

f£ t [on the d sir to make decisions] of 
the pr s n e or abs nc f an er 
ugg st d that de ision making pr feren es 

might b influen ed by diagnosis of a life
thr at ning illn · s. In that context being 



freed of responsibility for making treatment 
decisions can produce an immense sense of 
relief, with treatment failures becoming the 
responsibility of the practitioner rather 
than the patient." 

The problem is not just that a baneful 
sense of responsibility may impede 
decisions in the first place and make living 
with them tormenting. It is also that that 
sense warps decisions. Thus the study of 
kidney donation I quoted a moment ago 
found that people burdened with this sense 
"are motivated to regard the decision [to 
donate] as inevitable - as the only 
possible alternative, given the enormous 
moral obligation, or the social pressure, or 
the fact that another family member 
volunteered first, or the perception that 
this issue is not ones moral responsibility 
Thus, while the outsider sees the potential 
donor as making a choice, the potential 
donor himself is likely to describe it as 'no 
decision at all'." 

Medical decisions may repel patients for 
yet another reason. Such decisions cannot 
ordinarily be made well without acquiring 
thorough information about ones illness 
and analyzing it carefully But not everyone 
finds that learning and thinking interesting, 
or pleasant, or even tolerable, particularly 
at the level of intensity and persistence 
needed to make complex and unfamiliar 
decisions. Some patients - like William 
Martin, the sociologist with prostate cancer 
- may "want to keep on looking stuff up 
and trying to make sense of it for as long as 
I can," and they may become "totally 
engrossed in trying to unravel the riddles 
of prostate cancer, sometimes almost to the 
point of forgetting just why I had developed 
such a keen interest in the subject." But 
other patients will not have made research 
their lifes work, will not know how to do 
it, will not enjoy it, will not like learning a 
new vocabulary and thinking in foreign 
ways, and will find better things to do with 
their time . Indeed, some people find 
medicine, and even their own ailments and 
treatments, boring. Few subjects are 
universally fascinating, and medicine is not 
one of them. As Wilfrid Sheed writes, "I've 
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never been the least interested in the nuts 
and bolts of · kness and health. In fa t, 

even when I' e been so ill myself that 
there's been no avoiding them, my position 
has always been 1ust tell me what I'm 
supposed to do, and who do you like in the 
World Series?' or the Oscars, or any damn 
thing that doesn't require thermometers and 
blood tests every half hour." 

Even people who once were fascinated 
by medical questions may see them pall 
after months of the tedium of patienthood. 
One couple put the point bluntly: 'We are 
both so weary of this medical junk. " 

Furthermore, many patients -
especially the gravely ill - will not relish 
having to think about the terrible and 
terrifying things that are happening to 
them, the cruel uncertainties they must 
endure, the wretched alternatives they 
confront, or the bitter prospects they face. 
For just such reasons many people resist 
buying life insurance, writing wills, 
preparing advance directives, signing 
organ-donor cards, seeing the doctor, and 
even visiting sick friends. In short, some 
patients will be disqualified from making 
decisions by their reluctance to learn 
enough about their illness. For Lance 
Morrow, "Having a heart attack and waiting 
for another at any moment results in an 
especially wearing and unlikable 
introspection. It is a physical introspection 
entirely, an in-peering anxiety, my focused 
self standing like a peasant outside the 
castle walls, awaiting the caprice of a lord 
who is given to drunken rages." Joseph 
Heller says wryly: "My attending doctors ... 
had adopted the sensible approach of not 
giving me any distressing information 
about my illness unless they had to; and I 
had adopted the sensible defense of not 
seeking any" The mother of a child with 
cancer wrote that "the few articles and 
newspaper paragraphs I have read are 
certainly inadequate; yet I do not intend to 
become an authority on Carol's leukemia. 
Intuitively, I desire to keep all bitter 
informants at bay, to study no discouraging 
life expectancy charts or bleak 
percentages." Ernst Hirsch, a psychologist 
and a thoughtful man with multiple 
sclerosis, shunned the literature on his 

di eas , sin e in it "th illn ss t nds to b 
d s rib d in its m st a ute , tr m nd 

ft n final form. uch an ac ount naturally 
mak s reading ab ut the illn ss depr ssing, 
particularly to a pati nt wh is aflli t d 
with it. " Reynolds Pri , a writ r with 
cancer of the spinal cord, r p rts , "Fr m 
the start of the trouble , 1 mad a ons ious 
hoi not to open my fil and nfront 

what doctors believed was the w rst - I 
saw in their eyes that they had slim hope , 
and I knew I must d fy th m. On balan e I 
think the choice of a high degr e of 
ignorance proved good for me. All my life 
I've tended to try to meet peoples hopes. 
Predict my death and I'm liable to oblige; 
keep me ignorant and I stand a chanc of 
lasting." Finally, Molly Haskell reports that 
when a doctor told the mother of her 
desperately sick husband that he (the 
doctor) "couldn't promise he wouldn't have 
brain damage," Haskell was "stunned, 
outraged, first , that he should say such a 
thing to her, and second, because it was a 
possiblity I hadn't allowed myself to even 
think about. How dare he answer a 
question that nobody had asked! I told him 
from now on not to volunteer grim 
information unless we asked for it. " 

Such patients do not warmly welcome 
the practice of informed consent: "I signed 
everything without readmg any of it, and 
tried not to listen while he told me in great 
detail what would happen later that 
morning. All I wanted to know was, would 
it hurt?" And: "I signed it quickly, not 
noticing too much of any of it. lf it wer 
going to happen, it would happen. But it 
was a bit frightening as I thought of that 
long list. " Even less formal 
communications can be disturbing: 
"Another sort of drowning is inflicted on us 
patients by doctors who think out loud 
while they examine you . These physicians 
not only expose you to their full 
conclusions, they e pose you to the full 
process by which they reach these 
conclusions . As your e amination proceeds 
you hear all the malfunctions you might 
have, as well as those you do have, and 



you have twice as much to worry about." 
Thus one ill doctor "learned how simple 
words from a physician can strike absolute 
terror into the hearts of patients. A well
meaning internal medicine resident 
remarked, offhand, as he pushed on my 
belly, that my liver seemed 'a little 
enlarged.' The fear of metastatic 
malignancy nearly turned me to jelly:" 

As this last example suggests, even 
patients who are professionally equipped to 
understand their illness may not wish to 
know too much. One doctor afflicted with 
cancer wrote, "I am terrified at the thought 
of examining my own chart for fear that 
someone has recorded in it a poor 
prognosis. I know thats illogical and that I 
should look to see if there's an error that 
could be corrected. But I am no longer able 
to function as my own doctor. My 
confidence has been worn down - by my 
fears about my illness, of course, but also 
by something more subtle, something thats 
happened psychologically over these past 
months." Another doctor with cancer 
observed, "I knew as much as anyone 
about X-rays and easily could have 
examined my own on the way back to the 
clinic. I never did. The possibility that I 
would again discover trouble in my chest 
was so horrifying to me that it quenched 
my curiosity:" Yet another doctor acquired 
an aversion "to learning anything new or 
even remotely pessimistic about my disease 
and its complications." He reasoned, "It is a 
doctors job to search diligently for the 
worst. The patient hopes eternally for the 
best. When they are the same person, the 
conflict becomes extremely difficult 
(perhaps impossible) to reconcile." 

But even if patients' curiosity is not 
quenched, even if they want information, 
the same fear that deters them from asking 
for it may keep them from assimilating it. 
When some of the colitis patients Michael 
Kelly studied were told they needed 
surgery, they "expressed great surprise 
when the operation was first mentioned to 
them, this in spite of the fact that several 
had been attending surgical outpatient 
clinics over many months." One such 

patient "tried not to think about it. 'I just 
blocked it out. I just didn't want to know. I 
just couldn't picture it at all. All I knew 
was that you have a bag. I just didn't want 
to know."' Another patient "refused to 
acknowledge that she was a prospective 
surgical case, even after she had been 
admitted to hospital for the operation .... 
She claimed that she thought she was 
going into hospital for tests." And Gerda 
Lerner believed her husband "undoubtedly 
'knew' before I told him of his brain tumor, 
and certainly many times refused to 'know' 
after I told him. He was already deeply 
caught up in the process of dying and 
conscious knowledge was only a minor 
aspect of it. Just so it is with me now: the 
fact of his death, his absence, is 
incontrovertible. I 'know' it in many 
different ways and with many different 
modes of perception. Yet, to this day, I still 
do not 'know' it the way I know other 
facts. It shifts; it wavers - sometimes it is 
as true as a rock; sometimes it is as true as 
a bad dream. I imagine it must be that way 
for the dying until that final stage when 
they really 'know' - then they let go." 

To put the point somewhat differently, 
patients may prefer to "deny" their illness, 
avoid information about it, suppress 
thoughts of it, and try to go about their 
business as though they were well. Popular 
psychology has cursed "denial" with a bad 
name, perhaps with some cause. But denial 
has its uses, for happiness "has blindness 
and insensibility to opposing facts given it 
as its instinctive weapon for self-protection 
against disturbance." Paul Monette 
observes, "This force of life continuing is 
what they mean by 'positive denial'." 
Robert Murphy said he "once asked the 
neurologist how bad it could get, and, with 
a pained expression, he answered, 'Do you 
really want to know?' I didn't." Murphy 
commended the well-tuned repression 
mechanism, the ability to become detached 
from ones emotions, to benumb the 
inroads of fear." He acknowledged that 
"[t]his kind of repression is bought at 
considerable emotional cost, but it has its 
positive uses. Some fears and sentiments 
are better left unstated, and those that I 
harbored as I entered the hospital in 1976 

were among them. What I refused to 
contemplate was the progressive and total 
destruction of my body, the reduction of all 
volition to quietude, the entombment of 
my mind in inert protoplasm." And a 
seriously ill doctor thought "psychiatrists 
only preach nonsense when they say: 
'Adjust to reality:' We can only really 
endure life if we cherish healthy illusions, if 
we have faith no matter how fantastic, or 
the kind of healthy-mindedness that shakes 
off, as a dog shakes off water, the 
disagreeables of now and the future." 

These opinions have even found 
scholarly defenders. Arthur Kleinman, for 
instance, writes, "[D]enial and illusion are 
ready at hand to assure that life events are 
not so threatening and supports seem more 
durable .... In short, self-deception makes 
chronic illness tolerable. Who can say that 
illusion and myth are not useful to 
maintain optimism, which itself may 
improve physiological performance ... ?" 
And Kelly argues, "Rather than perceiving 
denial in these circumstances as evidence 
of a malformed psyche incapable of dealing 
with reality or as an automatic psychological 
defence, it is better to regard it a realistic 
response in the absence of the necessary 
skills to deal with the illness." Evidence 
that "denial" can sometimes be sensible 
also comes from empirical studies showing, 
for instance, that "[a]lthough some patients 
seek out information prior to surgery, such 
information does not always reduce their 
arousal levels or promote recuperation 
from surge1y . . . Indeed, infonnation may 
actually increase arousal and retard 
recovery: .. " Thus, Miller and Mangan 
note that while laboratory studies show 
that most people want information about 
an aversive event, "in less a1tificial studies 
that mirror real life . . . , the preference 
reverses: The majo1ity of individuals then 
prefer to distract themselves from threat
relevant information. . . " 

Many memoirists put these opinions in 
terms of hope, "the only fuel that keeps 
them going." Natalie Spingarn writes: "I 
have found no skill more important (no 
matter how it is gained) than the ability to 
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beli e in my survi • for at least a bit 
longer. For this, I am dependent on ho 
m fella human beings - doctors and 
nurses, family and friends - . .. reinforce 
the hope that sustains my hfe. he tried 
"to avoid the medical mighties who with 
their harsh honest' words - and I cannot 
say it often enough - deprive me of the 
hope that I can fend off my enemy, death." 
Their "blunt, tell-it-like-it-is" way of 
speaking may reflect "the common wisdom 
that knowing all the news, whatever it may be, 
is 'good' for you, conversely, [that] it is 'weak' 
to try to avoid even a single cancer statistic 
inf erring bad news, even if it helps deprive you 
of hope." But Spingarn disapproved: 
"Hope, I repeat once again is the essential 
ingredient . Without it, we patients can find 
no reason for struggling to survive; without 
it, we find it easy to give up and stay in 
bed." Thus she remained "peeved at the 
physician who told me over the telephone 
when my second breast cancer was 
diagnosed, 'We have to stop talking in 
terms of cure and begin talking in terms of 
control - one year, maybe two."' In sum, 
while some patients may cope with disease 
by visiting a medical library and tackling 
the relevant literature, others will be 
anxious to avoid learning about their 
illness, contemplating their perilous 
condition, acknowledging their grim 
choices, imagining their possible fates, or 
making medical decisions." 

Many of my points about how being 
sick dismclmes one to seize control of ones 
medical decisions are captured m a 
provocative article by Franz Ingelfinger, an 
editor of the New England Journal of 
Medicine stncken with the very illness he 
had specialized in as a physician. He 
"received from physician friends 
throughout the country a barrage of well
intentioned but contradictory advice .... 
As a result, not only I but my wife, my son 
and daughter-in-law (both doctors), and 
other family members became increasingly 
confused and emotionally distraught. 
Finally, when the pangs of indecision had 
become nearly intolerable, one wise 
physician friend said, 'What you need is a 
doctor.' He was telling me to forget the 
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information I already had and the 
infonnation I was receivmg from many 
quarters, and to seek instead a person ho 
would dominate who would tell me what 
to do, who ould in patemalisnc manner 
assume responsibility for my care. When 
that excellent advice was followed, my 
family and I sensed immediate and 
immense relief. The incapacity of 
enervating worry was dispelled, and I 
could return to my usual anxieties .... " 

Ingelfmger is not alone. The editors of 
an anthology of doctors' accounts of illness 
report, "Autonomy may be lauded for 
modem patients, but it is not something 
sick physicians usually choose for 
themselves once they have found a doctor. 
Sick doctors want to be taken care of, even 
if they try to remain in control; we find the 
most relief when someone else takes over. 
Here we are, a group with special 
knowledge, and often trying to exert 
control beyond the bounds of reason, and 
yet almost to a man or woman sick doctors 
who express an opinion suggest that they 
want to be taken care of so that they can 
give up their lonely vigil. Most of them 
want to be cared for, have decisions made 
for them." 

Perhaps doctors' testimony on this score 
should be doubted (although they seem 
especially suited to make their own 
medical decisions). But a similar reaction 
appears in the memoirs of lay patients. 
One wrote, "I think my husband helped 
me to transfer worry and responsibility to 
the doctors' shoulders instead of carrying 
the burdens myself. That was very 
important. It gave all of us something to 
lean on." A patient with infernlity found 
"something reassuring in the order that 
[her doctor] imposed on the situation, the 
idea that there was a definite path to tread, 
and she'd take me by the hand. When I left 
the office, I was excited and relieved." 
Another kind of evidence comes from Ellen 
Annandale'.s study of a birth clinic which 
appealed to women who wished to be 
unchained from the bonds of medical 
authonty Even there , studying clients who 
were presumably vigorous, independent
mmded, and healthy, Annandale witnessed 
the relief of abdicated autonomy: "'I didn 't 
need to worry about making decisions and 

uld l a e it all to [th midwiv s] .... I 
£ lt utt rly r l d b ing at h m and 
having ompl t faith in th s ar und me."' 

I ha b n sugg sting r a ns the si k 
may be in n mood to plung into m di al 
d isions. Let me los with on other. The 
standard argument is that patients should 
m k their wn de isions b ause those 
d isions so much af£ t them. By the same 
t ken, b coming immers d in your 
medical decisions means thinking 
intensiv ly about yours lf. Ev n in our 
psychologized , th rapeuti so iety, not 
everyon believes this is a good idea. Some 
see a moral dmy to temper their interest in 
themselves and invest it in th ir neighbors. 
Others are skeptical on prudential grounds. 
heed, fore ample, couns ls against self

absorption. He admonishes advice 
columnists: "So tell your readers to go 
dancing, overeat at least once, or buy a 
book about Napoleon (not about self-help, 
or self-anything. Tell them to forget 
themselves for five minutes. The air outside 
is wonderful) ." Sheed'.s attitude is so 
resonant that we have a word -
valetudinarian - for people too fascinated 
by their illness and themselves. 

CON LU I N 

The points I hav made in this section 
may helpfully be seen in light of patients 
memoirs. As I suggested earlier, often they 
are not primarily about making medical 
decisions, or even about patients' 
relationships with doctors. Rather, they are 
about what it means to be a person who is 
sick. They are about how illness ravages 
the body, staggers the rhythms of daily life, 
distorts personal relationships, and 
destroys the familiar. They are about how 
illness savages the mind and leaves it 
brooding and afraid. They are about how 
people struggle with pain and uncertainty. 
They are about how peopl labor to make 
sense of their pasts and their futures , their 
lives and their deaths. Th s m moirs 
suggest, then, that while medical decisions 
may have crucial consequences for patients, 



they will nOL always be m st central, most 
pressing, or ev n most interesting to 
patient.s. To p ople "wrestling with the crises 
of th ir fat ," medical de isions may se ma 
distra ti n, not a duty 

For many patients, m dical decisions 
are b th ab v and beneath their attention. 
Abo e, b cause patients are concentrated 
on day-to-day coping. They try to perdure 
with their lives d spite their disease, to 
make it to work, to get a full nights sleep , 
co see their families , to get the laundry 
done and th lawn mowed, to pay the bills 
and call the plumb r. They do not ignore 
their illness. But their attention is 
concern d with adapting to it, not treating 
it. They ask how they can learn to walk 
after a stroke, find a ride to dialysis 
sessions, avoid insulin shock, cope with 
incontinence, follow their diet, or manage 
their drugs and lives to reduce the risk of 
seizures. 

On the other hand, medical decisions 
fall beneath patient.s' attention because 
illness urgently presents the largest kind of 
questions to them, questions about their 
religious faith, about whether their lives 
have been well led, about what a good 
life is. Patients ask why they became 
sick, whether they managed th ir careers 
well, whether they lo ed and re lo ed, 
whether they enjoyed their li s, wh th r 
Ii es were spiritually fulfilling, and, as to all 
these questions, how to do bett r in 
whate er future might r main. This 1 ads 
some patients to b ome pr o cupi d with 
their emotional and spiritual d lopm nt. 
For pati nt wh ha e sought " lt m ti " 
therapies, th psy h logi al , th spiritu 1, 
and the medi al an be om a ne and 
become verything in th ir li es. Thus 
David Tat 's exp ri nc with H dgkins 
disease (and lat r a heart atta k) help d 
take him fr m Rom n Cath li ism and a 
care r in th law and r al stat to life as a 
psychotherapi t and N Ag stand-up 
comic wh f und m aning in, among th r 
things, il a Mind Contr 1, Edgar Cayce 
readings, acupunctur . ps hie h aling, 
Carlos Castaneda, J hnath n Livingston 
Seagull, Paramahansa Yogananda , 
spiritualism, Esal n , and transp rsonal 
psychology, pani ul rly p y h -synth is. 

Even if patients ar n t pr cupi d 

with their spiritual situation, they may be 
absorbed by moral crisis. As Sheed writes, 
"The details of any illness are too tedious 
and repetitive to occupy you for more than 
part of the time and what you do with the 
rest is critically important in this case, as 
you bet your whole self against death." 
Thus "[t]he interesting part is all provided 
by you , an average citizen and image of 
God, finding out for probably the first time 
whats been in you all along." Here Sheed is 
reilecting on his three illnesses - the polio 
he endured as an adolescent, the depression 
and addiction he fought in middle age, and 
the cancer he suffered as he emerged from 
the depression and addiction. To Sheed, 
illness is crucially a battle of character and 
courage. The news he brings from the from 
is hopeful. He writes, for instance , 
"Numerous people who had had to care for 
critically injured patient.s ha e testified, as 
polio nurses once did , to how amazingly 
quickly the patients spirit seems to take 
o er and begin to pull them through, as if it 
were a new presence in the room, 
preternaturally strong and self-assured." 
Ne ertheless, much of what absorbed his 
attention and energy in his illnesses was 
the moral problem of managing his 
response to the depredations of disease and 
the menace of death. 

Now in principle, none of these 
con ems - hether quotidian or cosmic 
- has to preclude a patient from making 
medical decisions. But in pra tice, such 
oncerns often di ert patients' inter t, 

attention, a from the 
p es · t and the ta ks 
o e l cern I ha 
b d n ume patient.s' 
time but a dint lle tuall 

· ning. n pr fer to tre t 
r medi · ed points 
ut which they need not rry and 

around w · n ork. 
Pati nt c authorit to make 

m di al d s the reas ns I ha e 
e amin d in this section obviously run 
risks - the 1isks classi all associated with 
pat rnalism. But th reason they run those 
risks dift rs from th usual justificati n 
for paternalism. Th s patients do not 
n essarily s y som on els knows th ir 
situation and inter sts better than they 

Rather, they say that, whoever might make 
the best choice , they do not wish to bear 
the weight of formulating a decision. Nor 
are these patients necessarily delegating 
decisions to the ordinary paternalists -
their doctors. In my research, I have often 
encountered people who instead (or as 
well) ceded authority to their families , in 
whose concern , vigor, wisdom, and faith
fulness they reposed their trust. 

We may admire people who take on the 
burdens of illness, chart their own course, 
and, resolute, remain captains of their fates 
and masters of their souls. But surely we 
can understand sick people who shudder 
at the labors of analyzing their own 
medical problems, who ask to forget the 
terrors that assail them, who yearn to share 
the responsibilities that crowd upon them, 
who hope to husband their resources for 
other conflicts, who long for comfort and 
for care. For such patients, shrugging off 
the mantle of decision can be appealing, 
appropriate, and liberating. 

Professor of Law Carl E. Schneider, '79, 
has written tensiv ly on law and medicine 
family law and constitutional law. He is a 
graduate of Han1ard Colleg and the 
University of Michigan Law School. 
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Can 

INTERNATIONAL 

be made 
relevant again? 

- BY ]AMES C. HATHAWAY 

The following essay is based on a similar 
discussion that appeared in World Refugee 
Survey 1996 (© 1996 U.S. Committee for 

Refugees). Publication is by permission. 
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International refugee law rarely determines 
how governments respond to involuntary 
migration. States pay lip service to the 
importance of honoring the right to seek 
asylum, but in practice devote significant 
resources to keep refugees away from their 
borders. Although the advocacy community 
invokes formal protection principles, it 
knows that governments are unlikely to live 
up to these supposedly minimum standards. 
The United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR) shows similar 
ambivalence about the value of refugee law. 
It insists that refugees must always be able 
to access dignified protection, even as it 
gives tacit support to national and 
intergovernmental initiatives that undermine 
this principle. So long as there is 
equivocation about the real authority of 
international refugee law, many states will 
feel free to treat refugees as they wish, and 
even to engage in the outright denial of 
responsibility toward them. 

Ironic though it may seem, I believe that the 
present breakdown in the authority of 
international refugee law is attributable to 
its failure explicitly to accommodate the 
reasonable preoccupations of governments 
in the countries to which refugees flee. 
International refugee law is part of a system 
of state self-regulation. It will therefore be 
respected only to the extent that receiving 
states believe that it fairly reconciles 
humanitarian objectives to their national 
interests. In contrast, refugee law arbitrarily 
assigns full legal responsibility for 
protection to whatever state asylum-seekers 
are able to reach. It is a peremptory regime. 
Apart from the right to exclude serious 
criminals and persons who pose a security 
risk, the duty to avoid the return of any and 
all refugees who arrive at a state's frontier 
takes no account of the potential impact of 
refugee flows on the receiving state. This 
apparent disregard for their interests has 
provided states with a pretext to avoid 
international legal obligations altogether. 

The Demise of Interest-Convergence 

Much of the debate during the drafting of 
the Refugee Convention [of 1951] was devoted 
to how best to protect the national self-interest 
of receiving states. The Convention grants state~. 
wide-ranging authority to deny refugee status to 
criminals and persons perceived to endanger 
national security. Perhaps most fundamentally, 
there was agreement that international refugee 
law would not impose a duty on states perma
nently to admit all refugees who arrive at their 
borders. Instead, refugees are to be afforded 
protection against refoulcmcnt. States are 
required only to avoid returning refugees to an 
ongoing risk of persecution. If and when the 
risk of serious harm ends, so too does refugee 
status. In this sense, refugee law is clearly based 
upon a theory of temporary protection. 

The absence of a duty to grant permanent 
residence to refugees was critical to the success
ful negotiation of the Convention. While willing 
to protect refugees against return to persecu
tion, states demanded the right ultimately to 
decide which, if any; refugees would be allowed 
to resettle in their territories. While the refugee 
flows of post-war Europe were felt to be logisti
cally and politically impossible to stop, the for
mal distinction between refugee status and per
manent residence reassured states that their sov
ereign authority over immigration would be 
respected. 

Despite this legal prerogative to admit 
refugees only as temporary residents, many 
developed states initially believed their domestic 
interests would be served by granting perma
nent resident status to refugees. Because 
refugees seeking protection in the years follow
ing the Second World War were of European 
stock, their cultural assimilation was perceived 
as relatively straightforward. Refugees also 
helped to meet acute post-war labor shortages. 
The reception of refugees opposed to 
Communist regimes moreover reinforced the 
ideological and strategic objectives of the capi
talist world. This pervasive interest-convergence 
between refugees and the governments of 
industrialized states resulted in a pattern of gen
erous admission policies. 

The reasons that induced this openness to 
the arrival of refugees have, however, largely 
withered away. Most refugees who seek entry to 
developed states today are from the poorer 
countries of the South: their "different" racial 
and social profile is seen as a challenge to the 
cultural cohesion of many developed states. The 
economies of industrialized states no longer 
require substantial and indiscriminate infusions 
of labor. Nor is there ideological or strategic 
value in the admission of most refugees. To the. 
contrary; governments more often view refugee 
protection as an irritant to political and eco
nomic relations with the state of origin. 

In these circumstances, it is not surprising 
that governments have rejected the logic of con-



Linuing to grant refugees a "trump card" on the Politics of Non-Entree Relegation of Burdens to the South 
· usual rules of immigration control. States have 

This blunt assault by the North on refugee not, however, responded by reverting to the Instead of embracing the Refugee 
Refugee Conventions duty to admit refugees Conventions solution of temporary protection, migration has reinforced the confinement of 

only temporarily Such a policy shift was pro- the response of developed states to the end of most of the worlds refugees to their regions of 

posed by Norway, but the governments of most the interest-convergence between refugees and origin in the South. Africa shelters more than 

other industrialized countries have instituted receiving states has been to avoid receiving double the number of refugees protected in all 

temporary protection only on a situation-specif- claims to refugee status altogether. Most of Europe, North Ame1ica, and Oceania com-

ic basis. Northern states have implemented 11011-entree bined. The Ivory Coast alone protects nearly 
This resistance to treating temporary protec- mechanisms, including visa requirements on the twice as many refugees as are presently in the 

Lion as the norm is partly explained by deeply nationals of refugee-producing states, carrier United States of America. In desperately poor 

ingrained policy preferences in traditional coun- sanctions, burden-shifting arrangements, and countlies like Jordan, Djibouti, Guinea, 
tries of immigration, such as the United States, even the forcible interdiction of refugees at fron- Lebanon, and Armenia, the ratio of refugee 
Canada, and Australia. Any attempt to end the tiers and in international waters. The simple population to total population is about 1:10. Yet 
now-routine linkage between refugee status and purpose of 11011-entrte strategies is to keep refugee law establishes no burden-sha1ing 
permanent residence in these states would refugees away from us. mechanism to offset the enormous contribu-
require fundamental amendments to domestic Non-entree is an explicable, if reprehensible, tions made by these reception states of the 
immigration legislation built up during the era response to the breakdown of the social and South. 
of openness to Cold War refugees. While political conditions that previously led industri- Some degree of solidarity is achieved by 

; 
European governments have histo1ically been alized states to assimilate refugees. Seeing no "good offices," UNHCR assistance, ad hoc 
more receptive to the admission of temporary need to accept the risks assumed to follow from regimes such as the Comprehensive Plan of 

' 
residents, they are concerned with ensuring that a generalized temporary protection system, Action for Indochinese Refugees, and tl1e like. 
temporary protection of refugees can truly be states have taken the more brutal (yet less visi- But because these efforts are orchestrated out-

.: brought to an end. When large-scale guestwork- ble) step of keeping refugees as far away as pos- side international refugee law, in the realm of 
· er programs closed down in the 1970s, there sible from their territories. discretion or voluntarism, there are few gi.taran-

were still nearly 12 million "temporary" resi- tees of meaningful support for the states of the 
•· .. dents living in Western Europe. The guestwork- The "Right to Remain" South. With assistance from the developed 

ers' social and personal attachments to their world normally provided after the fact and on a 
,, host states made deportation a politically unre- Northern governments have recently extend- situation-specific basis, Southern governments 
· allstic option, forcing governments ultimately to ed their prophylactic program by championing are increasingly turning away from traditions of 

· l allow them to remain. European policymakers the refugees "right to remain" in his or her own hospitality toward refugees. While they normal-
worry that a generalized tempora1y protection state. The "right to remain" is superficially ly lack the resources and sophisticated border 
system for refugees would similarly be no more attractive. After all, the best solution to the control systems used by the North to enforce 
than "a slow way of saying yes" to permanent refugee problem is obviously to eradicate the 11011-entree, the governments of less developed 
admission. harms that produce the need to escape. It is countries have coerced refugees to return to 

The viability of temporary protection as a such a seductive notion that even the UNHCR their countries of origin. Some also engage in 
way of reconciling the needs of refugees to the has joined in the call for a redefinition of absolutely blunt denials of access, such as the 
national interests of receiving states has not, refugee protection to focus on what tl1e Report decision by Zaire simply to close its border to 
however, been se1iously explored to date. This of the United Nations High Commission for Rwandan refugees. 
is because governments of the indusnialized Refugees (1995) called "preparedness, preven-
world have new options to prevent refugee tion and solutions." Principles for a New Paradigm 
flows from challenging their sovereign authority In reality, however, no international commit- of Refugee Protection 
over immigration. States now believe that ment e..'<lsts to deliver dependable intervention 
technologies of border control can prevent most to attack the root causes of refugee flows, clearly International refugee laws unilateral imposi-
asylum-seekers from ever reaching their a condition precedent to the exercise of any tion of absolute responsibility on the asylum 
tenitories. They also see promise in the kind of genuine right to remain. There is no credible state is not problematic if, as during the post-
in-country intervention undertaken in Iraq and evidence that intervention will ever evolve into war era, there is a pervasive interest-conver-
Bosnia, which prevented would-be refugees more than a discretionary response to the gence between refugee and host populations. 

l from even leaving their o,vn states. In sum, mino1ity of refugee-generating situations that is Absent such a natural symmetry, however, 
governments today see little reason to accept of direct concern to powerful states. The inter- refugee law can function only if there is a mech-
the compromises inherent in the Refugee ventions in both Iraqi Kurdistan and in the for- anism in place to mitigate the burdens of receiv-
Convention. Since legal duties to refugees arise mer Yugoslavia were responses to the clear risk ing states. The plight of Tanzania - faced with 
only once refugees successfully access a states of refugee flows toward the developed world. Most massive, immediate, and potentially destabiliz-
jurisdiction, why not simply keep refugees at perniciously, these two examples of intervention ing refugee flows from Rwanda and Burundi -
I anns-length? Why depend on international to enforce the "1ight to remain" suggest that tl1is raises starkly the absurdity of a refugee protec-

laws temporary protection regime to safeguard so-called "right" is essentially a means to ratio- tion regime in which obligations are not adjust-
sovereign auth01ity over immigration if it is nalize denying at-1isk persons the option to flee. ed to take account of circumstances in states of 
possible simply to prevent the anival of Each UN intervention was inextricably tied to destination. While less profound, the perceived 
refugees in the first place? Governments border closures that left no way for would-be impact of refugee flows on societies in indusni-
increasingly deal with refugees on a harsh and refugees to access meaningful safety abroad. alized countries ought also to be factored into 
unregulated basis because they see international the protection equation. Refusal to balance the 
refugee laws mechanism to reconcile state claims of refugees ,vith those of receiving states 
interests to refugee interests as an anachronism. simply invites a continuation of present trends 

toward en bloc denials of access. 
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The time is ri ht t C u on pr erving the 
en e f intemauonal refu e law a a s stem 

for th prote tion of per ns \ h ba i 

human rights are at ri k in their wn tate, until 
and unless it is p ssibl f r them t return in 
saC t and dignit . reformulation f the mech
anisms of refugee law h uld be dedi ated to 

e uring thi fundamental goal, Laking into 
account th real ircum tan es of an increasing-
1 elf-interested world. Four ba ic principl 
are suggested to go em this transiti n . 

First, r f ugee protection should not be 
banered away as part of the current upsurge of 
interest in addressing the "root caus " of in ol
untary migration. While intervention may or 
may not evolve as a more pra tical and globally 
acces ible answer to human rights abuse, 
refugees ought not to be guinea pigs in that 
e>..1) riment. Until and unless there is a depend
able response to the risk of human rights abuse, 
the autonomous right to eek pr te tion outside 
the frontiers of one's own state should not be 
compromis d. 

Second, we should be open to the 
enhanced flexibility that a robust system of 
solution-oriented, temporary protection could 
provide. To be attracti e to states temporary 
protection will need to be constructed with a 
str ng emphasis on preparation for return. 
Return itself will be a realistic option only if 
supported by an empowering process of repatri
ation and development assistance. So con-
cei ed, temporary protection could regularly 
regenerate the asylum capacity of host states. 

To advocate the value of temporary protec
ti n is not to argue that immigration is bad: it is 
srmply not the same as refugee protection. 
While the admission of outsiders to permanent 
residence in a state may be a matter of legiti
mate debate for each country's body politic, the 
basic protective role of refugee protection 
should not be a capti e in that debate. Simply 
put, the human rights function of refugee law 
does not require a routine linkage between 
refugee status and immigration. If the protec
tion of refugees is both durable and respectful 
of human dignity, it need not be permanent. 
Dignified temporary protection is not simply a 
matter of meeting the minimum standards set 
by international human rights instruments, but 
rather requires full respect for the needs and 
reasonable aspirations of refugees. It must also 
be finite . It would not be reasonable to allow a 
"temporary" protection regime to force refugees 
to wait indefinitely before being allowed to 
rebuild their lives for the long-term. If it incor
porates these critical safeguards, temporary pro
tection can be a meaningful response to invol
untary migration. 

10 THE UNIVER ITY OF Mr HI AN LAW HOOL 

Third ,\: e ught to dispen with the 
R fuge C n emi n's unn sarily rigid defmi
tion f stat respon ib1hties. Beyond a comm n 
duty t pr vide first as lum, th re is n rea n 
t exp ct e ery stat to pla an identi al r fug 
protection r le. m states will b willing t 
provid temporary pr t ti n, but n t be dis
pos d to the permanent integrati n f refug 
Traditional immigration ountri s uld readil 
serve as sites of perman nt r ttlement for 
those refugees whose ountri remain unsafe at 
the end of the period of temp rary protecti n . 

till other states will b in a p sition to admit 
special needs cases that should be di rt d fr m 
the temporary protection system. There will 
also be go emments that assume a mix of th 
roles, or which provide maj r finan ial or logis
tical support to the refugee protection system. A 
renewed international refugee law based on this 
kind of common but differentiated re ponsibili
t toward refugees w uld pr vide a principled 
yet flexible framework within which to recon
cile the needs of refugees to the legitimate con
cerns of states. 

Some will argue that a shift to equitable, 
open-te tured obligations would weaken inter
national refugee law. This criticism does not 
take into account, howe er, that the practical 
value of formal refugee law has been decimated 
by policies of non-entree and the containment of 
refugees in their country of origin. I believe that 
it is morally irresponsible to insist on the sancti
ty of traditional legal standards that we know 
do not in fact constrain the self-interested con
duct of states. If the international protection of 
refugees is to be meaningfully regulated, then 
we must temper the demands of moral criticali
ty to meet the constraints of practical feasibility. 
International law is, after all, a consensual sys
tem of authority among states. If states are not 
convinced that their interests are taken into 
account by international refugee law, then in 
practice - despite whatever formal standards 
are proclaimed - international law will not 
govern the way refugees are treated. 

Fourth and finally, the institutions of inter
national refugee protection need to be retooled 
to promote and coordinate a process of collec
tivized responsibility. UNHCR's recent efforts to 
prove its relevance to governments have, regret
tably, lent credibility to the politics of non-entree 
and to the containment of refugees. UNHCR 
should instead focus on the development of 
dependable mechanisms equitably to share-out 
responsibility for the protection of refugees 
among states. By proposing the standards and 
mechanisms to implement common but differ
entiated responsibility toward refugees, UNHCR 
could prove that international law is still an 
effective framework within which to manage 
involuntary migration. 

Critical Thinking is Required Now 

R f 

ew r p op] 
R fug e 1 

d rmm 
sand 
to rema 

a . m 
that h 
go ming r f uge p t with ut 

mpr mising the 
protection. 

renewed model f inteman nal refugee 
law, built on the pnn ipl f common but 
differ ntiated resp nsibility, would all w mor 
g od to be d ne for rnor refugees than is 
possible under the pres nt regime. The small 
minority of refugees that presently finds solid 
protection in developed states may see a 
reduction fits relativ privi.l ges under such 
system, but a reduction in the Cadillacs f thJ 
few could, I believ , provide bicycles for the 
many lt is time to reconcile the need for a 
secure and dignified refugee protection syste 
to the legitimate interests of the ountries in 
which refugees are sheltered. Refugee law so 
con eived would regain its relevance. 
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(Kluwer Law Internati nal, 1997) and Th 
Law of Refugee Status (Butt rworths and 
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refugee rights in international law. H holds 
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Research Associate al Oxford Univ rsity' 
Refugee Studies Program. 
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